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48TH CoNGREss,}

SENATE.

2d Session.

{

Ex. Doc~
No.2.

LETTER
FROM

THE SECRETARY OF W .4-R,
TRANSMITTING,

In answer to Senate 'resolution of April18, 1884, the official report of Lieutenant 8chwatka of his military reconnaissance of 188,8 in Alaska.

DECEMBER

3, 1884.-Referred to the Committee on Printing, and ordered to be printed.

WAR DEPARTMENT,
Washington City, December 1, 1884.
The Secretary of War has the honor to transmit to the United States
Senate a copy of the official report of Lieut. Frederick Schwatka, Third
Cavalry, of his military reconnaissance of 1883, from Chilkoot Inlet,
Alaska, to Fort Selkirk, on Yukon River, Alaska, in compliance with
the resolution of the Senate of April 18, 1884, as follows:
Resolved, That the Secretary of War be, and he is hereby, directed to transmit to
the Senate the official report by Lieut. Frederick Schwatka, United States Army, of
his military reconnaissance of 1883, from Chilkoot Inlet, Alaska, to Fort Selkirk, on
Yukon River, Alaska.

Accompanying are two letters of the Adjutant-General of the Army,
dated, respectively, April 22 and November 4, 1884, from the latter of
which it will be observed that the delay in preparing a complete copy
of the report of Lieutenant Schwatka was occasioned by the necessity
of procuring copies of the photographic illustrations accompanying the
report.
ROBERT T. LINCOLN,

Secretary of War.
The PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE
UNITED STATES SENATE.

WAR DEPARTMENT,
ADJU1'ANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE,
Washington, April 22, 1884.
SIR: Referring to the Senate resolution of April 18, 1884, calling for
a copy of the report of Lieutenant Schwatka's reconnai'Ssance from Chil-
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koot Inlet to Fort Selkirk, Alaska, made in 1883, I have the honor to
state that the report in question not having been received at this office
a telegram was addressed to the commanding general Department of
the Columbia calling for it.
A reply has just been received from that office, which reads as follows:
Schwatka's report not yet rendered. Will be in day or two.
three hundred pages manuscript; requires several days to copy.

Very voluminous;

The copy desired by the Senate will be prepared and submitted as
soon a_s the report reaches this office.
I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
R. C. DRUM,
Adjutant- General.
The Hon. SECRETARY OF WAR.

W .A.R DEPARTMENT,
AD JUT ANT-GENER.A.L'S OFFICE,
Washington, November 4, 1884.
SIR: Referring to my communication of April 22, 1884, on the subject, I have the honor to inclose herewith a copy of the official report
by First Lieut. Frederick Schwatka, Third Cavalry, of his military reconnaissance of 1883, from Chilkoot Inlet, Alaska, to Fort Selkirk, on
Yukon River, Alaska, called for by Senate resolution of April18, 1884.
The delay in furnishing a complete copy was caused by the necessity
to procure copies of the photographic illustrations accompanying Lieutenant Schwatka's report, which w·e re recently obtained by the commanding general Department of the Columbia.
I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
R. C. DRUM,
Adjutant- General.
The Hon. SECRETARY OF WAR.

MILITARY RECONNAISSANCE IN ALASKA.
Brig. Gen. NELSON A. MILES,
Brevet JJiajor-General United States Army,
Commanding Department of the Columbia,
Vancouver Barracks, Washington Territory:
SIR: I have the honor to report that, in obedience to letter of instructions from your office dated April 7, 1883 (and herewith appended and
marked .A), I left Vancouver Barracks, Washington Territory, with a
party of seven persons, all told, the following being its organization:
1. Frederick Schwatka, first lieutenant Third Cavalry, aid-de-camp
to department commander, commanding.
2. George F. Wilson, assistant surgeon United States Army, surgeon.
3. Charles A. Homan, topographical assistant United States Army,
topographer.
4. Sergeant Charles Gloster, Company K, First Cavalry.
5. Corporal William H. Shircliff, Company G, Second Infantry.
6. Private John Roth, Company I, Twenty-first Infantry.
7. J. B. 1\'Iclntosh, citizen.
This party, styled the ''.Alaska Military Reconnaissance of 1883," left
Portland, Oregon, May 22, 1883, on the Pacific Coast Stea~ship Company's collier and freight steamer "Victoria" for .Alaska, touching en
route at Astoria, Oregon; Neah Bay, Washington Territory; Victoria,
Vancouver Island, British Coluru bia, and Port Townsend, Puget Sound,
Washington Territory.
The "Victoria" crossed Dixon Entrance, the channel that separates
British Columl>ia from Alaska Territory, early on the morning of the
29th of May, and shortly afterward entered Boca de Quadra Inlet,
where freight was left for the Cape Fox Salmon Cannery, an enterprise
just started this year. This cannery is in the Indian country of the
Tougas and (Cape) Foxes. These ball(ls are described under the title
of" Native tribes visited." I have confined my report regarding the
.Alaskan Indians strictly to those bands or sub-bands that my party has
visited in whole or ib. part, but having once opened the subject of any
particular tribe, I have collected and transcribed all the available information regarding them that I considered to be reliable. Further
than the "Native tribes visited "-the most important information required of my military reconnaissance-! have made no division of my
3
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report, and all preliminary introductions, narrative of the expedition,
description of the great river along which the party traveled and its
adjacent country, the trade and resources of the districts visited, the
astronomical determinations, magnetic observations, and topography are
all embodied in this, the general report, somewhat after the manner of
a journal kept by a traveler. The inland passages of .Alaska extend
from Dixon Entrance to Cross Sound, a distance of about 330 miles, if
measured between estuaries communicating with the Pacific Ocean,
or from Dixon Entrance to the head of Chilkat and Ohilkoot Inlets, a
distance of about 375 miles, if measured within the limiting lines of
latitude. Both measures are by the usually traveled steamboat route.
The islands forming these numerous inland passages are known as the
.Alexander .Archipelago, and with its adjacent mainland contains probably two-thirds the white population of .Alaska Territory. The Indians
inhabiting this same district speak the Thlinkit language, and, as a
whole, are spoken of as Thlinkits, although divided into many sub-bands,
each receiving its own particular name as Stickeens, Sitkas, Tougas,
&c., each ruled independently by its own chief or chiefs in its own limited locality, and having but little sympathy in common. .Among the
whites of the country they are spoken of only by these names of subbands or clans, and in the same sense should they be considered by the
military, for the reason noted, i. e., their distinct and separate sovereignty as belligerent clans. Where intertribal alliances are likely to be
formed as a result of a collision with one, this is noted in the particular
tribe described wherever it could be ascertained. The Thlinkits were
spoken of by the Russians as the Koloshes or Koloshians, and this
designation is still occasionally heard in the Territory. In the Alexander .Archipelago we visited the Tougas, Foxes (or Cape Fox Indians),
Kootzuahoos, Hoonahs, Cbilkats, .Auks, Stickeens, and Sitkas,and they
will be found considered separately under the proper head. The distance we traveled in this part of the Territory was 810 miles, consuming
fromMay29, 1883, to June 11, of the same year, and the distance traveled
from Vancouver Barracks, Washington Territory, to the crossing Of
Dixon Entrance, by the route already indicated, was about 1,070 miles.
These inland passages of the .Alexander .Archipelago connect with similar
ones indenting the coast of British Columbia, connecting with Puget
Sound, in Washington Territory, across the eastern extremity or head
of the strait of Juan de Fuca, and by them, such transporting vessels
as "sound boats," "bay-water boats," or even the lightest and fragile
river steamers by watching favorable weather at occasional ocean entrances, can traverse this whole interior coast line from Chilkat, .Alaska,
to Olympia, Washington Territory, a distance of about 1,060 to 1,100
miles by the usually traveled channel. From Fort Townsend, in Puget
Sound, the nearest military post to this portion of .Alaskan waters, the
distance to these waters at Dixon Entrance by the inland passage is a
little over 600 mHes, and could be made by a sm-all but powerful
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"sound steamer," with such Alaskan pilots as are usually available
in Victoria or Port Townsend, in two days. The value of such a
steamer, in case this portion of Alaska is reoc~upied by the military as
an auxiliary to their usefulness, cannot be overestimated. Experts
place its cost at about $35,000. The distance, in hours, for such a
steamer, estimating at 12 miles per hour, and in mHes, is given from
Dixon Entrance to the principal villages of each tribe described under
the separate subtitle of that tribe.
.
The 'rhlinkits or Koloshians have been variously estimated at from
5,000 to 20,000, although the latter is probably the nearer correct, and
besides occupying the country noted, extend along the coast to the region of the mouth of the Atna or Copper River. But little can be said
in a military sense regarding them as a whole, so much do they vary in
the different subtribes, which variations are there noted. They are
nearly all a strictly sea-coast abiding people, the ease with which the
waters furnish them with subsistence, and the great labor neeessary for
the same in the rough mountainous interior determining this mode of life.
Their villages are mostly of a permanent or semi-permanent character,
situated on the narrow beaches that occasionally occur at the foot of
the mountains. They are of all quality, from fairly constructed log
cabins to the most miserable shanties of rough inclined boards. The
Indian village at Sitka cau be taken as a typical one of the best con-

FIG. 1.

struction, and I append herewith an illustration of a limited portion of
t. Villages of such substantial structures would require the lighter
forms of artillery, as Hotchkiss, mountain howitzers, &c., should the resistance be stubborn, and in case of an attack upon them.
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I do not believe, however, that there are over :five or six villages of
this construction and capacity in the whole archipelago. Where the
soil would allow it, some of the Thlinkit tribes have dug cellars underneath their cabins for storage purpo~es, and also with an idea for defense. The moral effect on the savage mind of a few shells would make
them untenable.
The subject of the supersitions of a savage race in its bearing upon
military considerations of them has no importance except so far as their
medicine-men, or shamans (pronounced showman), as they are called in
Alaska, have power to instigate, carry on, or prevent war. In this
connection the shamans are discussed in each tribe described.
The Thliukit transportation is one that varies but little with the different tribes, although noted in each. They have two distinct sizes of
canoes, the large or war canoe, which may hold from twenty-five to
:fifty or even seventy-five, and the smaller ones for personal use, holding
one or two individuals. · The former, once very numerous, are slowly
becoming obsolete, or really degenerating into medium sizes used in
transporting household effects from one village to another as the :fisheries change their location on which they are dependent. I annex a
good illustration of a war canoe taken from Lieutenant Wood's article
in the Century Magazine of July, 1882, "Among the Thlinkits of
Alaska.''

FIG. 2.-Tblinket war canoe.

I believe that most of their boats are swifter than any that we could
bring against them, not propelled by steam. They are as good masters
as we of the art of sailing wherever that mode can be adopted. If the
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old military posts should be reoccupied or new ones established, each
one should therefore be furnished with a steam launch swift enough to
run down these canoes and large enough to carry a com bating force
equal to any village that it may be called upon to assail within the
limits of its district. Tongas, Wrangel, and Sitka were the points
within the Alexander Archipelago occupied by troops before it was ordered to be abandoned; but so many new industries have developed
within that time, and other changes been made that vary their usefulness, that they should not be reoccupied or new posts established without a critical examination by the proper officers for such duty. The
site personally selected at Killisnoo by the late Brevet Maj. Gen. J efferson C. Davis, U.S. Army, at one time commander of the Alaskan Department, is well situated and constantly growing in importance.
The grasses of this country are in sufficient quantities t? sustain. the
limited number of animals that would be required at a military station
for police and post duty, and the fact that the character of the country
makeR it impracticable to use mounted troops effectively, if at all, makes
the subject of small importance. Baled hay can be readily obtained
for winter forage.
Water supplies for posts are unexcelled in the numerous mountain
streams emanating directly from glaciers and snowbanks on the high
hill-tops, and nearly all of these can be dammed at altitude!'~ that would
give ample reservoir for fire or sprinkling purposes or to conduct water
through a post by a system of pipes. Such methods have already been
used in the salmon canneries lately erected in this part of Alaska.
Wood is plentiful and fuel should be obtained as reasonable as at any
post in the department proper. Yellow cedar and Sitka.n spruce, or
balsam fir, is in ample quantities for timber, and a portable saw-mill
would save considerable in the construction of a post in furnishing
rough lumber, which is expensive from the high rates of freight to this
part of the Territory. Coal has been found but not in proper quantity
or quality.
While the hardier varieties of vegetables can be grown here with a
little harder labor than in more temperate climates, I think that, in general, post gardens will be found to be failures, the limited areas of fertile
soil, the ready access to Portland and Puget Sound markets, at much
cheaper rates, and the uncertainty of success in a garden from year to
year determining this. Such vegetables as can be grown here, and that
would be more or less injured in their freshness by long transportation,
would probably be raised in small gardens, while the standard varieties
as potatoes, onions, &c., usually issued to troops, would be supplied by
the proper department from the markets indicated, the ease with whieh
they can be reached making the matter of post gardens of little importance compared with the isolated frontier forts.
The beef or fresh meat supply will be the hardest to meet, considering
the well-known craving in the American soldier for good warm-blooded
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meats. With a small steamer at the disposal of the military, as already
suggested, there will be but little trouble in supplying this from Puget
Sound markets at Fort Townsend rates, but in case this transportation
is done by private lines the expense for any number of troops will be
considerable. There are very few places in this part of the Territory
where a herd of cattle could be kept even in the summer beyond the
time that would be necessary for them to pick up the flesh they bad lost
in transportation, but meat once killed can be kept quite a while in
good condition with but very little trouble. Hogs will do better, and
will probably enter into the soldier's diet in a larger ration than at other
army posts. .A bill of fare in this part of .Alaska can be varied by clams,
mussels, herring, codfish, salmon, and halibut, in the way of cold-blooded
meats, the latter existing in large quantities; in fact nearly all sorts of
fish swarm in these waters, the principal industries being fisheries, and
likely to remain so until civil law is extended over the Territory so as to
protect lumbering and miniing interests, these three being the staple industries, present and prospective, of Southeastern .Alaska. Venison,
wild goat, mountain sheep, and black and brown bear's meat may be
had occasionally. Ducks and geese are abundant in their season.
The general healthfulness of this district will compare favorably with
any in the United States, only such diseases as are produced or aggravated by prolonged damp weather-the general climatic state of this
country-being worthy of notice in their causation or therapeutics .
.As to the general warlike tendency of the Tblinkits it must be said
that they have been very peaceable since we have come into possession
of the country, with but a few exceptions, although some of their belligerent acts show that they can be very combative when that faculty is
aroused. The Kakes of Kuprino:fl' Island of the .Alexander .Archipelage,
as late as 1857, made a hostile excursion in their war canoes as far as
Puget Sound, and killed the collector of customs at Port Townsend.
The Cbilkats, in 1851, made a descent of over 500 miles from their
country, across the mountains, down the Upper Yukon, with its lakes
and rapids, in order to burn a Hudson Bay post (Fort Selkirk) that was
interfering with their inland trade. Such acts do not belong to a very
cowardly race, and these acts could be extended beyond those cited.
The bold, rugged character of their country,the consequent severe exercise necessary to procure skins for clothing in the past generations, and
the results still inherited more or less in the present, the large number
of petty tribes constantly jarring about mooted matters of savage politics, all go up to give them a sort of warlike morale, not to be expected
by the closest student of Indian character, who might superficially
reason from their fish-eating, easily subsisted, and present indolent and
quiet existence. Like all Indians, however brave, they are mortally
afraid of cannon, Gatling guns, and any other large arms not used by
themselves, and a single well-directed shell would have more moral
effect and less fatal results in bringing them to terms than a village full
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of corpses produced by weapons with which they are familiar and can
meet man for man, gun for gun. The fact, already noted, that all their
villages and camps are near the edge of navigable waters makes this
statement of military importance in the consideration of these tribes.
The arms of these tribes are quite inferior in quality, but are gradually improving as the country is settling up, and it will be a mere
matter of time when they may be equal if not superior to ours. Their
sources of supply for ammunition, while adequate for present wants with
muzzle-loading guns, will be more precarious as they adopt improved
weapons, and doubly so in case of war. The quality of arms and sources
of supply of ammunition are more minutely described with each tribe.
The most friendly feeling exists between the white people and Indians
of the archipelago, and this is quite noticeable among the older and
permanent residents of the former class, many of whom declare that if
a war is ever occasioned it will more than likely be the fault of the
whites. Such expressions, so foreign to frontier parlance, augurs well
for the relation between the two elements. Through the medium of
labor offered by the new industries springing up in this coast-water
strip, the Indians are gradually learning the value of money and its
many benefits, and where this foothold has been gained all other benefits in their behalf sink into insignificance compared with it.
Everywhere I found a sincere desire for the reoccupation of Alaska
by the military, more probably in the fact that it .represented some
perman·e nt form of law and order than any anticipated trouble from
Indians. The unsolicited expressions conveying these desires, often
the first part and burden of the conversation, were too prominent and
general not to be genuine. In fact, it was their prominence and from
evident desires of citizens that this paragraph finds its way into my
report, for it formed no part of my instructiom;. The almost total lack
of civil and criminal law in Alaska is also beyond my province, except
so far as it might possibly affect the military if called upon; but no good
citizen can visit the Territory and see the many evils resulting therefrom without at least noting them as a fact, whatever may be the object
of his visit.
In closing this general account of the Thlinkits I shall give a very
brief summary of the principal tribes not visited and described in full,
using the best data obtainable.
The Hydas or Haidahs inhabit the southern part of the Alexander
Archipelago and the northern part of the Queen Charlotte Archipelago
(the northwestern outlying islands of British Columbia), and number
about 500 in Alaska Territory, one-third of whom, as with the rest of
the Thlinkits, may be considered warriors. There are two main villages
of them, the Kaiaganies near Kaigan Harbor, and the Kliarakans near
the Gulf of Kliarakan.
The Hennegas, in and · around Cape Pole, number probably 350 to
400.
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The Chatsinas, not far from the latter and numbering probably a
trifle more. The last two are reported to be more peaceful than the
former, who are credited with having murdered the crew of a small
trading vessel visiting their country.
The Kakes (Kakus) already noted, who occupy the Kuprianoff Island,
the greater m~jority of whom are concentrated on the northwestern
part, in and around the village of Klukwan. There are estimated to be
between 800 and 1,200 souls. They are one of the most warlike bands
of the Thlinkits.
The Kous or Koos, numbering 600 to 700, are very similar to the
Kakes in disposition, and occupy the shores of Kou Island, just west of
the Kuprianoff Island, with their principal village (Kou or Koo) directly
opposite Klukwan, the Kake village, and almost in sight of it.
The Sundowns (or Soundun) and Takos, numbering 350 to 450, who
live on the mainland from about Tako River to Prince Frederick Sound,
their principal villages being Shuk and Sundown or Soundun, both on
Stephen's Passage.
The Hoodsuahoos, numbering 750 to 900, who live along the northern
shores of Chatham Strait.
Besides these there are the Asonques and others of less importance
and of wh9m but little is known.
We left the Cape Fox Cannery in Boca de Quadra Inlet shortly after
noon of the 29th of May, and proceeded towards Wrangell, which is on
the northern part of an island of the same name, arriving there at 4.30
a.m. on the 30th. Near here was Fort-Wrangell, one of the three posts
formerly occupied by the military. The Indians in and around this
point are Stickeens, described under the head of Indian tribes. Their
immediate village lies on the rocky beach just east of the town, and is
of the usual stereotyped Thlinkit character, a row of log buildings between high-tide and dense timber, with gable ends facing these, and
back of them the graves of the medicine-men, all others being burned,
I b<>lieve, while in front are the totem poles, signifying the "family
tree," of the particular cabin dweller before whose door they stand.
Wrangell itself is not much less rickety in appearance than the Indian
village alongside, and is kept alive by the miners passing to and from
the Cassiar mines on the Stickeen River within the British PossessiQns.
Many of these miners also winter here, ~nd there is much more business
done than its lifeless appearance would indicate.
We left Wrangell at 8 a.m., rounded Cape Ommaney, the southern
cape of Baranoff Island, between 5 and 6 p. m., en route to Sitka, where
we arrived at 5 o'clock next morning, May 31. Baranoff Island, with
Sitka on its seaward face, is the land of the Sitka Indians, a tribe described in full in the proper subhead. Sitka Harbor is one of the best
in Alaska Territory, and while the· channel is a lit.t le tortuous, once
within it is finely protected by an outlying chain of islands and reefs.
The old Russian barracks at this place were once occupied by troops
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and are still kept in good order, and furnished ample shelter to the marines of the man -of-war stationed in Alaskan waters under the orders
of the Treasury Department. Like all points facing directly on the Pacific coast of this continent, and which are under the influence of the
deflected Japanese current, its climate is much more equable both summer and winter than corresponding points inland and on the Atl~ntic
coast. The mean summer temperature, as shown by nearly twenty years'
observations, is a little below" temperate'' on the Fahrenheit scale,
while the mean for the winter is about "freezing" on the same scale.
. The wreck of the Eureka in Peril Straits, just north ofBaranoffisland,
was visited in order to !eave some wrecking machinery, and a good
chance was had to visit the shore and get a general idea of the character of the land. The rugged inequality of the land, its -c onstant intersection by channels of the sea, large and small, have all been dwelt upon.
Viewed from these channels nothing is seen but a dense growth of da.rk
evergreens, covering the steep mountain-sides, and one would think
from the great incline that it would be at least well drained and dry.
But even here there is a thick spongy covering of moss, amply saturated
with the numerous rills trickling down the hill, and which makes climbing more than doubly laborious. It covers dead logs, quaking bogs,
and slippery shale or shingle, and persons cannot tell when they will
receive a severe fall or sink in up to their knees, if not farther. Once
on top of the hills, a few openings clear of timber are found, but if anything the bog is deeper, the moss thicker, and a luxurious growth of
aquatic plants and bushes often conceal the innumerable small ponds
connected by a network of sluggish channels of oozy mud. Here bear,
deer, or mountain goats may be encountered, but from the difficulties
presented Indians or white men do very little hunting. Every one travels by water and by water alone.
On the 1st of J nne, about 4 p. m., we reached Killisnoo, in Chatham
Straits. Killisnoo .was formerly a whaling station of the Northwest
Trading Company, and has been converted into a cod-fishing station,
which must be remunerative from the improvements they are making.
A large pile dock, probably the finest in Alaska, gives easy access to
their buildings on the land. Directly opposite this is the village of the
Kootznahoo Indians (described farther on in full), and the site picked
out by the late Brevet Maj. Gen. Jeff. C. Davis, colonel Twenty-third
Infantry, as the best in the archipelago for a military post. Since that
date its importance for such an object has become more marked by the
geographical distribution of the new industries springing up in this part
of Alaska. A great many of the Kootznahoo Indians bad their faces
blackened, a fact 1 noticed among a number of other tribes to a greater
or less extent, which was explained as being a protection from the bright
glare of the waters while fishing on them.
Twelve hours' run from Killisnoo, almost due north, brought UR to
Pyramid Harbor in Chilkat Inlet at the head of Lynn Channel. Here
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there are two salmon canneries, recently erected, one on either side of
the inlet, with good prospects that I have since heard have been fully
verified. I disew barked my party at Pyramid Harbor at the large cannery of the Northwest Trading Company on the west side of the inlet,
and everything was done by Mr. Carl Spuhn, its superintendent, to
facilitate my movements in this vicinity, and to assure the success of
my expedition in the future, and his aid was of the most serviceable
character.
M,y instructionR, "to endeavor to complete all information in each section of the country before proceeding to another, in order that should
time not permit the full completion of this work it may be taken up the
following season," had induced me to choose the valley of the Yukon
River as that district of the most importance in the Territory and of
which little or nothing was known in a military sense. The slow progress that had been made in previous explorations from its mouth, fighting its swift current, led me to .thiuk that this obstacle could be made
to subserve my purpose in descending it from its head if it could be
reached under favorable circumstances. Also the fact that I was in
general expected to complete any chosen district in a single summer had
weight in investigating the Yu.kon River from this end. There are some
three or four passes through the coast range of Alaskan mountains
leading from the inland passages of the Pacific Ocean to the sourcBs of
the Yukon River, one of which, ca11ed the Tahko, I believe had been
crossed by Mr. Byrnes, a practical miner, who, employed by the Western Union Telegraph. Company· in 1867, made this journey as far as
Lake Tahko of my map, coming down the river, marked coming in on its
south side, and was here recalled by a courier sent by the company, who
had abandoned the enterprise owing to the success of the Atlantic
cable.
No surveyed map was made of this journey or ever demanded by his
employers, as near as I can learn, and if the rest is as inaccurate as the
part he bas furnished from memory, and which I afterwards visited in
small part, this route is still open for exploration.
The Lynn Channel, at its head, divides into two deep inlets the Chilkat and Chilkoot, each receiving rivers at their heads, and from these
valleys lead out trails that reach different sources of the Yukon River,
and that have been known to have been traveled by the Ohilkat and
Chilkoot Indians, respectively, for many years in the past, the object
of these expeditions being to trade with the interior Indians, the Tahkheesb, or, as the white men call them, the " Sticks."
Over the first pass (the Chilkat) to the head of the Tahkheena the
only explorer to traverse it bas been Dr. krause, of Berlin, sent out by
the Bremen Geographical Society to make explorations and especially
ethnological collections in the Schukchi Peninsula of Siberia and Alaska.
Since returning, I also learn by his report to that societ_)' that he bad
traversed the Ohilkoot Pass. These maps, like all work done by the
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Krause Brothers, were of the most excellent character and valuable for
future reference. They appear in the proceedings of the Bremen Geographical Society for 1882, and should be copied and kept ou file in the
proper office of these headquarters. From Indian reports I understand
that it takes about twelve days for them to make this Ohilkat-Tahkheena
portage, carrying their effects upon their backs, but once over this long
portage the Tahkheena has no important falls or rapids from the lake
at its head to its junction with the Yukon. The Chilkat River has also
a trail at its head leading over to the stream emptying into Yukatat
Bay, which the Indians make, loaded as described, in about fifteen to
eighteen days. I was told by one, who is undoubtedly good authority,
that these two trails were the only ones used by the Ohilkats going from
the inlet and river of the same name back into the interior, the Chilkoot
trail being monopolized by the Chilkoot Indi~ns, although they are a sort
of independent subtribe of the Chilkats and often associated with them
in descriptions and in reality closely interwoven. The Chilkoot trail
leads up the inlet to a branch one called the Dayay and through it to
the mouth of a river of the same name, thence to its head and across
the mountains to one of the sources of the Yukon, and requires only
three or four days to be made, its disd vantages being the three or
four canons, rapids, or cascades that obstruct that part of the river to
which it leads. It was the route taken by my purty aud is described
more in detail in the running account of the voyage. Over it the Ohilkats were not only allowed to travel, but the Indians of the interior, the
Tahkheesh or ''Sticks," are permitted to cross out to the Pacific waters,
a blockade once thoroughly maintained against them by both Chilkats
and Chilkoots over their respective passes. Mining parties, in small
numbers, had al~o crossed this trail in order to prospect the bead waters
of the Yukon for valuable minerals, but as far as any results were obtained, outside of their imposed labors, nothing had been gained by
their attempts; still their ad venturous efforts should receive the highest
commendation, for had they been or should they be successful iu developing rich mineral in this section of the country (which must be limited
in its industries to minerals and fisheries), they would do a practical
good only to be measured by the value of the discoveries.
The Indian packers over these mountain passes usually carry 100
pounds, although one I bad walked along readily with 1~7, and a miner
informed me that his party employed one that carried 160. The cost of
carriage of a pack (100 pounds) over the Chilkoot trail for miners has
been from $9 to $12, and the Indians were not inclined to see me over
at any reduced rates, despite the large amount of material required to
be transported, some 2 tons. By giving them two loads, or doubling
the time over the portage, a slight reduction could be had, not worth
the time lost in such an arrangement, and I made contracts with enough
of them to carry my effects over at once. Mr. Spuhn was also very energetic in his efforts to secure for me better terms but without avail, an.d
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after I had crossed the trail I in no way blamed the Indians for their
stubbornness in maintaining what seemed at first sight to be exorbitant,
and only wondered that they would do this extremely fatiguing labor
so reasonably.
The head chief of the Crow clan of the Chilkats had died about the
time of my arrival, and his sumptuous funeral, conducted in a village
about 15 milies above Pyramid Harbor, stretched over several days of
feasting and orgies before his body was to be burned on a funeral pyre,
seriously threatened to delay my expedition getting away, but I do not
think we lost over a day thereby.
The party got away at 9.50 a. m., in a large skiff' and nine or ten
canoes towed by the launch'' Louise,'' belonging to the Northwest Company, the latter carrying the heavy effects and the former mostly loaded
with the Indians, some forty to forty-five in number, intended as packers.
The course was down (south) the Chilkat Inlet around Point Seduction
and up (north) the Chilkoot Inlet to the Chilkoot mission, now occupied
by the Rev. Mr. Will~rd and family as a missionary station and school,
and was formerly the trading station of the Northwest Company until
their cannery was established in the Chilkat Inlet. I walked across the
narrow peninsula separating the two inlets about 3 miles, I believe, and
found it well wooded, the trees doing well enough for sawing timber if
required. There was grass 4 and 5 feet high on the trail, and the innumerable flowers in bloom looked very much unlike the general idea
of Alaska, until the mountains that surround these little valleys were
brought in view with their tops and gulches buried in snow and glacier
ice.
At Chilkoot mission four or five canoes with the usual complement of
Indians (about twenty Chilkoots) were attached to the already long
chain, and at 2.15 p. m. got away up the Ohilkoot Inlet. Shortly after
we entered the Dayay Inlet, an arm of the former, and at 6 o'clock p.m.
reached its head where the Dayay River comes in. Here the eft'ects
were lightered ashore in the canoes and skiff, and the launch returned.
Before camping, the stores and supplies were put in canoes and
"tracked up" the river about a mile, the mouth of the stream being
really but a complex mass of mud flats, here deposited by the river and
held back by the tides and prevailing southern storms. A short distance above the new camp (No. 2) a camp of Tahk-heesh or "St1ck"
was found, and I employed a few to complete my quota, and also torelieve those that had b:rought along squaws, their wives, to do their
complement of the hard work, these poor creatures receiving nothing
for their labor. Also a spare one was secured in case of sickness in
such a large force.
The Dayay Inlet and valley is of the same general character as the
inland passages of the archipelago, a river-like inlet between high hills
covered with spruce and pine nearly to the top, the latter predominating in the lower levels the former in the higher, and capped with barren
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granite mountains, covered on the top a~d in the gulches with snow and
glaciers, which furnish water for innumerable cascades and waterfalls.
These glaciers on the mountain-tops become better marked as the river
is ascended. One on the west tide of the Dayay may be said to commence opposite the mouth of that stream, if not before, and continue
along it some 10 or 12 miles until its outline could no longer be followed
in the fog and mist that nearly always cling to their faces, especially
during the warm summer mouths, when the atmosphere charged with
moisture from the warm waters of the near Pacific is driven against them
by the sea breezes.
The Oregon blue grouse could be heard hooting in the woods, and in the
quiet evenings a perfect chorus of them :filled the air. Trout had been
caught in the fish-weirs of the" Stick" Indians, and offered us for sale, although the most persistent fishing the whole length of the river with both
fly and bait was unrewarded. This may be due to the discoloration of
the water by a whitish mud ground off the mountain sides by the glaciers
cutting through calcareous rock. The tracks of black bear, fresh and
old, were very numerous, and one was seen but not secured. The valley of the Dayay, like so many in this part of Alaska, would make a
favorite summer camp for those officers and men who wished to break
away for a while from the routine monotony of garrison life. J\1ountain
. goats and deer can also be added to the game list. From the foot of
the steep mountains on one side of the DayayValleyto the other-about
one-half to three-fourths of a mile-the river bed and the valley is filled
with great bars of bowlders, sand, and coarse gravel, with here and
there groves of poplars, willows of several varieties, and birch. The
river is very swift, averaging f:Wm 30 to 75 yards in width to the head of
canoe navigation in a cascade 10 miles from its mouth, although half as
far again probably by the stream, winding from one side to the other of
its narrow valley. It often breaks into many channels, and occasionally
a fording place for footmen can be found in wide shallow rapids. To
the head of canoe navigation most of the party's effects were "tracked"
in canoes, although those Indians not having these craft were compelled to at once commence carrying their loads upon their backs, their
. ungenerous companions J;J.Ot allowing them the use of their canoes, although as far as I could see it would have entailed no extra labor to
have done so. That it w:ots mere selfishness is shown in the· fact that I
knew several of them even refused to ferry their loads across the stream,
thus forcing the packer to a devious route to some fording place, or
even over the mountain spurs to avoid it altog·ether. In cases of sickness of companions they are no better, stoutly demanding a share of
the spoils, and I had no occasion to regret my spare packer taken along
for such emergencies. These restrictions apply to the Ohilkats and
Ohilkoots, the Tahk-heesh or" Stick" Indians forming a commendable
contrast, their reasonable and humane conduct to each other being no-
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ticed wherever they were encountered, from here nearly to old Fort
Selkirk.
_ Directly at the head of canoe navigation there is no good camping
place, and our camp (No. 3) was made about a mile short of the cascade
that marks it. We white men had been compelled to wade the river a
number of times to reach it, but our spare packer had been used as a
means of transportation, his 1egs being more used to the ice-water just
from the glacier beds on the hill-tops.
After going into camp the greater majority of the Indians spent their
spare time in gambling at a game called la-hell, in which there was a free
interchange of dirty clothing and prospective wealth accruing from this
particular trip, their orgies and rude savage songs often lasting past
midnight. This, combined with the Pompeiian pictures engraved on
their rude birch-bark hats, showed that they were still open for missionary effort.
About 2~ miles beyond the head of canoe navigation on the Dayay
the Nourse River comes in from the west, and although receiving a
different name by the Indians (the Kut-lah-cook-ah) is really the greatest in breadth and volume of water of the two forks. The valley of
the Nourse is alpine and picturesque beyond description. A large lake
is found at its head according to Indian authority, a system of sources
quite common among the rivers of this mountainous part of the conn- ·
try. A short distance beyond the mouth of this west fork camp No.
4 was established near some perpendicular blocks of basalt rock, and in
view of another glacier extending down between the two rivers. Here
a dense grove of small firs near the river bank kept a number of the Indians busy cutting long, slender fishing-poles, which they put away in
secure places to be taken borne upon their return from my expedition.
These poles, when seasoned, are pointed with a double-barbed gig, like
the one shown in the figure, and which is a very common .fishing instrument among all the natives of sub-Arctic America.

FIG. 3.

Up to camp 4 the labor had been very light, even for the packers,
heJieving it to be a fair indication of the trail ahead, I had come
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to the conclusion that their high charges were exorbitaut and the portage very easy to be made.
On the lOth the party started at 7.30 a. m., the trail leaving the narrow valley, oftentim.es not wider than the river bed itself, and leading
up over the mountain spurs of the eastern side of the stream. The inland walking has already been described, and the present was no improvement on it in ally p1trticnlar. Occasionally the path would debouch
into the river-bed whereYer it was wide enough to give a mile or two
of walking and wading, and then would strike over the mountain sides
again. At places on the latter it would be very easy to lose the trail
where they followed for long distances over great winrow~ and avalanches
of broken bowlders and shattered stones varying in size from a person's
head to the size of a small house. These grand barricades of bowlders,
more often of crescentic shape across the course of some steep gulch or
ravine, are of very recent origin, as shown by their often embedding
willow and birch trees not over twenty to thirty or forty years old and
still alive, half way up to their tops or 10 to 20 feet from their original
stumps.
Although the distance to camp 5 was but a little over 10 miles, it
was fully equal to 30 miles over an ordinary road, and consumed twelve·
hours in passing over it, the greater part of this time, however, being
occupied in resting from the extreme fatigue incurred while traveling
over short but severe stretches. The last few hundred yards was over
snow banks, and with the pass through the coast mountains directly
ahead of us covered with snow to our feet. This camp 5 is at what is
known among the Indians traversing this pass as the "stone house,"
but is really only a jumbled mass of huge bowlders so. thrown together
that the natives can crawl under them and find sJeeping places without
being in contact with the snow.
Nothing could show the endurance of these Iudians better than to
state a fact that occurred after going into camp at this place. A mountain goat was seen on the highest ridges of the mountains to the west
of the valley, some 2,000 to 2,500 feet above our position, and was immediately hunted by one of the Indian packers, who passed around him
and came back upon his position, frightening him, however, before he
could get a shot. He then chased the animal, almost keeping up with
him, down into the valley where we camped, and up the steep mountain
slopes of the eastern side, equally as high as those mentioned, and all
this immediately after he had carried over a hundred pounds across the
trail which has been described.
The greater portion of the Indians and white party were under way
on June 11, shortly after 5 o'clock in the morning, and the pass
through the mountains directly ahead at once essayed, and so steep
and difficult was it that it was not_/efore 10 o'clock that morning that we
had reached the crest, 4,100 feet above the sea-level and probably 3,000
feet above camp 5, although the distance gained forward could not
S. Ex. 2--2
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have been much over 2 miles. It seemed marvelous beyond measure
how these small Indians, not averaging, I believe, over 140 pounds each,
could carry 100 pounds up such a precipitous mountain, alternately on
steeply inclined gla~ial snow and treacherous rounded bowlders, where
a misstep in many places could have hurled them hundred~ of feet
down the slope or precipices. The stunted branches of trailing vines
and their roots, and eYen on their hands and knee~, were often used in
the steepest ascents. Many of them had rough alpenstocks cut in the
Dayay Valley with which they steadied themselves in bad places, and
on the snow covering the mountain sides trails were made by advance
parties arranging footholds inclining inwards before essaying them
with their packs.
I would state here for the information of the department commander
that photographs taken by the dry-plate amateur process were secured
at such places as were of interest and the time and method of transporting would allow. Mr. Boman, topographical assistant, ~cted as photographer. The plates, originally 5 by 8 inches, have been compelled
to be trimmed down to the size submitted herewith, owing to some defect in the camera or lens iu not extending the Yiew fully to the edges

Fig. 4.

of the plate. Many of the plates are defecth'e, as will be seen by inspection, and are only :fit to be used bj~ artists in securing accurate
sketches of the country or incidents portrayed. I have since learned
from a professional photographer, Mr. Davidson, of Portland, Oreg., who
has developed my plates-forty-two in number-that considering the
brand and reputation of the plates used, the cheap character of the pho-
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togra.phic apparatus, and the rough nature of such an exploration, with
its crude transportation, that the photographer deserves the greatest
credit for doing so well under such circumstances. I would like to add
that no expedition for obtaining information of any character should
be sent to such an isolated and imperfectly understood country as
Alaska without a photographic apparatus and accessories of the very
best character, and with a good trained manager for the same if possible. The greatest good to be obtained is too evident for discussion.
Figure 4, given above, is a view of camp 1, at Chilkat Alaska, looking directly against the bold blufl' back of the cannery of the Northwest
Company.
After departing from Chilkat but two of the tents were used, or carried along, and a great deal of the heavier and less useful baggage left
in charge of Mr. Carl Spuhn, at the cannery. Back of the center, between the two middle tents, can be seen a bank of snow (J\me 6, 1883),
and in such protected places these can be seen the year round, even at
the sea-level, and in positions well separated from glaciers, where th(>y
would be expected to be found.
Fig. 5 represents a view from same standpoint as No.2, but looking
northward up Dayay Valley. Below the mist and fog covering the glacier of the mountain can be seen a small finger of the Saussure glacier
putting down a little farther than usual.

FIG. 5.

The packing over the pass (named Perrier Pass) was of the most
severe Alpine character of climbing, supplemented by the immense
loads already described.
After leaving the notch in the pass, the hills or mountains still tow-
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ering from 1,000 to 2,000 feet on either side, as near as could be roughly
estimated through the drifting fog, and buried in glacier ice, the descent
for the first two-thirds of a mile is tolerably rapid on to a lake, possibly
an extinct crater, which it closely resembles, called Crater Lake, of about
100 acres in extent, and which the Indians told me, and which surroundings corroborate, is the head of the Yukon River. This lake was still
frozen over (June 11), and the ice covered with snow in a melting condition.
I noticed that day that the Indians in following a trail on snow up
hill, or on a level, or even a slight descent always follow in each other's
tracks as much as possible, so that my large packing train made a trail
that could easily be accounted for by supposing that only fi\re or six Indians had passed over it. When going down a steep descent, however,
each one makes his own separate and distinct trail, and they scatter out
over many yards. I thought this worth recording in estimating their
num hers under such circumstances.
Some 6 to 8 miles of snow was passed over on the trail that day, the
entire distance travelerl. being about 15 miles, reaching camp at 7 p. ·m.,
the distance being fully equal to 50 miles of walking on an ordinary
road. In many places before reaching camp the snow bridge over the
river had tumbled in, revealing perpendicular abutments of snow banks
often 20 to 25 feet deep.
Camp 6, the first one on the waters of the Yukon River, was on a
beautiful Alpine lake, over 10 miles long, and picturesque beyond description. Here the greater majority of the hired Indians were paid oft
between 7 and 9 p. m., many of them returning that night over the
Kotusk Mountains to the head of the Dayay at "the stone houses," it
being light enough at midnight~ especially on the white snow, to see the
trail perfectly.
Tt might he of importance in a military sense to know if a Government pack-train of mules could pass over the trail from head of canoe
navigation on the Dayay River, or even the mouth of that stream to
Lake Lindeman. As the trail now stands, or as we passed over it, I
should ::my not; but believe one could be possibly found by a competent
person inspecting this route for that particular purpose. As far as ''the
stone houses" a rough trail could he had by woodmen clearing it at
needed intervals. From "the stone houses)' to Lake Lindeman the
trail would <lepf\nd more on the time of year than any other function, it
being better jn winter when the snow would be harder than the
spring or summer, although in these seasons I do not look on a trail as
impracticable, if a proper search be made with that object in view. The
lttct that the country beyond Perrier Pass, in the Kotusk Mountains,
lies in British territory (as shown by our astronomical observations and
other geographical determinatiou8 when brought back and worli:ed out)
lessens the interest of this trail beyond the pass to the military authorities of our Government.
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On Lake Lindeman there were a couple of very dilapidated " dug
out'' canoes, and the Tahk-heesh or ''Stick'' Indians owning them representing that the lake was but a few miles in length, in fact just around
Cape Koldewey, of the map, and that they could transport all my goods
in two days, I accepted their offer, knowing that the draining river of
Lake Lindeman was full of rocks, rapids, and cascades, which a raft,
my proposed method of navigation, would not pass according to their
testimony, and not desiring to build two within such a short distance.
A continuous gale of several days from the south effectually put a stop
to their contract, the eonsequent waves on the lake being sufficient to
swamp them should they venture in such rough water. Accordingly,
the 13th of J nne, about noon, the party commence1 building the raft,
which was finished the next evening, on a plan of 15 by 30 feet, and one
deck of pine pl>les amidships, Mr. Homan deserving considerable credit
for its plan and snperintemling its construction, all the white men doing
well, and the Indians as good as could be expected from their well known
aversion to monotonous work of routine character.
The morning of the lnth of .June the raft was tested by eleven persons of the party on its deck and found to be inadequate for carrying all
the effects anrl party, owing to the small logs of dwarf spruce and contorted pine with wllich the builders bad been constrained to construct
it. About half the effect~ were placed on board, and three of the white
party put in charge, a wall-tent spread for a sail, and at 9.20 a. m. she
was cast loose to sail the length of tile lake, which she did by 3.15 in the
afternoon, so strong was the wind blowing. Although waves fully 2 feet
high were running, so well were the effects protected by canvas above
.and below, and so high was the pole deck, that nothing was injured by
the water that constantly broke across the raft. Mr. Homan, Mr. McIntosh, and Corporal Shircliff had been in charge of her during this
day. The remainder of the party walked overland by the eastern shore,
the journey being very fatiguing, although a pack-train trail could be
made here with a little work in shape of woodcraft. The remainder of
the effects were brought by canoes in the bands of my own Indians.
I might add here that from the Kotusk Mountains, along the part of
tlle Yukon River we traveled, as far as its junction with the Pelly, or
at old Fort Selkirk, there is but one tribe of Indians, the Tabk-heesh
or "Sticks," and tllese are described in their proper place:5. Therefore that much of tlw journey, nearly 500 miles, if described, would be of
more value to geography than the military, and I shall try and coniine
myself to that part of this section which will illustrate my raft journey,
that being important in this country as a means of transportation, the
swiftness of the rivers and their general freedom f1~om obstructions
being conducive to the employment of this primitive craft iu traveling
in one way.
A view on Lake Lindeman, looking backward from Payer Portage, or
southward towards the Kotusk Mountains, the higher ridges of whicll,
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covered with glacier ice 1 have condensed a fog upon their slopes so as
to be invisible. About half the lei1gth of the lake is visible. The draining river is to the right lower corner of the picture.

FIG 6.

Through the river that drains Lake Lindeman, about a mile and a.
quarter long, before it empties into another lake, we shot the raft,
June 16, losing the side logs and giving it a general shaking up that

FIG. 7.
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loosened many of the pins and lashings, in the rapids, cascades, and
over the rocks and bowlders, ou one of which it stuck an<l hall to be
pried off.
The next two days were consumed in repairing the raft on a plan of
15 by 4-0 feet (really about 16 by 42, counting projections not included in
plan) instead of 15 by RO feet as formerly, while two pole decks were
constructed with a rowing space between for side oars, the bow and
stern oars being retained, however ; larger and more bouyant logs were
placed in, but unfortui1ately none could he secured of sufficient size to
go the whole length of the craft and give it that solidity which would
be so mnc.h desired in striking sand, gravel, and mud ba.rs, or waterlogged timber in ~wift. currents, or sailing across lakes in rough weather.
The portage connecting the two lakeR was called Payer Portage, and
Fig. 7 is a view looking from this portage westward into a valley of a
river (Homan River) coming in from that direction, and is given as a
good represeutation of the valleys in this particular part of the country.

Fw. 8.

Fig. 8 is a view on Payer Portage (looking north along the trail) and
represents a Chilkat Indian with two ammunition boxes going over the
portage. The amount some of these packers will carry seems marvelous
and makes estimates for pack mules or trails therefor seem superfluous.
Their only packing gear is a couple of bands, one passing over the
forehead, where it is flattened out into a broa.d strip, and the other over
the arms and across the breast; the two meet behiud on a level with
the shoulder, and are then~ attached to lashings more or less intricate,
according to the nature of the material to be transported. If a box or
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stiff bag, the breast-band is so arranged in regard to length that when
the elbow is placed against it (the box) the strip fits tightly over the
extended forearm across the paim of the hand bent backwards. The
head-band iR then the width of the hand beyond this. At least I saw
a few Indians arranging their packs and their harness according to
this mode. The harness proper will not weigh over a pound, and the
lashing according to its length. The strip across the head and breast
is of untanned deer-skin about 2 inches wide, with holes or slits in the
ends protected from tearing out by spindles of b0ne or ivory.
Mosquitoes now commenced getting very numerous, and from here
to the mouth of the river they may be said to have been tbe ,worst discomfort the party was called on to endure. They often made many investigations, usually carried on in explorations, impossible of execution,
and will be the great bane to this country should the mineral discoveries or fisheries ever attempt to colonize it. I have never seen their
equal for steady and constant irritation in any part of the United States,
the swamps of New Jersey and the sand hills of Nebraska not excepted.
It was only when the wind was blowing and well out on a lake or wide
portion of the river that their abominable torment ceased.

Fig. 9.

Fig. 9 is a view from the northern end of Payer Portage northward
into the second lake, named Lake Bennett, about one-sixth or oneseventh of the length of the lake being seen, it being about 30 miles
long. The draining river from Lake Lindeman comes in on the lower
left 'portion of the view. The" Iron Capped Mountains" on the right
being covered with glaciers are hidden in the mist these aHvays pro-
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duce this time of the year, especially a day that would be favorable for
taking a photograph.
On the 19th of June, with a favorable wind along Lake Bennett, we
started from Payer Portage at 9.20 a. m., and by 3 in the afternoon the
wind had increased to a gale, and by 5 the waves were running so high
that the raft threatened to break in two, there being no logs rnnningclear
through the whole length, and at that time we sailed for the beach on
the eastern side and :finding a protected cove went into camp. There
being a number of large logs at this place the next day .was spent in
putting four of them the length of the raft, anu the 21st the journey
was resumed. Eighteen miles from the head of the lake a large river
comes into Lake Bennett from the west, which I named Wheaton River,
after Brevet Major-General Wheaton, in temporary command of the
department when the reconnaissance was organized, and to whom the
expedition is indebted for many favors in putting it on a good footing
for the accomplishment of its ends.
LakA Bennett was ended that day, the 21st, through a draining river
called "Caribou Crossing" by the Indians, nearly 2 miles long, which
empties into a small lake named Lake Nares, a little over 3 miles long.
This lake turns square to the east, and the steady south wind was now
so baffling on our new course that progress was very slow and annoying. After passing through the short draining river of Lake Nares,
probably a couple of hundred yards long, another lake (Bore) 8 miles
long, still trending toward the east, is entered, anrl around its eastern
limiting cape (Point Perthes) Lake Tahk-o is entered, 18 miles long,
and by the time its outlet is reached the northern course is resumed.
My map shows the Tahk-o River coming in from the south, and to this
part of that river a white man (Mr. Byrnes) has explored, although the
remainder of the Yukon to Fort 8elkirk is placed in full lines (the topographical significance of which iN that it has been passed over by explorers engaged in map-making) on many maps, notably the latest
Coast Survey map by W. H. Dall, and a map in the same author's book
entitled ''Alaska and its Resources," although no white person has yet
passed over this route until the present expedition and taken cognizance of its geography. All Alaska is filled up in this way with rivers
and their branches, even on Government maps, that have yet to be
traversed by white men in any capacity, let alone topography and surYey. Probably the parlor authors of these maps think they are doing
no more harm than giving way to a too eager desire of "making out a
full map;" but -in this connection I desire to state briefly an incident
that will show this in another light : A party of miners being on this
rh·er, and discouraged at the prospects, bad almost determined on returning, and one person, relying on the maps in their possession, had
equa11y determined to go on, as the chart showed three or four Indian
villages on the river, and by taking advantage of tllese Le thought
he conld reach old Fort ~elkirk, and from thence prospect at
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will. The party did not return, however, but on continuing their journey they found no relevancy between the map and the country traversed ; and the single person referred to particularly noticed the absence of all Indian villages, and, worse than all, of all Indians even,
and had he continued his journey alone, would more than likely have
perished, or at the very least have undergone severe and unexpected
hardships.
·
On the 26th of J nne, in P" ssing out of Lake Tahk-o, we entered the
first consider.able stretch ofriverwe had met-a littleover9 miles longand were nearly three hours in floating through, although we remained
stuck a short time on a mud flat in its current. Its down-stream entrance is full of bowlders, forming a serious obstruction to navigation,
but one that is possible with care and judgment. It is about 300 to 400
yards wide. On its'right bank was a deserted Tahk-heesh house, which,
with one about 20 miles above the site of Fort Selkirk, are the · only
signs of permanent habitations from the Kotusk Range to the Yukon
junction with the Pelly. Along the narrow river bank or lake shore
between these two points are often seen three poles forming a tripodone of them much longer than the other two-which indicates the camp·ing places of the few persons of this abject tribe. A dirty piece of canvas, or an old caribu skin riddled with holes, thrown over the longer
pole, makes their tent, and this makes their residence for the greater
part of the year.
The next lake~ which I named Lake :Marsh, after Professor Marsh of
Yale College, is nearly 30 miles long, noticeably wider than any of the
previous ones, and so full of mud banks extending out from the shorE
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that the raft which drew from 20 to 22 inches could seldom get nearer
the beach thau 50 to 100 yards and through the soft mud for that distance the camping effects had to be packed on our backs at each of
such places.
Fig. 10 represents a limited view on Lake Marsh looking to the southwest from camp 14 of the reconnaissance. Directly over the point of
land in the right of the picture is seen the gap where theY nkon empties
into Lake Bove, and the next gap over the left center is the one made
by the Tahk-o coming in from the soutll.

FIG. 11.

Fig. 11 is a view looking north along the same lake from the same
stand point, about one-fifth the length of the lake being under the eye
in the two photographs.
Thus far it had been noticed that the trees leaned in more or less conspicuous inclinations towards the north, thus plainly showing the prevailing direction of the stronger winds, and this is of importance in
calculations leading to expeditions down this part of the river in any
sort of craft needing sails for propulsion.
The heavy growth of last year's grass shows undoubtedly good grazing, but the mosquitoes in the summer and the intense cold in the winter would not warraut this industry-cattle or sheep-raising-being
undertaken in this part of the country u11til all stock ranges in every
other part of the world had been exhausted. The many tracts of yellow
grass looked not unlike the stubble-fields in more temperate climates.
The afternoon of the 28th of June, from 12.15 until 2.15 o'clock, we
experienced a Yery decided thunder shower coming from the east, and
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which is the first, I believe, ever chronicled on the Yucon River, they
being unknown 011 the lower part of this great stream.
'rhat date, the 28th, we sailed past midnight, so important did we
deem it to take advantage of every breath of wind in the right rlirection, especially on the lakes, and at that hour of the night we were
close enoug·h to the Arctic Circle to read type the size of ordinary newspapers, aud but one star, Venus, was visible in the unclouded sky.
The 29th of June we passed out of Lake Marsh into the rive.r, past
the mouth of a river, the McClintock, that we took to 1>e the outlet.
The river valley was now wooded to the water's edge, and it was often
hard work to find a good camping place in the dense growth of willows
that lined the bank. Muskrats were numerous in this part of the rh·er.
Early in the morning of July 1st, we approached the great rapids of
the Yucon and the only ones of importance in the navigable part of
that great stream.
An inspection of them showed them to be nearly five miles long
and extremely dangerous for any sort of a craft in going through them.
The fir~t three-quarters of a mile the stream narrowed to nearly onetenth its preceding average width, rushes and boils through a canon
with upright basaltic columns for its sides, the center of this canon, in
its length, widening into a whirlpool basin where the water's edge
could be reached on the western shore.

l<'lG. 12.

Fig. 12 is a view from the month of the canon, nbout one third the
length of it. It then widens out into nearly its original breadth, but
running swiftly over shoals, bars, and drifts of watter-logged timber
much more dangerous than the canon itself- for any sort of a mwigable
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craft, though probably not so in appearance. I named this canon (the
only one on the Yukon River) and its appended rapids after the department commander, and it so appears on tile maps submitted. Just .
before the rapids reach their termination the river-bet! again contracts
and flows through basaltic columns from 15 to 20 feet high, and finally
rushes through a narrow cascadP with ascending banks, and so swift is
the current and so narrow the chute that the water is forced up the
banks on the sides and pours in sheets over these into the cascades
below, making a perfeet fuuuel formi<lable to bPllold.

FIG. 13.

Fig. 13 is a very imperfect photograph looking back (southward) at
these cascades, au instantaneous view having been undertaken during
very unfavorable weather.
Through the Miles' Canon and Rapids the raft was "shot" July 2,
and although the side-logs were torn off in a collision with the basaltic
columns of the canon, no further damage was done, and she was beached
about half a mile below the cascades where a couple of days were occupied in repairing the injury and putting on new decks from the fine,
straight, and seasoned poles found in the vicinity.
Fine grayling were caught in large numbers in all the rapids near the
canon, and a considerable sized party could subsist on them if provided
with proper tackle for securing them.
On the 5th of July we got under way again, and a little after noon
passed the mouth of the Tahk-heen-a, a stream about two-thirds the
size of the Yukon, where they join. By it the Chilkats used to seek
the Tahk-heesh country for trading purposes as already narrated, and
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yet retu1·n by it a,t times, as they say it is not obstructed by any rapids
or cascades of considerable size, or that will compare with those of
Miles' Canon. Its waters were very muddy, and while evidently smaller
than the Yukon, the general characteristics of the valley of the Tahkheen-a are continued on down the former stream. That evening, on the
5th, we camped on the head of the last lake (about 36 or 37 miles long),
called Kluk-tas-si by the natives, and this name is still retained on the
maps, although there is a lake called Labarge on Dall's maps, above old
Fort Selkirk, which I cannot identify by any of his topography, it being
generally so erroneouS'. Except being a little larger in size, it resembles Lake Marsh, already described. Its eastern bank or shore is backed
by large rolling and conspicuous rounded hills of gray limestone, the
gullies between being wooded with ·spruce or pine, and forming a picturesque contrast with the light-colored hills. I named them after
Genera] Hancock of the Army.
On the 9th we passed out of Kluk-tas si, and when I desired to camp
that evening I found the current so swift and the river so uniformly
wide and canal-like that no eddy could be found to slacken the gait,
and it was with difficulty that we secured the raft to the shore. In this
part of the river we usually grounded once or twice a day on sand, mud,
or gravel bars, and I think I have given them in the inverse order of
the difficulty experienced in getting off' them, sand being the worst and
gravel the easiest from which the raft can be liberated. That day, the
9th, we passed the mouth of the Newberry River, coming in from the
right (east), about 125 yards wide at its mouth, and flowing a deep volume of clear but dark colored water, evidently drainings from tundra
land, or land in which the lower strata of winter-formed ice in the moist
earth does not melt owing to its protection by the dense forests and
deep moss, and consequently the water is surface-drained directly into
the rivers and their tributaries after having been impregnated with the
dyes of the leaves and moss, which would have been lost could they
have percolated through earth. .P. . . large grizzly or grizzly-colored
brown bear was seen on the bluff marked with that name on the map,
but we were unable to secure him.
Nearly 40 miles farther on another large river, the D'Abbadie, comes
in from the east, and probably .150 to 175 yards :wide at its mouth.
Another · 40 miles and the Daly River, a little over 100 yards wide
'
comes in from the east.
Fifty miles beyond the Daly the Nordenskiold comes in from the
west, and is probably 150 yards wide at its mouth.
With the accession of all these rivers the Yukon becomes over half
a mile wide, and near the Nordenskiold becomes very tortuous, Tanta·
Ius Butte of the map being seen directly ahead of the raft some six or
seven times on as many different stretches of the river. Islands also
become freely interspersed in its bed, and their up-stream ends are
often piled over with drift timber of all sorts in barricades from 5 or 10
to ~0 feet high.
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Jn the 12th of July we" shot" the last rapids of importance on the
Yukon River (the Rink Rapids), and although the river is very much
contracted at their site and pours in se\·eral channels throngh ·towers

FIG. 14.

FIG. 15.

of rock, I think the eastern channel could be ascended by a lightdraught steamboat with a powerful steam windlass, so favorable is the
bank on this side of the stream, just above the rapids, for such an un-
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dertaking. If Rink Hapids can be ascended then the cascades in Miles'
Rapids is tile head of navigation on the Yukon, making this river navigable 1,866 miles from the Aphoon mouth, the 01lly one that boats now
enter or from which they depart . .
The evening of the 12th we camped at the Indian village of Kitl-ahgon, where the other house mentioned in a previous part of the report
is to be found, the village being made up by brush-wood houses, as
shown in the photograph herewith given as Fig. 14.
The house and village were deserted when we visited it.
Fig. 15 is a view looking up the Yukon from Kitl-ah-gon.

FIG. 16.

Fig. 16 is a view down the Yukon from Kitl-ah-gon. The view back
into the valley of the small stream (Von Wilczek Valley) is also very
picturesque and pretty, and is much more conspicuous than the valley
of the Pelly some 20 miles farther on.
From Kitl ah-gon to the site of old Fort Selkirk the Yukon runs
through a netv{ork of islands (Ingersoll Islands), so intricate that it was
seldom that both banks were in sight from the raft at the same time
In Fig. 16 the lower ends of three and the center of one beyond are
in sight.
July 13 the site of old Fort Selkirk was made out by the conspicuous chimneys that could be seen from the raft on the river, being a
little below the junction with the Pelly and on the western or left-hand
bank, despite the fact that all the maps in our possession placed it between the two rivers.
The fate of Fort Selkirk, a Hudson Bay trading post, has already
been alluded to-burnt in 1851 by a party of Chilkat Indians because
it interfered with their trade with the Tahk-heesh and other Indians.
It has never been rebuilt, and its chimneys, three in number, are all
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that is left to mark the spot, and these are buried in a poplar grm·e
that almost overtops them.

l<'w. li.

\Ve remained near the site of the old fort uHtil l'lliortly after nuon of
the 15th, gettiug astronomical observations, which placed this site in
latitude 620 45' 30 11 N. and longitude 137o 2~' 45" W. of Greenwich.
I had also determined to make close estimates on the relative sizes ot
the Pelly corning in near this point from the east and the rivPr down
which we had just descended, and which was called the Lewis Riv·er
by the old ;Hudson Bay traders, to see which was the Yukon proper,
although a short inspection made it evident that no close measurements
were needed, the Lewis River preponderating over the Pelly in width
and volume of water~ noticeably to the eye.
This position on my map is very important, although in a manner
partially outside of my instructions, in that it marl~s the point wbere
my explorations cease, and from the spot near Lake Lin<leman wbere
Dr. Krause turned back on his trail to old Fort Selkirk, a distance of
nearly 500 miles. Geographical science is under obligations to this
' reconnaissance, for mapping a region worse than unknown, worse in
that a region, improperly mapped by guesswork and other Pqually unreliable data, is as much worse than no map than no map is worse than
a good oue. I feel confident that tbese charts, submitted as a part of
my report, although in no way claiming perfection, will render unnecessary any more minute surveys until some industry may open up this
section, should that event ever come to pass. Fisheries and minerals
are the only possible incentives for such industries. Except the astro·
nomical obsen·ations, the map work was in the hands of Mr. IIoman,
and the credit for the same belongs to him.
S. Ex. 2--3
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My investigations, reaching the whole length of the Yukon River, over
2,000 miles, were necessarily of such an extended nature, geographically, that I have deemed it proper to subdivide the same for convenience, and have done so into three parts, fully described on the appended
itinerary of Part 1.
Itinerary of Part 1 of the map of the Toute of the Alaska militm·y 1·econnai1Jsance of 18R3,
Lieutenant Schwatka, U. S. A1·my, commanding, from data compiled by 1'opog1·aphical
.Assistant Cha1·les A. Homan, U. S. Arrny, topographeT of the 1·econnaissance.
Locality.

From Chilkoot Mission to mouth of Dayay River ........................................... ..
From thence to head of canoe navigation ouDayay River .................................. ..
From thence to mouth of Nourse River (west) .............................................. ..
From thence to Perrier Pass in Kotusk Mountains (4,100 feet) .............................. ..
From thence to Crater Lake (head of Yukon) ............................................... ..
From thence to camp on Lake Lindeman ............................ ~- ....................... .
(Length of Lake Lindeman, 10.1.)
From thence to Cape Koldewey (Lake Lindeman)............................................
From thence to north end of Lake Lindemau...... .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .
From thence to south end of Lake Bennett, or length of Payer Portage (here Homan River
comes in from the west) .. .. . . .. .. . .
. . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . .
From thence to Prejevalsky Point (mouth of Wheaton River) (west side)......... . . . . . . . . . . . .
From thence to Richard's Rock (east side)
.. ..
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
.... . .. .. .. . .. .
From thence to north end of Lake Bennett (Watson Valley is drained by two rivers here·come
in from the weRt) . . .. .. .. . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . .. .
(Length of Lake Bennett, 29.3.)
From thence to west end of Lake NareR (through river called Caribou Crossing)... .. . . . . . .
From thence to east end of Lake NareR (or length of lake)...................................
From tllence to Perthes Point (or length of Lake Bove, with bay, and possibly river coming
in from south) . . . . . .. . ... . . . .. . . .. .... .. .. . .. .. ... .... .. .... . .. .... .. . ... .. .... . . . .. ... ...
From thence to mouth of Tah-ko River (south)..............................................
From thence to north end of Lake Tah-ko....................................................

Statutemiles.
16.1
9. g.
2. 3
11. ()
0. 6
12.1
:!. 7

5. S
1. ·2
18. 1
1. ~
10. ()

1. 7
3"
8. 8
7. S
10. 3

(Length of Lake Tah-ko, 18.1.)
From thence to Routh end of Lake Marsh (or length of connecting river).....................
From thence to north end of Lake Marsh or length of Lake Marsh (McClintock River com·ing in from east)................................. .... . .. ...... ................... .... ..
From thence to upper end of Miles Canon on Yukon River...................................
From thence to length of Miles Canon and rapids...... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . • • • • . .. .. . .. .. . ..

50. 9
4. 6

(Head of navigation on Yukon.)
:From thence to mouth of Tahk-heen-a River (west) .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .
.From thence to north end of Lake Kluk-taR-si (poRsibly Lake Labarge)................... . . .
From thence to Richthofen Rocks (and probably river) (west side)..........................
From thence to north end of Lake Kluk-tas-si.................. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . ..

23. 1
17. 8
14.4
22. 1

(Length of Lake Kluk-tas-si, 36.5.)
From thence to Maunoir Butte (east) . ............... . .
.. .......... . .... ----~- ......... ..
From thence to Red Butte (west) .......................................................... ..
From thence to Grizzly Bear Banks (west) ............................................... ..
From thence to mouth of Newberry River (eastJ ........................................... ..
From thence to mouth of D'.A.bbadie River (east) ......................................... .
From thence to mouth of Daly River (east) ................................................. .
From thence to Eagle's Nest Butte (east) ................................................... .
From thence to N ordenskjold River (west) ................................................. ..

16.2
3. 2
9.4
8. 9
38.0
41.6
10 7
39.1

9.1
28.8

(Tantalus Butte is in this vicinity approached six or seven times.)
From thence to Rink Rapids on the Yukon ................................................. .
25.4
From thence to Hoot-che-koo Bluft' (east) ................................................... _.
25.8
From thence to Von Wilczek Valley (east) ................................................. ..
17.0
F1 om thence to Fort Selkirk (throu_gh archipelago called Ingersoll Islands) (west) ......... .
21.3
Total length of Pa1 t 1 or the part explored and surveyed by reconnais8ance'' ............. .
53X. S
Total length of raft journe.v on Part 1 (from camp on Lake Lindeman to Fort Selkirk) ..... .
486.8
Total length of ra~'t journ~y on "¥"nkon Riyer, from ~ake ~indeman to Nuklakayet (bein)!
the longest raft JOurney m the mterest of geographiCal l:lCience) ........................... . 1, 303. 2
Total length of Yukon River ............................................................... .. 2, 043. 5
. *Part 2 extends from Fort Selkirk to Fort Yukon, being the part surveyed b_y reconnaissance, havmg been explored J;lY Mr. Uampbell, Hudson Bay Uompany.
Part 3. extend~ from Fort Yukon to .A.pboon mouth, being part explored by Glasunoff, Malakoff,
Zagoskm, Kenmcott, and Strachan .Jones, and surveyed by Captain Raymond, U.S. Army.
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ThereforP. with the reaching of Fort Selkirk the account of Part 1
becomes complete.

FIG. 18.

Fig. 18 is a view of old Fort Selkirk, looking up the Yukon River, or
southward.

Fig.19.
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Fig. 19 represents some of the fish caught near old Fort Selkirk,
the smaller ones lJeing the grayling caught in such immense numbers
at Miles' Oafion and Hapids, and the other a salmon trout, both being
caught from Lake Bove to the mouth of Wbite Ri-ver, about 90 miles
below Selkirk.

FIG. 20.

Fig. 20 is a Yiew of an .A-yan, or I-yan, Indian grave near old Fort
Selkirk; the two poles with appendages are invariable parts of the
graYeR of this part of the country.
.•

l<'IG.

21.
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FIG. 22.

Fig. 22 represents a number of A-yan, or I-yan, Indians in their birchbark canoes. This view was taken at old Fort Selkirk, looking down
the river, the Indians having come up to visit us from their village, 12
miles below. Descending the Yukon, they are the first tribe to use the
birch-bark canoe, a means of navigation that extends from here to the
mouth.

FIG. 23.
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Fig. 23 is a view down the Yukon River from the site of Selkirk.
The rafting party left Selkirk at 1.15 p. m. on the 15th of July, having waited past noon to get a meridian observation of the sun for latitude and a morning observation for longitude; the days as far as particular hours were concerned being of but little importance, so light was
it even up to 10 and 11 o'clock at night.
The half dozen A-yan Indians that had visited us at Selkirk spoke to
us of a larger village a little below, but from the appearance of those
we had seen on the Yukon River above we were in no way prepared to
see such a large camp as we met on the southern bank at 4.15 p. m.,
numbering from 175 to 200 souls, and the largest either permanent,
semi-permanent, or temporary that we met on the whole length of the
river. It is of a semi-permanent character. No doubt apprised of our
approach by runners, the entire camp congregated on the ri \'er bank to
meet us, and as the swift river threatened~ to sweep us by them without
allowing us to make a landing, their excitement became intense, and their
shouts and gestures to us, of the most lively character, plainly showed
that they were extremely desirous of a closer acquaintance, evidently
taking us for a party of traders loaded with tea and tobacco, the two
standard requests in all their many and constant solicitations. Camping
near their village an inspection of it showed it to be more squalid than
we bad expected from the bright, intelligent faces of the few we had
seen and the superior workmanship of their light bi;rch-bark canoes,
the finest on the river. This village was wholly made of brush, and
evidently only used for a summer camp while the salmon were to be
caught. The Hebrew cast of countenance was very noticeable in a
great many of these Indians.
Fig. 24 is a very imperfect photograph of the old chief of the A~yan
(in the center), with the heriditar;y chief, his son, on his left, and the
principal medicine man of the tribe on his right. They would not stand
in front of the camera unless a white man was with them, which accounts for the other portrait. (Cut could not be reproduced.)
These Indians, in a military sense, are considered under the proper
subhead.
Small black gnats now commenced getting noticeably numerous, and
a mosquito-bar was no protection from them.
The 16th we drifted 47 miles, a number of A-yan graves being seen on
both banks of the river, resembling, in general, the one photographed
near Selkirk. In the afternoon the country became quite hilly and even
mountainous, but the river-bed still very full of islands, many of which
are densely covered with tall spruce, looking very picturesque in the
almost canon-like river bottom, there being very few such large trees
on the bill-sides. During the day we saw a large black bear .and three
mountain goats on the hill-sides, but our mode of navigation was not
favorable for hunting them aud they were passed unmolested. "'\Ve
also ran through a number of recurring and disagreeable thunder show-
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ers in the afternoon, alternating with the most blistering beat, from
which we could not escape while on the raft.
Very early on the morning of the 17th four A-yan Indians in as many
-canoes, from the village we left the morning before, came up with us,
having left the village shortly after we had and having camped just
above us during the night. We kept passing each other for the next
three days, until Reliance trading station was reached, and judge from
their movements and the opinion of our Indians that white men rafting
.and Indians canoeing on this part of the river are about the same in rapidity of traveling. The constant stopping of canoemen to hunt everything in the way of game, or at mid-day to cook a warm lunch, andremaining in their cramped positions but for five or six hours per day, it
as ea~y to see that it would no more than equal the steady drifting of a
raft for twelve or fourteen hours if carefully kept in the stronger currents.
During the 17th a heavy fog hung over the river during the whole
day, cutting the hill-sides at an elevation of about 400 to 500 feet from
the level of the stream. These fogs are very common on this part of
the river during this time of the year, and are almost constantly present
with the winds from the south, the prevailing ones of the summer. It
is probable that they are caused by the supersaturated moist air from
the warm Pacific being conveyed across the glacier-topped coast range
<>f Alaska and thrown down into this part of the Yukon Valley in the
shape of rain and fog.
At 1.30 p.m., the 17th, we passed the mouth of the White River coming in from the south, its waters seemingly liquid mud, from whence it
probably derives it8 name. It is called by the "Sticks" the Yukokon
Heenah (Yu-ko-kon) or Yukokon River, and by the Uhilkats another
name, meaning Sand River, from t.he immense number of sand bars and
banks which they say exists along its course. Its waters mingle at once
with the Yukon (although in Dall the contrary is erroneously statt~d), it
emptying squarely into the latter with a current so swift as to pack its
muddy waters nearly directly across to the opposite bank.
A bout 4 p. m. we passed the mouth of the Stewart River, its month
so covered with islands that it was impossible to recognize it except by
its valley which was very conspicuous. Its mouth, however, is of a
deltoid nature, but the many islands made their accurate establishment
very uncertain.
On the 18th, 47~ mileR were made from 8.30 in the morning to 9.40 p.
m. At 1.30 we passed a number of Tahk-hong Indians on right bank,
with sixteen canoes, and seemed to be much neater than any we had
met so far. They were probably a trading party, there being one for
each canoe aml no women with them.
At 8.30 p.m. we passed an Indian camp on the left bank, which we at
first took to he miners, as they apparently bad such good tents, and from
them ascertained that t.h ere was a white man's deserted store (of which
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we had beard several times farther up the river in a more or less definite manner) but a few miles farther on, but that lle llad left some time
ago, going down to the salt water, as they say. TlJat evening we campe<l
at the mouth of a swift fair-sized river coming in from the east wllich
we afterwards ascertained of the traders to be Deer River, and is so
marked on the map. Here the Yukon narrows to 200 to 250 yards in
breadth and runs swiftly between high hills.
Believing I was near the British boundary, as shown by my Selkirk
observations, I waited to get anotller set at this point, but the weather
was so tempestuous that I only succeeded in a very imperfect way, and
not waiting for a noon observation, got away at 11.10 a.m.
Just before 1 o'clock in the afternoon we passed the abandoned trading
post of the Alaska Commercial Company, Fort Reliance, on the right
bank of the river, and directly opposite was the semi-permanent Indian
village of Noo-klahk-o, numbering apparently one hundred and fifty
souls. Our approach was ~:;alutecl by the firing of fifty to seventy-five
discharges of guns, to which we replied by a much smaller number. I
found this method of heralding to be universal from here to the mouth
of the river, and I understand arises from a custom brought among
them by the Russian traders, and that bas slowly traveled inland at
least as far as this point. These Indians are further described in the
appendix.
Fort (') Reliance is a dilapidated looking place of two or three houses,
a main store nailed up, aud three others, cellar-like and semi-subter.
ranean in character.
Less than 30 miles was made that day-the 19th-owing to our groundjug on a, gravel bar at the bead of an island, where we delayed over 2
hours, and finally bad to ''lighter" our effects ashore and camp in order
to free the raft. Such occurrences were not rare.
On the 20th we started sllortly after 8 in the morning, and at 11.30
a. m. passed the mouth of a large river coming in from the west, which
I named the Cone Hill River, from a conspicuous conical hill in its valley
near the mouth. Every one of the party that attempted it found it absolutely impossible to identify any incoming stream in this part of the
river by the maps or descriptions now in existence. Just beyond Cone
Hill River three or four bears, both black and brown, were seen on the
side-hills to our left, and about 300 to 400 yards distant, and although
the most persistent firing was kept up by nearly the whole party until
we floated out of sight none of them were secured.
About 2.30 in the afternoon we passed a remarkably conspicuous
rock, looming up out of a flat valley on the east side of the river, and
closely resembling Castle Rock on the Columbia, although only about
half the size of the latter. I gave it the name of Roquette Rock, as I
saw no allusion to it on any map of this part of the riv-er.
On the 21st, having started at 9 a. m., at 12.30 we came upon a small
permanent Indian village on the left bank, of six houses, and from 75 to
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100 sonls. About a mile and a quarter below, on the same side of the
river, was a white man's abandoned trading house, near which we
camped. From the Indians we learned that the trader's name was
1\:fercer, and that be bad gone down the Yukon. This station, we afterwards learned, had been called by the traders Belle Isle Station. (Fig.
25 is left out in the compiler's report.)
The Indian village is called Johnny's Village, and at the time of our
visit the chief was away in a canoe. His English sobriquet of" Johnuy"
is the only one he is recognized by in his own country, thongh the Indian name of the village was Klat-ol-klin, and the Indians, as we understood our interpreters, call themselves Tab-kong or Tabk-hong. A
photograph of the village is shown in Fig. 26.

FIG. 26.

Further information concerning this small band is given in the appendix devoted to Indian tribes.
Fig. 27 is a view looking down the Yukon River from the village,
about southwest. It may be interesting to note the high grass fairly
shown in Fig. 25.* From here to the mouth of the river it may be said
to be equally luxuriant. Underneath it in many places there is a mossy
or peat-like beu so tough that when the river undermines its banks in
these places the turf holds on to that of the bank's crest, keeping it
covered with a blanket of the moss. In wooded places, however, this
falling in of the banks drags the turf with it into the water. Between
camps 35 and 36 the soil, for the first time descending the river, seems
to be thick and black, and continues so in a varying degree until the
lower ramparts are again entered.
On the 23d of July we reached another Indian village, called Char"See explanation in regard to fignre 25.
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FIG. 27.

ley's Village, which is an exact counterpart of the one called Johnny's,
even to number of houses (6) and side of the river (western bank). We
met a Canadian voyageur among them who calls them and Johnny's village the Tadoosh Indians, and says they are the most friendly and best
natured Indians on this part of the river.
After leaving Camp 37 the country flattens out noticeably, and from
about Camp 38 to old Fort Yukon it spreads out over many miles in width
(said to be 7 miles wide at Fort Yukon by a trader who was stationed
there for several years) and so full of islands that it was about impossible to tell when we were near the ma.in banks. Most wonderful of all
in this wide extent of spreading the current seems to slacken but very
little in all the ma.ny intricate channels that were between, and evidently shows the ·deep character of the river before these numerous subdivisions commence and its shallowness afterwards, as no stream of importance helps to account for the relations between the two volumes in
any other way. On the evening of the 24th we camped (No. 38) alongside of a small river steamer called the "St. Michaels," which, during
the spring freshet while descending the river, had grounded ori this bar,
and being unable to get oft' was abandoned, her keel being now some 6
or 7 feet above the level of the present stage of water.
This boat belonged to the Western Fur and Trading Company, organized in San ],rancisco as an opposition to the Alaska Commercial Company of the same city. They had recently been bought out by the
latter company after having existed for several years at a loss to them-
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selves. This opposition had some direct bearing on the Indian ques
tion in that during its prevalence ·prices were put down to absurd figures, the Indians really getting for t~eir furs, in some instances, more

FIG. 28.

than they could have done probal?ly in San Francisco itself. When
this opposition ceased, although the former rates were not entirely resumed, a great step had been taken in that direction and the consequence is a great majority of the Indians are dissatisfied with the present prices, as it is simply impossible for them to believe that the previous low rates were not renumerative to the companies, or that any one
would sell anything for less than it is worth, and consequently the present prices are exorbitant, and as Indians have but one way of correcting even mistakes, a sort of strained feeling exists in many places
which could lead to more serious trouble. The trade,rs on this river,
however, are all men of good judgment, I believe, and this fact will
make collisions less probable than would generally be supposed. .Again,
traders dependent upon Indians wholly for their trade, do much more
to conciliate them in all cases than any class of people with whom they
can come in contact. If hostilities are threatened they will avoid
them, knowing full wen that if no blood is shed that the matter will
be conciliated in a short while and they will be able to resume their
trade, and that should such an unfortunate circumstance occur they
would for years compromise all chances for such a desirable termination. This, coupled with the object traders have in keeping such ruptures hidden from both the public and other Indian tribes, has led to
the well-known but erroneous opinion that the Hudson Bay Company
have ~ucceeded so admirably in their contact with Indian tribes. If
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the Yukon River ofl'ers no field for industry but that which the Indian
trader monopolizes, it might well be doubtful whether a military force
would ever be needed along its course; but from the present prospects
the salmon fisheries and mining may not be far distant, and men that ·
enter these fields have no more consideration for Indians than any
other class of people and will treat them as friends or enemies according to the way that they themselves may elect.
On the 27th of July we made old Fort Yukon about noon, the distance from the site of Fort Selkirk being 490.2 miles after correction by
the astronomical observations, showing an error or correction of but
10.6 miles in the whole course or .0212 per cent., or more clearly speaking about. 1 mile in 50, showing that the intermediate points determined by dead reckoning can be relied upon within that possible limit.
Here we found the Alaska Commercial Company's river steamer
"Yukon'' on her annual trip up the river for trading purposes and
supplying the posts of the company. These excursions were made as
high as Belle Isle Station and Fort Reliance before they were abandoned, but are now made wholly with reference to where the Indians
will be found.

FIG. 29.

Fig. 30 is a view of the interior of the old Fort Yukon stockade,
nearly all of this part having been removed by the river steamer for
fuel, it being handy and already cut in lengths.. Two bastions are seen
with the stockade between, and t.he two buildings in the foreground
are the store-house (nearest) and some of the officers' old quarters,
both roofed with spruce bark held down by battens. The history of
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this Hudson Bay trading post is too well known to repeat, here. Passing into the hands of the Alaska Commercial Company it was for a
long time the farthest post they possessed up the great river until
Reliance was established. Fort Yukon was abandoned three or four

FIG. 30.

FIG. 3L.
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years ago as not remunerative, and Reliance and Belle Isle were then
established, and these two were again abandoned recently (the former
on account of expected Indian troubles growing out of the opposition)
and Nuklakayet, about 300 miles below Fort Yukon, is now their
frontier trading station on the stream.
Fig. 31 is a portrait of Senatee, the chief of the Fort Yukon Indians,
as they are called by the traders, and as I have named them in my description of the tribe. He is the ooly chief on the river having that
power, as we generally understand it, among Indian tribes, all of the
others, to a greater or less degree, having but nominal influence with
their subchiefs and tribes.
I have spoken so much or' the peculiarly flat character of the Yukon
Valley for some 80 or 90 miles above old Fort Yukon, that I give here·
with a photograph (Fig. 32) looking southwestward across from the
shore in front of the fort, giving clearly the easternmost channel,
which is but one in several of greater or less width. Mr. McQuestion,
who was for several years trader at the old fort, says that it is about 7
miles wide at this point, and be believes · there are' places ·on this flat
part of the river where it may attain double that width. The following
is the itinerary of the second part :

Fm. HZ.
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Itinerary of Part II of the map of the 1·oute of the Alaska 1nilitary t·econnaissance of lt:l83,
Lientenant Schwatka, U. S . .th-my, cormnm1ding, front data c01npiled by Topographical
Assistant C. A. Hontan, U. S. At·nty, topographer of the 1·econnaissance.
Locality.

Statute
miles.

From Fort Selkirk,B. C., to mouth of Selwyn River ............ . ............................. ..
Thence to mouth of White River ..... . .....•...............................................
'!'hence to mouth of Stewart River ..... . .............. .. .................................. ..
Thence to mouth of Deer River ........................................................ . ... .
Thence to Fort RtJliance . . . . .. ..........•.............. . ............. . .....................
Thence to mouth of Chandindu River......... . ........ . ............ . .. . .................. .
Thence to mouth of Cone Hill River............... .. ...... . .. .. . . .. .. ................ .. .. ..
Thence to Roquette Rock .................................................................. .

33.6
62.1

9. 7
65.6
6. 5
12.0
27.5
13. 0

~~:~~: ~~ ~~h~·~siei~rfft~~~- ~:: :::~ ~::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: · :::::::::::::: ·

Thence to boundary line 141° west* . ........... . ........ . .................................. .
Thence to mouth of Totondu River . . . . ...... . ............................................ . .
Thence to month of Tab kandik River .............. . ....... . .............................. ..
Thence to Charlie's Village ........................ . ........................ . ...... . ....... .
Thence to St. Michael's Island ........... . .............................. . .......... . ....... .
... . .. . ... .
. ..... . ................ . .. . ............... . ..... ..
·.rhence to Fort Yukon
From Fort Selkirk, B. C., to Fort Yukon, Alaska ............................. ... . .. .......... .

33.0
1.1
20.3

10.0
22.4
29.0

47.4
97.0

490.2

*Length of Yukon River in Bl'itish Amel'ica, 783.3; length of Yukon River in Alaska, 1,260.2.
Part I, or the part. explored and surveyed by reconnaisBance, 538.8.
Part III extends from Fort Yukon to Aphoon mouth, being the part explored by Glasunoff, Malakoff, Zagoskiu, Kennicott, and Strachan .Jones, and surveyed by Captain Raymond, U.S. Army.

The party remained at old Fort Yukon during the 28th of July to determine rate and errors of chronometers, and on the 29th the journey
was resumed, and between7 a. m. and 8.45 p.m. drifted 50~ (geographical) miles, or over 4 statute miles per hour, plainly showing no diminution in the current despite the wide-sp.read character of the channel.
At 11.30 a.m. we passed an Indian village of 5 or 6 tents, on one of
the many islands in the channel, of probably 20 to 30 souls, although
very few appeared, being probably absent hunting and fishing. On the
beach were 7 or 8 birch-bark canoes, and lounging around was the
usual high nurnl>er of Indian dogs. This day, the 29th, was an exceedingly hot, bliRtering day on the river and almost unbearable on the
raft, as we had no means of counteracting it on such a craft. To put
up an awning of canvas was to seriously obstruct the view of the stern
oarsman, who was responsible for the raft, and who needed this view to
distinguish the swift from the slow currents, the sand, mud, and gravel
bars where the vessel was likely to l>e delayed, and many and t.h e worst
of which were just under water even in the middle of the river, also
f\nags, and landing places after camping hours. .....-\.gain, an awning of
canvas caught conRiderable wind, and if this was considerable and any
other direction than fore and aft, steering was almost impossible. Here,
within the limited part of the Yukon River in and near the Arctic zone,
our greatest discomforts were the blistering heat and dense swarms of
gnats and mosquitoes that met us at every turn. The night of the 29th30th but very few of the party slept well, owing to the gnats, the mos.
quito-bars being no protection from the diminutive pests, and we consequently got an early start on the 30th, shortly after 6 in the morning, the day contrasting strangely with the one before. A cold and
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disagreeable wind with heavy clouds made the contrast, and gave us
difficult work in steering clear of the lee banks, the small amount of
bulky baggage on the raft forming a sufficient surface to the wind to
determine this. The 30th the raft drifted 44 geographical miles in thirteen hours and ten minutes to Camp 43 of the map. The wind had its
compensating feature, however, in keeping away the mosquitoes and
gnats at night, so that one coul<l sleep.
The 31st of July the raft drifted 45 miles in thirteen hours to Camp
44 of the map, and that evening commeuced raining so hard and so continued the next day, the 1st of August, that we remained in camp. The
femur and molar tooth of a mastodon were found in the gravel bar near
Camp 44, theremainsofthesp,animals havingbeenfoundin large numbers
in the valley of the Yukon River, and especially this flat level portion of
300 miles extending between the upper and lower ramparts. At old
Fort Yukon an Indian who showed us a tooth said that it came from a
complete skeleton about two days' journey away that the river was exposing by undermining action.
The 2d of August we drifted but 26 miles in··twelve hours, a strong
wind keeping us against the left bank so as to impede our progress·
We were forced into oue slough by it that was so sluggish in current
that, although but 2 miles long, we were over two hours drifting through.
A number of such slack-water places were encountered that could easily
have been avoided iu less stormy weather. At 3 p. m. we passed a
double log~house on the right b~nk, with two or three small elevated
log caches, peculiar from this point to the mouth of the river, two graves,
&c., all of which seemed very new, although the place was deserted,
very recently however. Many signs of Indians were noticed as we
approached the "lower ramparts," as the hilly country is called. On
camping at 7.30 p.m. we were but a short distance from the entrance to
these hills, and it was with the greatest satisfaction that we approache~l
them and left behind the flat country which we had traversed for 300
miles, and was tedious and irksome beyond measure in its monotonous
flat scenery. The whole leugth of tl1is flat country there are but ver.r
few Indians, the mosquitoes driving the game out of its domain, and
the innumerable number of wide shallow channels into which the ri"Ver
divides making fishing for them less certain than in the hilly districts.
The establishment of Fort Yukon at the mouth of the Porcupine induced many to congregate around this spot, as is usual with frontier
trading posts, and although it has been abandoned a number still reside at. the spot as a sort of trading point with the river steamer in its
annual visits, and possibly the reluctance with whieb people abandon
their homes of long standing despHe their unfavorable positions.
On the 3d of August the raft was started at 7.30 a. m., and entered
the ''ramparts" shortly after. Through this part of the ramparts the
country and river looks ,-ery much like the Columbia River near the
Cascades. A few Indians were now "Visible, and old and permanent.
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signs of them quite numerous. About 6 p. m. we passed a well-built
Indian house on right bank of the river, with log and stake steps up the
steep river bank.
We camped at 8.30 p.m. near several Indian graves, about a mile
or two above the mouth of the Whymper Rh·er, one of which graves is
Rhown in Fig. 33, where se,·eral had been buried during the raging of an

FIG. 33.

epidemic some two or three years before. The fence around is the result
of Christian influence, but their other superstitions cannot he wholly o¥ercome, as shown by the poles with the symbolic totems of geese, ducks,
bears, &c., on their tops. The ramparts on the 3d so closely resembled
portions of the ramparts of the Middle Yukon between Selkirk and Belle
Isle that the conviction seemed irresistible that they are identical chains
stretched like a bow string across the great arc of the Yukon, bending
northward into the tlat Arctic tundra land. At Camp 46 I found several
varieties of uerries, not only edible but very acceptable, despite the general dwarfed and stunted condition of most of them.
The 4th of August we made 47 miles through tlJe ramparts. At 7.50
a. m. we passed the concealed mouth (as going down stream) of the
V\.,.hymper River coming in from the left. Through this part of the
riYer between Camps 46 aud 47 were many signs of Indians, as caches,
old camping places, &c., along both banks, but singularly enough no
Indians were visible, and the presence of wolves around these positions
made me think that their absence had been for some little time. That
day we had a ·most disagreeable gale of wind, hardly worth noticing
except for the fact that with the exception of a very few days it continued unceasingly to the mouth of the river, and the observations
S. Ex. ~--4
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of previous explorers and observers make certain the fact that such
weather is the prevailiug nature during the summer season. Many
of the small creeks that put into this part of the river, and draining
through the swampy tundra land, while so clear that their bottoms may
be seen even in deep places (6 and 7 feet deep) are highly colored with
a port-wine hue, which contrasts strongly with the muddy waters of the
Yukon, where they join. This may be caused by iron, as outcroppings
of that character were seen.
Twenty-seven miles were made next day, August 5, rain showers in
the morning delaying ·o ur start until 8.55 a. m. At 2.10 p.m. we drifted
past the spot known as "the rapids of the Yukon," being, until the
present expedition surveyed the whole length of the river, known as
the worst impediment on the river. We had ·been anxiously expecting
them, and had some fears that they might prove disastrous to our rough
means of navigation, but it was not until we were past them that we observed them at all, being represented by a bar of white bowlders around
which the waters flowed as placidly as around any bar in the river.
At high water the river may flow over th~s bar with some commotion,
for it is here constricted into 300 or 400 yards in width, but .d uring the
greah-'r part of the time navigation would be essayed it certainly is not
worth considering.
About half a mile below the "rapids," on the right bank of the river,
is the first considerable sized Indian village encountered after leaving
the fiat country described. It consisted of two tents and fourbirch-bark
houses with from forty to fifty souls. Eight canoes put off to meet us
and fresh salmon were procured from them, the first "e had had for
several days. This part of the Yukon River, is quite picturesque, equal
to that for 100 or 200 miles below the site of old Fort Selkirk, and superior in grand outline tL> any scenery from here to its mouth.
On Monday, the 6th of August, having started at 8.30 a.m., at 6.10 p.m.
we made Nuklakyet, the fartherest outlying trading station of the Alaska
Commercial Company on the Yukon River, and wP-re glad enough to
meet permanent civilization, and part with our raft, on wbich we had
navigatPd the river for over 1,300 miles. Nuklakyet station was in
charge of Mr. Harper, an old employe in these regions, and, like all
such, seemingly content with his isolated lot. A small garden was· attached to his station on a bank with a southern exposure and good
drainage, and here he cultivated the rougher varieties of hardy vegetables. Turnips were grown that weighed six and a half pounds, and
other varieties of vegetables were equally surprising, considering the
high latitude, within less than 100 miles of the Polar Circle.
Fig. 34 is a view of Mr. Harper's trading station looking westward,
with the little garden in the foreground.
lt is typical of the fact that .when fisheries line tllis 'great river, as
they are sure to .do, and mining campS: dot its tributaries, as indications
show they may, that with such rough vegetables as may be grown arid
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such varieties as will bear transportation, that life may be made more
bearable than one would think from its ex:tr('me isolation.

FIG

:34.

FIG. 3j.

Fig. 35 is a view of the means of transport~tion used in this part or
Alaska both in summer and winter, the two boats explaining themselves by the figures, while in the. foreground is t.he usual sledge of this
part of the Yukon Valley to its mouth. At this point also commences
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the Esquimanx dogs used with the sledges, all those previous being of
the Indian variety, a smaller, but, I believe, a hardier variety.

FIG. 36.

Fig. 36 is a view of a group of these dogs, there being O\er 50 at this
station, having been collected by Mr. Ed. Schieffelin, a mining capitalist
prospecting on the riYer, for his winter's use in sledging.

FIG. 37.
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Tile subject of procuring sufficient food for so large a force of animals was a serious one, and Mr. Harper informed me that he expected
to killanumberbefore winter. Theirsusten::tnceis whollydrietlsalmon,
for which the white traders pa,y a cent apiece in trade. Among tilese
fish so furnished is found tile king_ salmon, the variety well known as
the best for general canning purposes.
Fig. 37 is oue taken of the raft at tile point where it was abandoned.
At Nuklakayet we obtained a 12-ton "barka" (as it iH called by the
traders of the river), which is really but a small decked schooner of
that capacity. There were no sails except a small flying-jib, awl it was
my intention to float down tile river with the current as I ilau with the
raft, except such small aid a,s I might get from the jib when the wind
should be favorable. I might. here add, however, that the usual wind
was from tile general direction we desired to go, aud, as already stated,
of a steady tempestuous cllaracter.
We remained over at Nuklakayet t.he 7tll of August, transferring
from the raft to the " barka," and preparing the latter for her drift.
The 8th the voyage was resumed, an(l made 37 miles by drifts, being
aide<l on occasional bends of the riYer by the jib. Private Roth of the
party was a good sailor, and his services were in mnch demand in this
hybrid system of navigation. We found it much harder to get near
shore in the ~' barka" so as to go into camp than it had been on the
raft. It was also much more cramped, but in co:npensation for this we
could keep dry during tile rainy weather and to a great extent protect
our more valuable property fr-om the same, and we certainly needed this
protection, for the weather during the rest of the mouth was the most
continuously lmd of any summer weatiler I have ever experienced.
Mosquitoes were.still very numerous, and we were either getting so used
to them that they appeared so or tiley were really less aggravating
than on the upper llalf or two-thirds of the river.
Starting early on the 9th with a light wind in our face we had just
reached a wide open part of the ri\er, not over a, mile from camp, when
this breeze increased. to a gale, witl:.t white-capped waves 3 or 4 feet
high, and so strong as to bold tlle " barka·" almost at a stand-still even
iu this strong current. We were compelled to run for au anchorage,
and here remaiued until 4 p. m., when we drifted some 7 or 8 miles, th'e
wind dying to a ealm, and the mosquitoes consequently as numerous
as ever. I fonud that day that the " ba.rka.," turned broadside to a
bead wind, drifted much faster than when head or stern on, and this
fact afterwards saved us many miles iu our navigation. I afterwards
ascertained that the trrtders on the river secured this without e:fl:'ort by
suspending a ileavy anchor or large bucket or basket of stones from
the sprit so as to hang in the water. We secured the same result by
constant work at the stern oar, ai<led by tile hatch ways used as sails
· near the stern.
Tile 8th and 9til we passed ,·err few Indian iuuicatious, alHl, in gen-
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eral, it may be well to remark that for some distance on either side ot
a trading station the Indians seldom are very numerotJs, being more so
at the station itself and at the remotest points from them.
The lOth was a repetition of running ashore and poling off, as the
wind came up or died down. Abou.t a mile below Gamp 51 we passed
an Indian village of log-houses and tent9 on the north bank, holding·
probabl,y fifty to sixty, there being a large fish-weir or trap on the head
of the island directly opposite. These Indians, even after many years'
intercourse with the Russians previous to our possession of the country,
seem to know nothing of the method of catching salmon by gill-nets
and the ease and rapidity of the same. Again, about 2 o'clock in the
afternoon, another village of ~bout the same size was met on the head
of one of the numerous islands, engaged,. as before, in fishing.
On the llth we drifted to Camp 53, the weather disagreeable in the
extreme, and but few Indian locations being noticed.
On the night of the 11th-12th a small river steamer came to our
camp, having put up below a few miles and then steamed up to our position, upon hearing of our presence. It proved to be a small river boat
built by the Scheiffelin party of miners, and as they were lea-ving the
country it had been purchased by three of the traders of the Alaska
Commercial Company, who had become dissatisfied with their treatment
by that company, and were proposing to start a trading company of
their own. It is called the "New Racket," and, with the "Yukon" and
"St. Michaels" forms the entire steam fleet on the river. The latter is,
however, comparatively worthless.
All day on the 12th we werP. passing Indian -villages, houses, graves,
eneampments, &c., probably representing 250 to 300 or 400 people, the
greater majority of whom seem indisposed to stir, owing to the inclement weather. At 3.30 we passed the Indian village of Sakadelontin of
the map. It was preceded by a number of coffins in trees, the first of
this character seen on the river. Heavy gloomy weather prevented
photographs on a most interesting part of the river.
On the 13th we passed the .mouth of the Koyukuk, the largest northern tributary of the Yukon River, I believe, although little or nothing
is known any great distance beyond its mouth. The Indians on its
shores have the worst reputation of any from Fort Yukon to its mouth,
but as they have uniformly brought vast numbers of furs to the nearest
trading posts, the traders have been perfectly willing to leav13 their country unexplored and allow them an unmolested possession. Some of the
outrages of the Koyukuks are spoken of more in. detail in the subject
of Indians. I do not believe, however, that they would resist a force
of twenty or twenty-five well-armed men attempting to explore and investigate their country.
The night of the 13th-14th rage.d one of the severest gales we encountered on the river.
~he 14th we reached Nulato, a p0int of considerable importance with
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reference tc, the history of the old Russian Fur Uompany, it being
their furtherest outlying permanent trading station on the Yukon River.
It bas been the scene of a number of massacres and murders spoken of
under the bead of Koyukuk Indians, and at the date of our visit was
abandoned, owing to a murder of a Russian trader that had occurred
some two or three years before, and that had unsettled the peaceful relations between the whites and natives. Nulato shows much finer construction in its buildings, erected by the whites, than any encountered
on the river so far, but they were rapidly being torn to pieces by the
natives 8ince their abandonment.

l<'IG. 38.

The 15th of August we left Nulato. On the same side of the river,
and about a mile below this point, is a large permanent Indian village
of about twenty-five or thirty houses and caches, and inhabited by probably sixty to one. hundred people when the trading stores were running,
but now nearly deserted. A number of Indian villages were passed
during the day in making Camp 57, but most of them seemed thinly
populated. The despicable weather, the removal of the trading stores,
and the hunting season, may all be charged with this apparent discrepancy between houses and people. From about this general section of
the river to its mouth the influence of Bering's Sea, and even the Pacific Ocean, commences to be felt. The ground does not freeze to such
great depth, and in many places, especially southern exposures, the
thawing of the summer is equal to 'the depth. of frost in winter, which
jnsures partial drainage, and the tundra land, though still existing, becomes less marshy and impassable to walking, and travels into the interior becomes possible. From the Koyukuk band, already spoken of,
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on down the stream Indians are found who make annual inland hunts
in summer time to secure reindeer and otller game, instead of remaining·
religiously on the river, as may be said to be the case above these points
in that season.
From near Kaltag to the mouth there is no high land on the southern
bank, except tllat that can be seen in the distance in the way of low,
isolated peaks and short mountain ra11ges, while, with the exception of
a few short stretches at t.lle mouth of a small creek, the land on the north
bank was high and often precipitous eYen to the water's edge. I think
it not improbable that Kaltag was an ancient month of the Yukon, and
it baH sipce filled in the shallow shores to the present delta. So sh::tllow is Behring's sea on its eastern or .AhtRkan shores that the debris and
sediment of the Yukon have formed outlying shoals for a distance of
nearly 100 miles from tile beach, and across these shoals of sand and
mud no vessel of even tile liglltest draught can pass with safety. During
storms of an,y intensity the water laslles up tile mud from the bottom
so near, and this serves as a useful warning to "Vessels when most
needed. It is tllis fact which has forced the port of the Yukon River
nearly a hundreu miles to the north in Norton Sound (Fort Saint
Michaels), where vessels of reasonable tonnage can ha-ve ready -access,
and to-reach this they pass in and out of the .Aphoon, or northern mouth·
I believe, lwwever, tlmt a much better port could be found somewhere
on the Kusiloak or main month of the river, which has never been given
a proper hydrographic and topographical survey.
The 16th of Angust tile wind and rain were so strong from ahead
that I remained over, being at a point on the river where the whole
~hannel waB in sight, obstructed by no islands, and wbich I might
mention as being an unusual occurrence.
My object in camping at such a point was to watch for the river
steamer ''Yukon" to take the ''barka" in tow, she being unable to proceed out to sea, hadng, as already stated, no sails.
On the 17th we drifted about 25 miles, there being but little of interest to chronicle.
The 18th we made Camp 59, and the 19th drifted but nine hours, owing
to the heavy head gale, which, continuing next day, we remained over.
Tlte 31st of Angustwe camped (No. 61) at Hall's Rapids of Raymond's
map, but beyond a few ripples near the northern bank and an increase
of rapidity in the current where the river narrows, there was nothing
to indicate them.
The 22nd we reached An vic, a trading station of the Alaska Company,
kept by Mr. Fredericksen, who treatecl us very kindly. He had bad a
good deal of trouble with tile Shagelook Indians recently, and was talking of aband:oning his station if it c~mtiuued. A number that had come
down to be baptized by the priest had cut open a couple of skin boats
to show their feeling, and bad it uot been for the friendly tribes at the
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station he thought he would have bPen robbed, and possibly murdered,
in case he made any resistance.
The 23<.1 the steamer "Yukon" overtook us and took us in tow, the
remainder of the voyage being- uneventful, but the ~mrvey of the river
being kept up to the .Aphoon month.
On the 30th of August Saint Michaels was reached and on the 8th of
September the schooner" Leo," that had relieved Lieutenant Ray's meteorological station at Point Barrow, came into Saint Michaels and through
the kindm'SS of that officer passage was secured to San Francisco,
wbere the party arrived October 5. On September 17 the p~rty landed
at Ooualaska, in the Aleutian Islands, and remained several days studying and compiling data regarding the Aleuts, which will be found in the
proper subhead.
It might be proper in closing this report to speak of those to whom I
found myRelf under obligations from time to time in the prosecution of
the enterprise.
Of courRe to tbe members of the party itself for their untiring devotion in their sevPral departments is due the greatest praise. The part
of this report devoted to Indians, the most important in a military sense,
is due almost wholly to Dr. Wilson, the surgeon.
Beyond these I slwuld like to mention Brevet Maj. Gen. Frank
Wheaton, eolonel Second Infantry; Lieut. U. A. Williams, Twentyfirst Infantry; Collector Morris, at Sitka, .Alaska; Wm. King Lear,
\Vrangell, Alaska; Captain Vanderbilt, Killisnoo, Alaska; Mr. Carl
Spuhn, Killisnoo, .Alaska; Mr. Downing, pur~er, "Idaho," P. C. S. S.
Co.; Captain Carroll, commanding Idaho, P. C. S. S. Co.; Mr. Greenberg,
of Portland, Oregon; Mr. G. J. Mitcbel, of Portland, Oregon; Mr.
Robert Habersham, of Portland, Oregon; Captain Petersen, commandiug Alaska Compau~·'s river steamer "Yukon;" Mr. Henry Neumann,
agent Alaska Uompany's Station, Saint Michaels.
Respeetfully submitted.
FRED'K SCHW.ATKA,
First Lieutenant, Third Cavalry, Aid-de-Camp.

DESCRIPTION OF INDIAN TRIBES.
TONGAS INDIANS .
.
This tribe of Indians, subdivided into two bands, the ''Crows" and

"Wolves," inhabits that portion of Alaska situated about 40 miles
north of the boundary line of British Columl)ia, along the so-called
" inland passage." Tiley 1i ve on Ton gas Island and on the north side
of Portland Channel, the principal village being on the island. From
Dixon Entrance to their villages would be a run of about three hours
for a moderately fast steamer. The habitations are permanent and
situated near the water, and as the neighboring country is mountainous,
rough, and mainly composed of islands, any approach, except by water,
would be impracticable. A free commuuication, however, is kept up
throughout the adjacent waters by means of canoes, propelled by paddles and sails, and of various sizes; tlwse used in war having an average capacity of about three tons.
'rhe houses themselves, which are built after the cross section as
Rhown here, are provided with a, cellar about 6 feet deep and 20 feet

square, used principally for storage purposes, but sufficiently commodious to afford the inhabitants protection against rifle bullets in case of
an attadc
The tribe numbers about 600 souls altogether, about 200 being warrior·s, of whom the greater mHjority can be called able-boclied, and are
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provided with some deseription of fire-arm. These arm:s are for the
most part Hudson Bay Company muskets, part fiint-loek and. part percussion, only a few being the more mo-lern magazine-gun. The supply
of ammunition iR poor, and at present obtained from the English at
Fort Simpson and the salmon cannery at Boca Inlet.
In case of war with this Government it could be obtained from Fort
Simpson and vicinity.
Their country is well timbered, producing a variety of berries and
suffieient grass for military stock in summer but not in winter. It present:s fair prospects of gold and silver, and abounds in mountain sheep,
mule deer, black and brown bears, while the waters adjoining furnish
large quantities of salmon, halibut, clams, mussels, and ·sea-weed.
1'hese last named articles-the fish being eaten both fresh and dried-are
the principal articles of food; the supply of which is secured mainly during the summe·r, and, with tlJe addition of a few clams and mussels,
affords them a means of subsistence in winter. In case of war, during
the summer they would have to rely on the game in the mountains,
while in winter, as they have no domestic animals except the dog, which
would furnish them food for onls a few weeks at the longest, the question of starvation would soon prove a serious one. White men's cl~th
ing is universally worn by the tribe, who would be eompelled to use
furs should the snpply of clothes be cut off, and these eould not be
obtaiued in sufficient quantities to last any length of time.
Ka-too-nah, now calling himself "Ebbitts," after the old chief, who
died about two years ago, is their head chief, and exerts considerable
influence, not so much, indeed~ though as the two "medicine men,"
Nah-goot-klane and Kach-wan, who can be easily bribed, however, wit,h
anything that is useful to them. In the event of hostilities arising, uo
Indian allies against them could be secured in the neighboring country,
and the band living in the neighborhood of Cape Fox would most likely
unite with them.
Such an event is not probable, however, for they are not warlike,
though in every respect brave; have never been at war with the whites
(none of whom have settled in their country), and at present entertain
the most friendly feeling towards the white people.
Military operations could be conducted in the country all the year
round, and to troops thus employed, besides the usual campaign supplies, a number of small boats should be furnished; probably the
best means of using a force again.s t them, if at war, would be to send
infantry in boats holding from 20 to 25 men, with small Hotchkiss cannon in the bows to drive them from their houses and force them into
the mountains, where they would be unable to secure sufficient food to
keep them long. .A small steam launch, to overtake and capture their
canoes, which are as fast or even faster than small boats, would be an
effective auxiliary.
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CAPE FOX INDIANS.

Kast-wan is the head chief of these Indians, both in time of war and
in peace, and exerts a powerful influence over the subchiefs and the
entire people. At present they have no "medicine man~" the old one
having died only a short time ago and no one yet appointed. When
the services of such an individual are necessary, howeYer, one is called
in from their neighbors, and his opinions are eagerly listened to and
his suggestions observed. The tribe numbers about 250 souls altogether, with nearly 100 warriors, most of whom are able· bodied and
provided with some sort of fire-arm. The flint and percussion lock
musket introduced by the Hudson Bay Company is the pattern of gun
most frequently met with, only very few of the men having the improved
rifles now generally in use. Ammunition is poorly supplied, and obtained from Fort Simpson and the trader at Boca Inlet. In event of
war with the United States, Fort Simpson would be the only source.
Their principal village was situated until quite recently in the im'mediate neighborhood of Cape Fox, but' since the establishment of a fishiug industry by white men at Boca Inlet this baR been moved there,
only a short distance from the cannery. The distance from the village
to Dixon Entrance can be made "by a good steamer in about four hours.
The region of country occupied by the tribe is in the southern portion
of Alaska, not far from tlle northern boundary of the British possessions on the Pacific coast. It consists mainly of islands and headlands, with small channels intenTening and intersected by numerous
salt-water inlets.
The country is rough and mountainous in character, with numerous
streams of fresh water empt~~ing into the sea. It is very thickly covered
with timber; the so-called yellow cedar being found in abundance,
though not to the same extent as further north. The soil itself is by
no means fertile; it being impossible to raise any sort of produce,
although various kinds of grasses flourish.
Throughout the adjoining· waters salmon and halibut abound in great
quantities, the former to such an extent as to have recently attracted
the attfmtion of white men, as previously stated. Various wild animals
are found in this region; deer, mountain sheep, and black bears being
most frequently met with. These, however, are not much sought after,
as these Indians are almost exclusively fishermen. They engage in
hunting to a very limited extent, and rarely venture far inland, having
a kind of superstitious dread of the dense forests, which they imagine
are peopled with strange creatures. As a rule they are industrious,
many being employed now by the whites, and eager to improve their condition. Many appeals have been made for schools, the benefits of which
having been seen and appreciated through their intercourse with the
natives at Fort Simpson and vicinity, where indeed many good results
have been accomplished. The dwellings. of this tribe are permanently
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situated along the salt water, and so similar in construction to those
used by the Tougas Indians as to require no repetition.
The principal article of food besides fish iR a variety of sea-weed,
which is gathered during the summer, carefully dried in the•sun, and
pressed into slabs and cakes. This is combined with fish oil when eaten,
and not only supplies the place of our many varieties of food, but is
considered quite a delicacy, notwithstanding the fact that its odor alone
would warn a civilized individual, and one not over-fastidious, against
even tasting it. Besides these articles of diet various other supplies,
such as are used by miners and others out of civilization, are obtained
from traders. No domestic animals are found among them, except the
dog, which is not employed in any useful capacity, a,nd as food, in the
event of their being obliged to abandon their usual source~, would not
serve them long. The style of clothes worn by the whites has been
universally adopted by this tribe, these articles being obtained from the
same sources as their ammunition and other supplies. Should these
sources be cut o:tl', no little difficulty would be experienced in finding
suitable garments a~ a substitute. Communication overland through
the country is never resorted to, the only means of transportation being
in canoes, which are built of cedar, and not only beautifully modeled,
but very light and swift. These are propelled by means of paddles and
sails, and so skillfully as to enable these people to venture on considerable journeys.
The feeling of these Indians toward the white people is in every respect
most friendly; t,hey have never been at war with the Russian Government or with our own, and hardly realize that such a thing exists. An
active campaign against them could be conducted all the year through
unassisted though by any neigh boring Indians as allies, for the Tougas
tribe would undoubtedly unite with them. As the country differs in so
few particulars from that occupied by the Tougas, the only unusual campaign supply, in case of war, would be likewise a number of small boats.
These should be sufficiently large to accommodate about 20 men and a
small cannon in the bows to force them from their bo\lses, and by guarding against an escape by water it would be difficult for them to hold out
long.
STICKEEN INDIANS.

This tribe for many years in direct intercourse with the white people,
has, as is usual, not only derived many lasting benefits therefrom,
through a keeu desire to learn and improve their conditiun, but on the
other hand ma11y of the vices and corruptions of civilization have like.wise been acquired.
The various whites who have entered the country, except perhaps
miners, have invariably been attracted by trade, so that as a protection
to themselves these Indians were forced to become shrewd and sharp-
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witted, which traits are VP.ry apparent in their character with only a
short acquaintauce. As a rule they are of a very superior intelligence,
and have always manifested great eagP.rness to acquire civilized improvements, "Both in the manner of living and in working. Civilized
clothes are generally worn, and the plain varieties of food indulged in
by frontiersmen accepted.
The territory which they. occupy lies near the western boundary of
British Columbia, distant about a fourteen-hours' run from Dixon Entrance. It is limited to Wrangell Island and the district of country
along the Stickeen River, which stream has its source in British Columbia., and flows thence in a southwesterly direction through the
American possessions into the sea. The country is very generally
mountainous, and well timbered throughout, the yellow cedar flourish
ing luxuriantly. The soil itself is not fertile, but more so than the
country to the south; and the season too short for any except the hardier varieties of vegetables to mature. Potatoes can be grown here, and
in fact are cultivated in considerable quantities by the Indians. A few
years ago gold was discovered near the head waters of the Stickeen
River in such quantities as to attract universal attention and draw many
men to the vicinity. Fort Wrangell, situated on the island, and at
present unoccupied by troops~ was the depot for supplies and the
starting-point for the mines. Here many prospectors, industrious and
otherwise, spent the winters, awaiting the approach of warm weather,
so that a marked impression has been left on the Indians by their presence. In those most susceptible, and these are largely in the majority,
the taste for alcoholic stimulants was not only given a great impetus,
but bas actually become a craving. As a remedy for this, restrictions
were instituted against the introduction of liquor into the countr;v,
which answered in a measure, but when the Indians found it impossible
to procure a supply they began the manufacture of a compound of their
own, from molasses, called "hoochenoo," which has necessitated cus ·
toms regulations against this article as well.
The principal village of the tribe adjoins Fort Wrangell, and consists
of a number of well-built houses. These are made of planks about
3 inches thick, and each plank as a rule shaped from a log by hand.
They are then set on edge and nicely fitted together, while a roof
of bark, with a hole for the smoke, protects tho;j inmates from the
weather. The floor is of dirt, and in consequence uninjured by the fire
in the center, over which the simple diet of the· household is cooked.
Their principal article of food is fish of various kinds, such as halibut,
salmon, codfish, and herring, all of wl.lich are found in abundance in
the adjacent waters. Besides these, they also employ the inner soft
bark of a species of cedar, large quantities of which are collected and
stored away for winter consumption. Many of the plainer articles of
food, such as are consumed by frontiersmen, are sold them by traders,
as stated before.
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The tribe numbers about 800 souls altogether, with probably 300 men
who would be capable of bearing arms in the event of an uui\·ersal outbreak. The fire-arms which they use are generally the old Hudson Bay
musket, but many are supplied with the modern repeating rifl.,s, though
not of the latest patterns. The number of these improved rifles found
among this tribe is far greater than any other along this part of the
Territory on account of their long intercourse with miners and the close
proximity of the Cassiar mines~ where many of the Indians were em·
ployed and paid, directly and indirectly, with arms.
In 1876 an Iudian from Fort Simpson started a school at Wrangell
and very soon gathered about him almost 100 pupils. At this time the
post was occupied, and a soldier, impressed with the eagerness of the
lJeople to learn, made au appeal for a competent teacher. This, after
some delay, was responded to, and a good school opened shortly afterwards, which has continued to prosper and increase in average attendance to such an extent as to require the services of two or three additional teachers. Many good results are manifest, through the influence
of the school and teachers, for in many cases the young girls have been
taken away from their mothers, who, according to their customs, consider them an article of trade, and frequently sold them to white men.
Cleanliness, a virtue so little thought of aiHl cultivated by most Indians,
has likewise been instilled into the minds of the attendants by the same
means.
The tribe is not warlike, and at present is very friendly toward the
whites, although a number of years ago they captured a trading schooner
and murdered the crew. A general outbreak against the whites has never
occurred, and the only difficulties have been occasioned either through
disagreements in matters of trade or on account of a too free indulgence
in liquor.
The presence of a gun-boat has always inspired them with great awe,
and they have the greatest respect for weapons of warfare superior to
those employed by themselves. In the event of actual hostilities boats
of some description would be necessary, as they are very generally provided with large and well-9onstructed canoes, and are thorough masters
in the art of navigating them. No refuge could be obtained away from
the sea-shore where they could secure sufficient food and other necessities for existence, so that a campaign against them would in consequence
be very near, if not wholly, on the water. In regard to the name of this
tribe and river, several who have had occasion to mention them in writing~
have seen fit to adopt different ways of spelling, and some go so far as to
spell the name of the river different from that of the tribe, although the
pronunciation in no case is affected. It is variously written as Stakhin,
Stakhine, Stikine, an<l Stickeen, the last being adopted here as giving
the most exact idea of the sound.
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SITKA INDIANS.

Sitka or New Archangel, as it was called by the Russians before the
purchase of the territory by our Government, contained about 1,000
inhabitants, one-third of wllom were Russians. It was then the great
center of trade and commerce for the country, but siuce tile transfer of
the fur interests to Americans the place has been abauuoned as a
prominent commercial point. It is situated on the western side of Bar.
anoff Island in a picturesque harbor leading out to the open sea, distant
about fifteen hours' run from Dixon Entrance by the outside passage,
and from twenty-five to thirty Lours by the Inland Passage through
Peril Straits.
These Indians, who have giveu their name to the town and harbor,
have their principal village adjoining the town, and, like their brethren
who live further south, have always given evidence of a superior intelligence and independence. The:y are naturally indolent, however, and
fond of dress, and exert themselves to hunt and trade in order to gratify
this fanc.r. Their houses, as a rule, are well and substantially constructed of logs, and through the influence and suggestions of different
naval officers, of late the sanitary condition of the surroundings has
been much improved by the diggiug of gutters, which carry oft' the accumulating filth and wattr. At first tllis tribe was opposed to the
change of governments, as Sitka became immediately quite insignificant,
but they were soon afterwards reconciled and have been since very
friendly.
Having the Russians for so long a time in such close proximity Ilas
left its impress on this people in several ways. Tilere were intermarriages, aud the offspring of tilese unions have generally remained in the
country, so that now there is a ,-ery marked trace of Russian blood
throughout the tribe. As these foreigners were not always the very
best class of citizens, the manners, customs, and habits acquired of them
by the natives are not those to be most admired. On the other hand,
schools were established very early in this ~entury, but did not amount
to much until1820, when tlley were taken in cilarge by a naval officer,
wilo superintended them for fifteen years. After this they became very
efficient, under a creole by the name of Etolen. All educational advantages were taken away at the time of tile Russian exodus, and for about
ten years afterwards no attention was given to the subject; in fact it
wcts not until 1880 that a school was established on a firm basis. This
has continued to prosper, and now, as a better means of securing attendance and removing the boys from bad influence at horne, a boarding
department has been established. The tribe numbers now about 1,000
souls in all, of whom about 450 are capable of bearing arms in case of
a general disagreement. Tiley are, however, not warlike in uisp~sition,
though brave enough wllen occasion arises, and like all their neighbors,
have acquirerl an inordinate taste for alcohol in sowe shape or other.
S. Ex. 2--5
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Before the strict regulations againi"t the introduction of liquor were instituted, no event could be celebrated, no ceremony complete, or expedition undertaken without the interested party fir-st indulging in sueh
quantities of liquor as to render the party wholly unfit for anything.
The native drink of "hoocbenoo" supplied the necessary stimulation
for some time after the customs regulations were instituted, but as the
principal ferments for the manufacture of this have recently been prohibited as well, drunkenness is not so pre'\'alent. As a result of this
inclination and their long intercourse with traders as well, honor is not
considered an attribute sufficiently worthy of cultivation, and, indeed,
never enters into the mind of most of them. No insult can he offered
them so deadly that cannot be atoned for by a pecuniary recompense
of some nature.
The :fire-arms employed by them are as a -rule the same as those mentioned before, namely, the old Hudson Bay Company muskets, some .
flint and some percussion, with very few improved rifles. The supply
of ammunition, obtained from traders, is poor in quality and in quantity,
and, as it is only purchased when needed, would be entirely cut off in
the event of war with this country, except, perhaps, by making the
journey to Fort Simpson. This source could hardly be taken into account, however, as the distance is com;irlerable, and their only means
of transpor~ation is by canoes, which, indeed, are large, well bnilt, and
ably managed. by their owners.
Civilized clothes, except, perhaps, shoes, are worn by this tribe, and
they likewise purchase many articles of food from tratlers. Fish is their
principal food, halibut, cod, and herring being found abundantly, the
last in such quantities as to be secured by means of a simple implement
similar to a rake. They merely whip the water with this and rarely
fail securing a fish on every prong. The country adjoining does not
differ much from that already spoken of, being a net-work of islands
with salt water channels and inlets intervening. His generally mountainous and thickly covered with timber, and produces only the hardier
varieties of vegetables and other product~.
The principal animals bunted are d~er, mountain sheep, and mountain
goat, the horns of which furnish them material for the manufacture of
ladles and spoons, which are oftentimes very curiously carved, while
the wool affords them material for maki ug blankets.
_
~rhe influence and popularity of a chief among these Indians depends
largely on his liberality, it being a custom among them to give what is
known as "potlatch" when an individual desires to secure favor. This
is a kind offea~t where each guest receives a present, and as much as $500
worth of blankets are known to hav~ been distributed at such a gathering.
.
Many outbreaks have been threatened by this tribe, arising mainly
through-the influence of liquor and the natural viciousness of some influential man with the idea of bettering his condition. In 1877, after
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the withdrawal of the troops, considerable excitement was occasioned
by the threats of a chief, known as "Sitka Jack," but the appearance
of a gun-boat quieted this without any bloodshed. As friendship, unaccompanied by any prospect of reward, 1s by no means a characteristic
trait of these Indians~ bribes of some kind judiciously made woulu at
least pre\ent the neighboring tribes joining as allies, provided they <-lid
not feel aggrieved themselves, and perhaps secure them as a valuable
aid to the whites.
The medicine man, or" shaman," as he is more·generally called, exerts
a strong influence with the people, and as his skill is exerted more especially against evil spirits, and in determining important questions,
than in curing disease, it would be a great aid, in the event of war, if
he could be inspired by a spirit who would at least not be an enemy of
the white people. This tribe of Indians have always had the reputation
of being the worst of all the Thlinkets, and although it has never engaged actively against the Americans as a tribe~ nevertheless, to the
Russians, it was for a long time a discordant element and the cause of
many bloody feuds. - The natives looked with hostility upon the erec~
tion of the :first permanent post in this region, Fort Archangel Gabriel,
near the present site of Sitka, and in less than two years afterwards
calied a council on one of the islaiHls for the purpose of <leyising means
of dri-ving out the Russians.
In May, 1802, the fort was attacked, tlte iumates drhTen out, and over
tliirty people killed. The remainder took to tile woods and were ouly
saYed. by the opportnne arrival of an English Yessel. Later in this
same ye:1r many Aleuts and Russians were attacked in one of tlie nu.
merous bays aud only the commander and some few Aleuts esca peel.
A sensation:tl story is told, partly true, no doubt, of the Indians fortifying themselves on a rock, the present site of Sitka, defending it
with two cannon previously captured, and only eYacuating it, without
surrendering, however, after exhausting their supply of ammunition.
This occurred in 180±, and the Indians are said to haYe killed a Immber of dogs and m·en infants to prevent them giYing an alarm, and before leaving their position succeeded in killing and wounding many
Russians. This hostile feeling was very embarrassing to the new settlers, not only on account of their being constantly iu imminent danger
of l.osing their lives, but the nathTe~ also could not be induced to trade,
and e\en maintained this determination until about 1815, after which a
more friendly feeling arose. As the country occupied by these Indians
is so similar to that. previously mentioned, the character of a campaign
and the unusual supplies needed would be essentially the same, and
as tliere are likewise very few trails inland such a campaign would undoul>tedly be near, if not on, the water.
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KOO'l'ZNAHOO INDIANS.

In regard to the spelling and pronunciation of the name of this tribe
various ways are employed, arising from a difference in the interpretation of the sound by different individuals, owing to the extreme difficulty of learning the language. It has been variously spelled Kootznahoo, Koutznou, Kootznoo, and Kooshnoo, which, in almost each
case, would convey nearly the same souud. The tribe is divided into
two bands, the Kootznahoos proper and the Neltooskins, each of which
is composed of many families, and occupies a separate village on the
western sllore of Admiralty Island between Point Gardner and Point
Retreat. The Kootznahoos have their principal village near Kootznese
Head, at the mouth of Hood's Inlet, while thA Neltooskins, about two
hundred and fifty in number, live about 12 miles south of this. The
country, like that previously described, is mountainous and rough,
thickly covered with timber, and surrounded in every direction by
water. The run from Dixon Entrance could be made by a moderately
fast steamer, in from eighteen to twenty hours. This region abounds
in various kinds of game, the ones principally hunted by the natives
being deer and bears. The soil is generally moist, thiekly covered with
moss, and not especially adapted to tlle cultivation of the ordinary
garden produce, notwithstanding which, however, the Indians raise
considerable quantities of potatoes and turnips.
'The houses occupied by them are built permanently near the water's
edge, of logs and hewn timber. Most of them are provided with cellars, and, as a rule, are absolutely bullet proof, but would necessarily
be ·abandoned if the attacking force were provided with the lightest
forms of .. artillery. Regular streets, lanes, and alleys separate the
different houses, which are generally surrounded by small gardens,
planted in well heaped-up rows, to allow of ample drainage, as the rainfall in this region is very considerable.
Strips of bark are stretched across from the fence on eaeh side so as
to present the appearance of a net or snare to the ravens, which are very
numerous and, unless some such device is resorted to, prove very destructive to anything like a garden. The adjoining waters abound in
many varieties of fish, those found in greatest abundance being salmon,
halibut, cod, and herring. At Killisnoo quite an extensive establishment is in operation for the curing antl packing of cod and herring, and
has not only proved a pecuniary success to the originators, but has ghren
the Indians employment, and bas thrown them more in-t imately in connection with the white people. These Indians have seen and appreciated the ad vantages of education, and have made numerous req nests
for the establishment of a sehool in their neighborhood, but up to this
time one has not beeu opened.
As a rule they are industrious and willing to work, although very
prone to dictate their own terms of pay, and especially apt to stop work
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when injudiciously paid beforehand or when they have their employers at a disadvantage and see an opportunity of improving the terms.
Their ideas of anything like a business contract, notwithstanding a
pledge be given, are very crude indeed.
Besides furnishing them food, they have to rely on the water for communication with their neighbors, through the medium of their large
and well built canoes, as there are very few trails inland, and these are
not made use of exeept perhaps by hunting parties. The various kinds
of fish already mentioned, grease and oil obtained therefrom, pressPd
seaweed, the inner bark of the spruce and a certain edible root, together
with potatoes, which they raise, are their chief articles of food, independent of the white people; but they also rely on the trading stores
for various other articles. Ample provision is made for the long winters by securing quantities of these same articles which are stored up in
their houses. The clothes which they wear are such as are used by the
whites and are universally preferred to those made of skin~, notwithstanding the fact of their being well versed in the art of tanning, and
could manage to get along in this way, though indifferently, in the event
of their supply being cut off.
The tribe numbers from 600 to 800 souls, with from 250 to 300 men
who could be considered as able-bodied. The old flint and percussion
lock musket of the Hudson Bay Company is the pattern of gun most
generally in use, togethrr with quite a number of percussion revolvers
and very few, if any, magazine rifles. Ammunition, as well as the various other useful articles which they buy, is obtained from Killisnoo,
which place would be shut off should trouble occur with this Government, and then their nearest source would be at Fort Simpson. Each
of the two subdivisions of the tribe has a separate chief, Kanalkoo
being the head chief of the Kootznahoos, over whom he has not a great
deal of influence, while Kahchutka occupies the same position among;
the Neltooskins, who, with the subchiefs as well, have great respect for
his opinions and suggestions. In the event ot hostilities these two
bands would in all probability unite, although they might not, as a (lifficnlty or.curred between them some twenty years ago, since which time
there has not been the greatest friendship manifested. The head chiefs
in such an event might likewise be changed, for, in a quarrel which occurred a few years ago with the Stickeens, the tribe was led by a Kootznahoo woman, known as " Feather Legs."
In regard to the medicine men, each band has one or two, and their
influence, though almost lost among the Kootznahoos proper, is very
strong with the Neltooskins. These shamans are supposed to be inspired, but nevertheless are essentially mortal, and resemble the rest
of the tribe so closely that a well-directed bribe, should occasion occur,
would not fail in producing happy results.
This tribe of Indians, as a distinct band, have neYer been at war with
the Russian Government., and ha\·e had bnt one serious difficulty with
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the Uuited States, which happened a little over a year ago. Se,·eral of
the men were employed by the Northwest Trading Company on a small
steam launch in catching whales, and one man was killed by the accidental discharge of a bomb-gun, used for hurling the lance. The Indians,
instigated hy a woman, it is said, saw in this an opportunity of gratifying their avarice, and immediately demanded two hundred blankets as
a consolation for their grief and recompense for the death of tllis member, and, in order to make their demand more emphatic, took forcible
possession of two white men, held them as hostages, and threatened
to kill them unless tlleir demands were complied with. These claims
were, of course, considered absurd in every respect, and the Indians
wen~ informed that their Yillage·s would be dest,r oyed unless the men
were given up. This threat was looked upon in the light of a joke by
the tribe, who had no real appreciation of the character of a gun-boat
~md the guns with which one is ordinarily provided, consequently they
showed no inclination at all to comply. A small tug-boat was then
equipped with a crew and arms from a Government vessel, and soon
afterwards opened fire upon the Yillage. At :first the shots were well
directed entirely over the houses, so as to allow the occupants ample
time to escape, after which several of the houses were destroyed, more
for the moral effect than from any desire to injure their property.
After this the Indians were only too glad to listen to reason, and notwitllstanding the many adverse criticisms and slurs cast upon the proceeding by numerous papers throughout the country, the general result,
as attested by the white men in the neighboring country, has proved
most salutary.
The Indians, without sustaining any loss of life or serious loss of
property, which would necessarily have occasioned a certain amount
of bitterness, now appreciate fully what the white people are capable
of accomplishing against them, 3nd sinee tha,t time have not only conducted themselves more respectfull,r, but also now entertain a hig·her
regard and a more friendly feeling toward the Government and the
white men living in the country.
At this time the tribe threatened to abandon their houses and stores
and retreat inland, but manifested uo tendency to carry it into effect,
which shows that such a proceeding was at least thought of, and at
the same time its difficulties fully appreciated. None of the neighboring tribes joined them in this difficulty, and, in all probability, would
not do so should occasion occur again, and further, would not unite
with the whites as allies unless sufficient inducement were offered in
the way of reward. Military operations can be conducted all the year
through by water, and as all their belongings are situated so near the
sea, a campaign against them, to be successful, would undoubtedly require a number of boats as an unusual campaign supply.
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HOONAH INDIANS.

This tribe of Indians, whose name is variously spelled Hoonah,
Hnnna, Hoonyah, and Hooneak, numbers in all from 600 to 800 souls,
with frvm 250 to 300 so called-warriors.
They baYe not been thrown so intimately with white men as many of
the other tribes of this large family, but through intercourse with other
Indians and a few traders, who have been in the neighboring country
for many years, civilized improvements in manners and customs have
been yery generally acquired. They are naturally bright, and from
their long experience in matters of trade have become very shrewd;
combining this quick wit with an entire lack of scruple, a merchant
with no lack of business tact would find himself sadly worsted in a
trade unless acquainted with their character. In bringing about a trade
all sorts of devices are employed to enhance the -value of their furs, and
it is said that skins of small value have even been dyed so as to represent a more \aluable variety of the. same animal. As a rule, they are
quite industrious and willing to work for the whites, if paid sufficiently
well to suit their own ideas of justice, but if provided with all the
necessary comforts in the way of food and clothing they are not greatly
distressed on being out cf employment. During the summer of 1881 a
school was established at their principal village, which was immediately
well attended, its advantages being fully appreciated by the older
members of the tribe, who bad made many requests for one previous to
this time. The tribe is separated into two villages, the larger of which
is situated on the northeastern shore of Ohicagoff Island, at Port Frederick, while the smaller is on the mainland directl;\T opposite. This
point is distant from Dixon Entrance a run of about twent3··fiTe Lours
Their houses are well built of roughly hewn timber, near the water's edge·
and, as a rule, substantial enongh to prevent the passage of bullets,
but would necessarily have to be abandoned should any weapons carrying larger missiles be used against them. The character of the country
does not differ from that further south, being mountainous near the
W:J1ter and hilly inland. It is everywhere thickly covered with timber,
and generally unptoducth·e unless great labor be expended in clearing
and draining. The Indians, however, do culth·ate gardens and raise
considerable quantities of potatoes, which vegetable holds a very important place among them as an article of food. Deer and bears are
found throughout the country, and are hunted for their skins and meat.
Besides this game, their cllief reliance for food, except what they obtain
from traders, is in fish, cod, herring, halibut, and salmon being found
in abundance. Many seals are also caught in the adjacent waters, the
flesh of which is likewise used as food. The fire-arms found among them
are the Hudson Bay Company muskets, flint and percussion lock, also
some percussion pistols of a very old pattern, but very few improved
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breech-loading rifles. Ammunition, together with other u~eful artieles,
both of food and raiment, is obtained at Killisnoo, which source in the
event of war with this Government would be denied them, and as there
is no other point near at hand it would be very difficult for them to find
another source. Traders furnish them with material for their clothes,
which are, in pattern and kind, such as are worn by white men and
only purchased when needed, so that, 1ike their ammunition, would be
cut oft" in the event of hostilities. Wealth among them is not reckoned
in dollars and cents, but according to the number of blankets an individual possesses, and as these are often bought and stored away,
would in consequence prove of great service could they mai).age to preserve them from harm during a difficulty of any kind.
Communication by land is rarely resorted to, on account of the character of the country and the paucity of trails, so that when they have
occasion to make any journeys at all their main re1iance is in their
canoes. As with all the other Thlinket tribes the custom of holding
slaves was formerly very much in vogue, but is now kept up to a very
limited extent on account of the influence brought to bear against it by
the whites and the difficulty of obtaining them. Formerly the struggles
between the neighboring tribes being of such frequent occurrence, the
unfortunate captives furnished sufficient numbers, but as these difficulties rarely ever occur at the present time, wherever the custom is maintained, slaves are secured by trade. This method was employed to a large
extent, too, as testi:fiecl by the Indians found among them from tribes
far removed. In former times these slaves had very few rights; they
could not acquire property or even marry without the consent of their
masters, and were distinguished from free men by the absence of certain ornaments generally worn by the tribe. At certain festivals it was
the custom to make human sacrifices, the victims for which were generally selected from among the old ancl feeble slaves, as the younger
ones were considered too valuable., and although favorites were oftel:'
brought forward, yet in almost every instance were afforded an opportunity to escape, and after the festival was over could return without fear of
being punished. At the present time such sacrifices are rarely, if ever,
made, and slaves enjoy almost the same privileges as-others of the tribe.
• Kensetl is the head chief of the tribe and exerts a powerful i"ftfiuence,
not only over the subchiefs but the e.ntire people. His feeling towards
the whites in general is very friendly, and especially so toward the very
few who live in the coulltry. These Indians have never been at war
with the Russian Government or with our own, but some time in 1860
they are sairl to have captured a steamer belonging to the Hudson Bay
Company.
In time of war the two villages mentioned before would unite together
against an opposing force, and although there are no Indians in the
neighborhood who would be liable to unite with them, yet, on the other
hand, would not join the whites, as allies against them; unless suffi-
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cient prospect of reward be offered. A campaign conld be carrie(l on
in this section all the year round, although many difficulties and hardships would be experienced on account of the cold winters. Considering the fact of their supply of food being obtained chiefly from the sea,
and their homes being almost at the water's edge since the earliest
times, they would experience great difficulty in sustaining themselves if
compelled to abandon their Jwuses, consequently would not retreat inland, only as a very last resort. Their cauoes, in an event of this kind,
would be of great service to them, so that a number of ~mall boats
would be absolutely indispensable as an unusual campaign supply.
AUK INDIANS.

A short time ago very good prospects of gold were discovered on
Douglas Island, situated directly opposite the winter village of this
tribe, which created the usual excitement in such cases, and served to
bring into the neighborhood the same class of men who ordinarily re·
spond to rumors an ·1 reports of like nature. Some of these men are, of
course, hard-working, sober, and industrious, but the majority, as a. rule,
are idle, visionary, and deYoid of principle, and being di&inclined to
work are thrown more intimately with the residents. Such was the
case, in this instance, with these Indians. Living very near at hand
and being attracted still nearer by the presence of the whites, they had
nothing to do except to provide for the absolute necessities of life, and
besides were not disinclined or in any way slow in imitating the habits
of the whites; so that among otlwr things the desire for alcohol, though
perhaps not initiated, was quickly nourished, and many distUJ·bances
between indiYiduals occurred in consequence. Gold was not obtained
in the large quantities at first anticipated, so that many of the men returned. But the effect of their presence is very apparent on the tribe;
some remained, howevel', and still occupy themselves in mining. The
n1sh of people to this quarter of course called attention to the Indians
living near at hand, so that an effort was made, in the right direction,
to improve their condition by opening a school, which, however, has not
yet been permanently established. Douglas Island is in the northeaf.ltern extremity of the Alexauder Archipelago, separated from tlle mainland by a narrow salt-water cllannel, and distant from Dixon Entrance
a rnn of about thirty hours.
A small town was established at the time of the gold excitement
which now affords these Indians a conYenient place to obtain the useful
articles which traders generally offer for sale.
The conn try surroun<ling is mountainous near the water, well co\ered
with timber, and about as productive as that situated to the south and
already spoken of. It is capable of cultivation, in a measure, with considerable care and labor, so that the hardier vegetables only (~O well.
Game of various ldnds, snch as deer, bears, both black and grizzly,
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mountain sheep and mountain goats, is found in moderate quantity
throughout this section~ and is hunted by the Indians for meat and skins.
The tribe, howm·er, is more inclined to gain a living by fishing, and
indeed do depend on the water for most of their food, as mauy varieties
of fi8h are caught in the adjoining waters. Salmon, halibut, and cod
abound in large quantities, and are the principal articles of diet.
On account of the few trails running through the country, long
journeys into the interior are rarely m-er undertaken, and when occasion arises to communicate with any neighboring places, canoes furnish
them their only means of transportation. These are built well and
strong, and of various sizes, the largest being capable of carrying two
or three tons. A canoe, in fact, almost takes the place of some one of
the domestic animals which are so useful to other tribes of Indians, and
to civilized races. No horses, cows, or other animals, except the dog,
are found among: them, and this last-named animal is emplo~- ed in no
useful way, except perhaps in hunting. As an article of food, were
they deprived of their usual supply, it would not serve them for any
length of time, so can hardly be regarded as in any way indispensable.
The tribe, whose name is variously spelled Auk and Awk, is divided
into numerous separate families, each with its subchief, aud numbers
in all about 700 souls. Of these, from 200 to 250 are capable of bearing:
arms, and most of them are provided with some sort of gnu, bows and
arrows having long since fallen into disuse. The old style of musket
formerly sold by the Hudson Bay Company is almost the only pattern
of gun found among them, besides a few cap revolvers, and perhaps
three or four improved rifles. The main winter village, as stated
before, was formerly on the mainland 7 miles distant from Juneau, but
as mauy of the Indians have fouud employment among the whites, a
considerable number uow live in the neighborhood of the town. Their
houses, as a rule, are ~Yell and substantially built, many being lH'OYided
with windows, and except for the extremely uncleanly condition which
usually abouuds would be far from uncomfortable.
Ammunition and the plainer artieles of food, such as flour, meal of
various kinds, tea, coffee, sugar, etc., are obtained from traders near at
hand, which sources would necessarily be denied them in the event of
trouble, unless they took forcible possessiou of the stores at the Yery
commencement of any difficulty.
The head chief and two or three medicine men of the tribe exert con·
siderable influence over the people, and are listened to with attention
and respect when a difficulty of any sort occurs. They have not, however, the interests of the tribe so much at heal't as to be utterly regardless of the Yalue of presents, especially if applied judiciously for
their individual use. Their feeling, as well as that of the entire tribe,
is at present Yery friendly towards the whites living· in the country, and
instead of manifesting any jealousy at tile approach of strangers seem
very much pleased to have them come iu. No time is mentioned of
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their ever being at war with the Russians, and no serious difficulty bas
occurred with the United States, the only disturbances arising being
between individuals as a rule, and generally growing out of a too free
indulgence in some preparation of alcohol. In the event of actual warfare there are no Indian tribes in the neighborhood who would unite
with this people, unless they themselves happened to be offended, nor
are there an~· who would join the whites as allies unless sufficient compensation l>e offered for their services, and then they woulcl be of doubtful value, as all of the adjoining tribes in this section of country lh·e on
very friendly terms. There are enough white men in the country to
make a very firm and determined resistance against a general outbreak,
and there are said to be one hundred Springfield rifles at Juneau, deposited by the United State Treasury Department, which would necessarily be of great sen·ice. A campaign could be carried on in the
country all the year round, but many hardships would be experienced
on account of the cold. Such a campaign should be provided with
boats, as the Indians would keep to the water as long as possible, and
would only retreat inland as a very last resort; for, unle8s able to carry
with them supplies of dried fish, &c., they would experience the greatest difficulty in existing, especially so if in the winter time.
CIIILRA T INDIANS.

The name of this tribe is variously spelled, but as regards the true
way, it would be very hard to give a decided opinion, or claim one as
more correct than any other; for, in that case, the same idea of the true
pronunciation might not be conveyed to different individuals. A fair
idea of the sound is gh·en in the orthography used at the beginning of
this description, but various other methods besides are in use, such as
Ohilcot, Chilcat, Chilkaht, and Cbilcate. These Indians, until a comparatively recent date, have kept themseh·es away from any civilizing
influences, and on account of the ill-feeling which they ha,·e alwa~-s expressed toward white men entering the country, have always been regarded as extremely independent and warlike, on account of their
leading a more active life, and venturing inlau<l on long journey H. They
are undoubtedly more warlike iri their character than others of the same
family, who bave alwaJ'S lived entirely along the water's edge; aml
this accounts in part for their unfriendly feeling; but the fear of having
their trade with the interior Indians interfered with was the prominent
reason for their bebavior. As traders they are equal in every respect
to civilized men, and as honesty is by no means a prominent or characteristic tl'a1t among them, to deal with them successfully requires the
clo~est attention. Trade with them bas always been eagerly sought
after by white men, as they are by far the wealthiest of all these Indians previously described, and through their great energ.r have the
best furs to dispose of. Pormerly all trade between the whites on the
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coast awl the Indians living in the interior bad to be conducted through
this tribe, as they would not allow white men to venture inland ovf\r
their trails, which were the only ones, nor would they allow the interior
nati\es to even come to the sea-coast. In this way they had a complete and absolute monopoly of the trade, and could dictate almost any
terms they chose to both parties. Only a few years ago a party of
prospectors started out from Sitka, and desiring to go into the interior
toward the headwaters of some of the numerous rivers, were forbidden
to proceed~ and batl they persisted would undoubtedly have been subject to insults, if not to positive injury. Recently, however, many
whites have settled directly in the country, and although very few if
any have made any journeys inland for trading purposes, still many
miners have gone over the trails, being even aided by the tribe; and the
so-called "Stick" Indians of the interior are seen in the villag~s near
the trading stores.
This change of feeling was due probably to the establishment of dlffereut indnstries in the country by the whites, thus giving the Indians
a less laborious but at the same time as lucrative an employment, and
the gradual breaking up of the monopoly of trade. This trade with the
interior is not yet abandoned, however, as these Indians still continue to
make their journeys of fifteen to twenty clays' duration, going up to the
\ery head of navigation in their canoes, then strapping tb e trading material on their backs, and walking until water is reached on the eastern
slope of the divide. Here again they use rafts and canoes to carry
them to the different villages, and come back loaded with furs. As a
rule they are somewhat below the average height, and generally of a
frail build; yet with all this they carry a load of 100 pounds without
difficulty, and travel over 15 miles during the day. In disposition they
are cheerful, being generally fond of jokes, especially so when directed
against a single member. They are very avaricious and selfish, even
among themselves, no favor being clone for each other without sufficient
remuneration be made. The territory which they occupy is situated
in the extreme northeastern extremity of the Alexander Archipeiago.
It is ou the mainland and at the head of a long salt w<1ter inlet called
Lynn Channel. This point is distant from Dixon Entrance, for a moderately fast steamer, a run of about thirty-five or forty hours. Near
the head of Lynn Channel several small streams find an outlet in the
sea, and along these streams were formerly built the permanent villages
of the tribe.
Since the arrival of whites among them many of the Indians, as is
usually the case, have moved their houses near the trading stores, &c.,
so as to be more conveniently situated, being employed in many different capacities by the white men.
During the past,year two salmon canning establishments were started at
Pyramid Harbor, situated near the bead of the channel, and a greatnum·
ber of the Indians, though not yet employed in the more skilled branches
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of this industry, have found work of various kinds. They can hardly be
considered as faithful workers, for they resort to every possible plan to
lessen the quantity of work, and at the same time command the same
reward; and have been known to steal wood after selling it, and then
dispose of the same again as a new lot.
The surrounding country is "Very mountainous near the sea and hilly
iuland; ever.rwhere thickly co\·ered with timber, and as a rule very
moist, so that in order to culth·ate any gardens at all great labor has to
be expended in clearing and draining; with all the labor only the few
common and hardy 'Tarieties of vegetables can be raised, owing to the
short season of warm and dry weather. Considerable game is found
throughout this region, such as deer, bears, and mountain sheep, and
are hunted by the Indians not ou1y for their meat but for their skins as
well. From the wool of the mountain sheep very handsome blankets are
made by the women of the tribe, which, besides being warm and comfortable, are dyed in bright colors and prove very attractive to the eye.
This art is not peculiar to this tribe alone, but they are said to be much
more expert, not only in the manufacture of these, but in carving and
working in silver, than many of the other branches of this family. Various kinds of fish are found in considerable quantities in the adjoining
waters, salmon being caught in such quantities as to have attracted the
attention of white men as stated before, though the venture has not, as
yet, proved entirely su~~cessfull. Trading stores are in operation at
these places, however, so that the tribe has every opportunity of providing itself with the various useful and necessary articles, both of food
and clothes.
The supply of ammunition and the many other articles obtained in
trade are secured from the stores at Pyramid Harbor, which sources
would be denied them in the event of an outbreak against this Government. Civilized clothes ha,-e been universally adopted by these people,
who as a rule buy the material and theu cut out the different garments
themselves. Should they be denied the opportunity of securing their
usual supply of cloth, very little inconvenience would be experienced
after a little time, as they have an abundance of furs and are masters
in the art of tanning; and besides, many of the different members of
tile tribe reckon their wealth by the great number of blankets which
they ha.ve stored away and could make u.se of in an emergeucy.
As regards communication between neighboring places, these Indians,
though thoroughly versed in the art of building and managing their
canoes, do not depend so much upon them for transportation as the other
tribes previously mentioned, on account of their journeys taking them
inland, where other means have necessarily to be employed. The dog
is their only domestic animal, and besides ueiug useful in hunting is
occasionally made use of as a pack animal, though by no means to such
an extent as among the more northern tribes. The trails which tiJey
make use of iu these journeys already spoken of, are uot very well
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marked or by any means free from obstacles, so that in the tr::~nsfer of
a considerable number of men with their belongings a guide would be
needed, and considf'.r able work be required in improving the way. As
many or all of them cross quite a high range of mountains, a portion o±
the rlistance is covered with more or less snow all tlw year around, which
changes in amount according to the season of the year; consequently
only after making several trips at the different periods is one capable
of stating exactly where the best road is to be found. These Indians
are divided into two separate branches, as it were, with a distinct chief
OY"er each, but in manners, customs, habits, &c., are exactly alike, and
in time of war would both unite against an opposing force. The Chilkats
proper have three permanent villages, which are situated in the immediate neighborhood of Pyramid Harbor and at no great distance from
each other. The Ohilkoots, the other diY"ision of the tribe, have one
village situated permanently in the Chilkoot Inlet, which is a continuation of Lyun Channel, and affords ample water for the accommodation
of very large steamers even. Several of these villages are built near
a fiat shore, and although the ebb aud flow of the tide is not excessh,.e,
yet at low water an approach is impossible except for canoes of the '-rery
lightest draught. This is a wise provisionwhetherbrought about with a
moti,·e or not, for the shallow water would prove Yery embarrassing to
the successful management of boats either in approaching or even
retreating should occasion demand.
The eutire tribe uumbers about 1,000 souls, or exactly 981 according
to a census of Lieutenant Symons, United States Navy. Among these
there are between 300 and 400 able-bodied men, capable of bearing ·
arms aud prosecuting an active attack or defense in case of hostilities·
The old Hudson Bay Company musket is the pattern of gun most universally found among· them, yet quite a number are provided with
double-barreled shot-guns, loading at the muzzle and of a very sinall
caliber, so that a bullet can be used with almost the same freedom as shot.
With these very poor weapons these men are very successful in securing game, which can be accounted for by their great energy and an
apparent ignorance, certainly a disregard, of any feeling of fatigue,
even after climbing the highest and steepest hills. mountains, and
caii<ms in the shortest space of time imaginable. The two divisions of
this tribe, though at present friendly, haY"e not always been on such
intimate terms; in fact some years ago each had separate trails into the
interior, the use of which was refused members of the opposite braneh.·
Each division as previously stated has its own head chief, who iudivid.ually exerts a great influence over the subchiefs and the many members of the tribe. Shotricb, signifying ''hard to kill," is the uame of
the Ohilkat chief, a \ery dignified and y(merable old man, who ordinarily dresses well, but on important occasions puts on a very excellent
suit of blue clothes with brass buttons. These, together with quite a
large scar on his cheek, give him an air of great importance and quite
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a military bearing. The head chief of the Chilkoots is Don-nah-wauk,
signifying '' silYer eye;" he also is considerably advanced in years bnt
is greatly respected by his entire people. The feeling of these two men,
as well as that of the entire tribe, towards the whites in the country
is in e\Tery respect friendly, and at present do not seem at all opposed.
to their coming in. On account of their superior uumbers, however, and
the Yery fe·w whites dwel1ing in the region, their behavior is uot always what would be desired. Especially is this the 'case when they are
under the influence of liq nor, when they become at times 'Tery ii1solent·
These Indians have ne,Ter bad any serious difficulties with the UHited
States, the ouly disputes which have occurred being in regard to
matters ()f trade, and as their power and intention of doing injury was
respected by the whites, no great effort was made to enter their territory when they refused admittance. Since the refusal to allow the
prospectors to enter the interior country, they have not only allowed
several other parties to go through, but have hired themselves out as
packers of the numerous and heavy stores generally carried by parties
s.e eking the interior.
As earl~' as the year 1851 a difficulty occurred with the English, who
had established a trading post a great many miles distant from their
homes, in the interior of the country. This trouble is said to have been
instigated by the Russians, which is not very probable, however, as
the Indians bad a moth'e in acting as they did, on account of jealonsy
in matters of trade. They had been, and were carrying on a trade
with the Indians living along the Yukon River, even below the mouth of
the Pelly, when the Hudson Bay Company established a trading station
at Fort Selkirk. This of course presented a serious opposition to their
trade. and instead of resorting to the civilized method of reducing rates
the Indians considered a confiscation of the goous and demolition of the
buildings the best and quickest way of again asserting their monopoly.
At this time a )lr. Campbell was the agent for the compan3T~ who, with
a few men under his emplo~·, were tied while the store was being plundered, and allowed to depart unharmed after the Indians were satisfied. The buildings were then set on fire and completely destroyed,
and haYe never been rebuilt by the English. As will be seen, most all
their troubles have occurred in consequence of an interference with
their trade, but no'Y, haYing seen the advantages of intercourse with
the whites, they not' only conduct themselves more respectfully but
do not deserve the reputation of being so warlike or bloodthirsty in
disposition. They haYe the utmost respect for a naval Yessel, many of
the men having served sbo~t eulistments, and are willing to listen to
any terms dictated by the commander thereof. In the event of a uniYtrsal outbreak against the Government these Indians have the will
and power to not only make a very determined resistance, but commit
considerable damage before any successful operations could be carried
on against them.
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In carrying on a campaign against them, their villages would necessarily he first considered. These they would have to abandon if artillery were used against them, and, unlike most of the Indians prt.-viously
spoken of, they would very probably retreat inland, where it would be
very difficult to follow on account of a lack of transportation. The trail
ordinarily followed being too difficult in places to permit the employment of pack animals, provision should be made at first to prevent a
retreat in that dire~tion.
There are no Indians in the neighborhood who would unite with them
as allies, nor, indeed, with the whites, unless well rewarded.
TAHK-HEESH INDIANS.

Very little has been known of these Indians until a very recent date,
on account of whites being prevented from entering their country and
they themselves being kept awa.Y from the sea-coast by the Uhilkats,
with whom, as previously stated, they carry on a considerable trade.
It was supposed that they must be in considerable numbers, not only
because represented as such by the Ohilkats, but on account of the
.q uantities of furs which were brought out in the trading trips undertaken at different times during the year. As no definite idea could be
formed of the length of the journeys except from the number of days
consumed, it was, of course, not known whether one village or several
·were visited, or whether several distinct tribes did not furnish the furs.
On account of this great lack of reliable information the name given to
this tribe by the Ohilkats, namely ''Stick," is the one by which they are
most generally desiguated; in fact, this apellation is us.ed when speaking of any of .the interior Indians. Another name, though less frequently emplo~' ed, is Si-him-E-na. Among themselves they are known ·
by the name employed at the heading of this descriptiou, which circumstance is the authority for its use in this connection.
The tribe, as such, can hardly be said to exist, for instead of being
united into one or more villages, it is divided into a number of families,
each of which is far removed from another, very much as settlers in a
frontier countr.y. ....<\..s far as is known they never unite for the performance of any ceremonies or dances, anu have apparently no bond of
union whatever, each member of the tribe being as important as' any
other. To show to what extent the different memhers of the tribe are
:removed from each other, it may be stated that they were first met at
the Chilkoot village, prfwiously mentioned, and last seen only a short distance above Fort Selkirk. At this last-named place h~ a small village,
unoccupied at certain seasons of the year, w·h ich is considered as belonging to this same tribe. Between these two places, so far removed, only a
few habitations were met with, none of which were large enough to accommodate more than two families at the most. On the stream which
unite-s Lake Tahko and Lake l\1arsh is a substantial looking house built
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of logs and hewn timber, with a roof made of bark, presenting quite
a civilized appearance in every respect, and eYidently the work of an
Indian who has had more or less intercourse directly or indirectly with
white men. The country over which these Indians wander is very
mountainous throughout its entire extent, and presents generally a \ery
barren appearance. About the only tjmber found is a variety of pine,
which can hardly be said to flourish, especially along the chain of lakes,
for it grows up a certain heig-ht, and then dies, apparently from lack of
nourisbment, on account of the very rocky nature of the soil. Immense
forests of tllese small dead pines can be seen stretching everywhere
iu the distanee. At certain points they attain a larger size, but are
rarely ever seen alive of any great diameter. Very little underbrush
exists except close to the water, and there is a great scarcity of all sorts
of berries. Game seems almost unknown throughout this region, except bears, principally of the black variety, mountain slleep, and small
birds, such as ducks, grouse, &c., which indeed do not a bound in any
quantities. As the lakes are passed the country presents a less barren appearance; the trees grow larger, and other varieties besides the
pine are found. Besides bears and the small game mentioned before,
moose are also found iu considerable numbers. Very little, if any, fish
are caught up near the beginning of the chain of lakes, but down farther,
more especially in the streams connecting the different larger bodies of
water, salmon abound and are caught in considerable quantities by the
natives, who apparently subsist almost entirely on thew, the winter
supply being dried in the sun without salt, and stored up for use when
needed. Besides salmon quantities of grayling abound, which are disregarded by the Indians, who take no pains to secure them, being unfamiliar with books, and they are too small to be captured with the
spears which are employed by them in catching the salmon. These
spears consist of three points, the middle one of which is made of iron,
straight and sharpened at the point, while the two on each side are of
bone, and barbed with an old nail or other small scrap of iron. These
are all separate from each other, and when in use are fastened to the
end -of a long pole cut especially for the purpose. Small seines are also
used in addition to the spears. The appearance of the Indians correspond Yery closely with the character of the country, for they are the
most abject looking beings imaginable. Tlrey are clothed in a com bination of civilized and native clothes; the shirt generally has tlle appearance of having been made in accordance with the plan used by the
whites, while the pants are of buckskin, the covering for the foot being continuous with the rest of the garment.
In stature they are not much below the average, hut invariably present a most cadaverous appearance, as if only halfBotuished. Notwithstanding this apparently weak condition, they are capable of carr)·ing
large packs, equal in amount to those borne by the Ohilkats.
S. Ex. 2--6
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Whatever they obtain in trade, such as cloth ana articles of food,
comes to them through the Chilkats, and they themselves also make
journeys to the trading stores at Pryarnid Harbor. When an Indian
trader comes into the country be gives notice of his presence by building a large fire, the smoke of which can be seen at a considerable distance, and if there are any Indians in the neighborhood they respond
to the signal in the same manner. The old flint-lock musket, formerly
sold by the Hudson Bay Company, with a few pistols of equal crudeness of make, are their only fire-arms; and as their ammunition is obtained in the same manner as their other necessary supplies an outbreak of their entire number would not be very formidable, unless there
are numerous families of this tribe, living elsewhere than along the headwaters of the Yukon River, wbich is not very probable. Their entire
number does not certainly exceed fifty altogether. Communication is
confined almost entirely to water and is effected by means of rafts and
canoes. The last named, on account of the scarcity of timber, are very
poorly constructed. The log being origina1ly too small to make a canoe
of sufficient size, a piece has
to be bound along the rim to give greater
/'
depth.
In a military sense, this tribe could be almost disregarded, b~ing so
few in numbers and having so little union as to be unable to cause any
serious difficulty.
A-YAN OR AI-YAN INDIANS.

Before leaving Fort Sp,lkirk s•weral of this tribe came to meet us with
the information that their village was only a few miles below, and that
we would pe perfectly welcome. It is situated just 12 miles below the
mouth of the Pelly River and is apparently very tempor~ry indeed, for
the least possible work seemed to have been expended on the houses,
which were made of brush and covered above with moose skins.
The tribe lived here, or in the immediate neighborhood, during the
warm season, when the salmon are running in the river, and scatter out
during the winter-, subsisting on game, which abounds in great quantities.
As well as could be determined, no provision is made for winter by·
drying and storing awa)· fish, as is the custom with many other tribes.
But the fish, though secured _in abundance in the early summer, are generally entirely consumed before the village is vacated. The tribe numbers about two hundred ~uls altogether, and is divided into numerous
families with several members each. The meu are almost universally
provided with fire-arms, which are mostly double-barreled shotguns of
small caliber, which carry shot and bullet with almost the same accuracy. Bows. and arrows1:mve not been given up entirely, though in use
chiefly among the younger members of the tribe, who are not able to
obtain guns.
The ,Indians are of medium size and apparently good natured and
kindly disposed towards the whites, none of whom have settled in their
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country, or even venture there for trading purposes, although two years
ago a steamboat went within a few days' run of their village. As long·
as the white men comply with their demands there would be no difficulty experienced, but as they are almost the worst beggars in the world
these requests have nece~saril,y to be often disregarded. The chief of
this people, called '' Kon-itl,'' is an old and dried-up individual, who
probably begs more than any other member of the tribe, and would resign llis authority over the people for a large sized piece of tobacco.
Civilized clothes are in use almost universally, although leg coverings of
moose skin are generally worn instead of trowsers. The supply of useful articles, such as ammunition, plain articles of food, &c., is obtained
from several different sources.
The Cbilkats, since the earliest times, have traded with these Indians,
and obtained from them their best furs. The English up the Pelly
River, furnished them formerly with many articles; and during the
past few years there has been a trader, who bas livefl during the winter
about 150 miles further down the river. They do not buy· many articles of food, but live almost entirely on :fish, meat, and a sort of wild
pea, which grows quite abundantly throughout this section of country ..
As l_o ng as they have plenty to eat nothing seems to disturb them at
all, and they rarely ever manifest any desire to improve their condition
by adopting civilized methods of living and working. Considerable
journeys are made by them, both up aud down the river in their canoes,
which are made of birch bark, and as a rule perfectly modeled, being
very light and at the same time quite strong. The great skili: displayed in the construction of their canoes seems to be entirely exhausted
. there, for throughout their camp were no useful articles whatever, except. an occasional wooden spoon or birch basket of the rudest mal{e.
The adjacent country is mountainous, and abounds in game of cli:fferent varieties, such as mountain sheep, deer, bears, both black and brown,
and moose. The last named animal is found all along the river and
furnishes almost all the meat that is eaten by these Indians. The only
domestic animal found among them is the dog, which in the summer is
of comparatively little use, but during the winter his services are nut
only employed in hunting, but in drawing sledges, and in even packloads on his back. As a :rule, however, a number are bitched to a sled
and considerable journey-; made over the frozen river, so that their
dogs are almost as valuable to them as their canoes, anu especially so
when the severity and length of the winter are taken into considera tion.
As far as is known these Indians have ne,yer been at war with the
neighboring tribes, with whom at present very friendly relations exist,
and as wllite men have never ventured into their country for any length
of time no difficulties llave occuned with them. They are not what might
be considered as honorable or even brave men, for they would not dare
to approach a white man with the intention of doing him an injury, un-
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less in considerable numbers, but would not hesitate to take ad vantage
of one when he least expected it.
·
They are very superstitious, and have almost implicit confidence in
the sayings and predictions of the "shaman," who, as a rule, is a good
for nothing individual who gains an easy living by thus taking ad-vantage of their fears.
The territory occupied by this tribe and the Tabk-beesb as well lies
entirely in the English possessions; consequently they are of importance,
in a military sense, only in respect to the aid they might furnish other
tribes who live near the boundary line. The native name of the summer dllage spoken of before is Ka-Tun.
T .AKON INDIANS.

Directly opposite Fort Reliance, a trading post of only two or three
log houses, and situated near the boundary line between Alaska and
British America, and in the latter, is an Indian -village of considerable ·
size. The houses are not substantially built, being of logs and brush
piled up, and are placed almost at the water's edge. This point is distant from the A-yan -viJlage, mentioned before, about 150 miles, and as
the current in the river is quite rapid the journe:y down stream can be
made in less than twenty-four hours without much exertion with oars
or other propelling power. If occasion required a trip in the opposite
direction not only much mort3 labor woulrl be necessary but much more
time would be consumed, as boats would have to be "tracked," the current running about 3.Z to 4 miles an hour. The Indians, in their light
canoes, keep well towards the shore, in fact as near land as possible,
and push themselves along by means of two small sticks held in the
hands and used like poles. In this way quite a fair speed is maintained,
but not a great distance accomplished during the day, as these Indians,
like many others, are generally opposed to violent exercise of any kind
· in which there is any element of work.
During the past few years a trader in the employ of the Alaska Commercial Company has lived among this tribe, and a steamboat has likewise marle several trips to their village, so that they have bad opportunities of pro-viding themselves with the many useful articles of food and
clothing, and have thus been thrown in direct intercourse with civilizing
influences.
The tribe numbers about 100 souls altogether, with from 30 to 35
able-bodied men who are capable of bearing arms. The gun used by
them is the double- barreled shotgun, spoken of before, and most of the
men have from one to three of these, while some are provided with
Henry rifles, although there are very few of these. They are poorly
supplied with ammunition, having very little on band at one time, and
their only possible sources are the steamer and trader previously mentioned, the Chilkats, and Hudson Bay Company post on the Porcu-
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pine River. During the winter these Indians wander about, occupying
temporary houses of moose skins, which thPy carry with them, and move
from place to place according to tl.le amount of game found.
The country is quite well timbered, but the soil is everywhere covered
with a thick moss, which protects the ground beneath, so that only a little distance down the ground remains frozen all the year round.
Caribou and moose abound in quantities throughout this region, ami
furnish the tribe almost their only means of subsisting, except the root
of a small vine, containing considerable sugar, which is largely eaten.
Quantities of rabbits are also found during the winter and in sufficient
numbers to sustain a few men, or at least furnish sufficient fresh me tt
to guard against any chance of disease, if due care be observed in other
respects. Salmon is about the only fish caught to any extent in the
!!iver, and as the season only lasts during July and August of each year
they are not depended on for food only during those months, and are
not dried and stored away for consumption during the winter.
Communication by water is effected by means of canoes, as stated,
and also by rafts in going down stream, and by land oy dogs, which
are made to pack loads during the summer and draw the sleds in winter. White men's clothing bas been pretty generally adopted by these
Indians, who obtain the cloth and other material from traders. If their
supply should be denied them they would experience no embarrassment,
as skins of different kinds would then be used and no trouble would be
found in obtaining them in sufficient quantities.
The bead chief of the tribe is called Chil-tab, who bas always manifested a friendly feeling towards the whites and bas considerable influence over the tribe. Although this should not always be relied on,
these Indians are more under the influence of Christian religion tl.lan
most others on the river, Indian missionaries having been among them
from time to time, and they would have great influence both in preventing
war and Recuring peace. There are several of the so-called "shamans"
among tl.lem, two of whom have acquired considerable notoriety on account of their influence. One called Ee-nuk is especially well known
on account of his vicious temper and his great inclination to stir up the
remainder of the tribe into committing various wrongs against the trader
wintering at their village. "Joseph" is the name of the other man, but
he does not have as bad a character as the first one. The influence of
these individuals over the tribe is very strong, but as they practice this
art as a means of living the interests of the tribe are by no me.ans foremost in their hearts, consequently well directed bribes would not fai
in good results.
In the event of difficulties arising with these Indians the only allies
liable to unite with them is a band of this same tribe, not included in
this description, who number about sixty and live o-ver towards the
headwaters of the Tananah River. Allies against them would be very
difficult to secure in this section. of country.
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In character these Indians are not at all brave or manly, but on the
contrary are great cowards, and notwithstanding their many expres·
sions of contempt for the white man and his way of living, yet they have
great respect for his power. One determined man could awe a crowd
of them if they considered him capable of inflicting injury, but instead
o1 waking any resistance at such a time they would wait until be was
oft his guard. As a rule they are willing and very glad to have the
whites come into the country on account of convenience in. trading their
furs; but last year, on account of their idleness, sufficient game was not
secured to satisfy their desires, so that their demands became so frequent for charity and with such insolence that the trader considered it
more prudent to remain away this winter.
To carry on a campaign against them troops would have to be brought
in by the way of the mouth of the Yukon, and among the unusuaJ
· supplies needed \Yould be clothing for winter wear, such as is made by
the natives living near the mouth, and for use in summer small-meshed
mosquito bars as a protection against the myriads of gnats and mosquitoes which swarm about constantly, and to a man weakened in any
way as by wounds or sickness, would very much lessen his chances of
recovery.
In regard to the name .of this tribe, "Takon," which is adopted at the
beginning of this description, is, as well as was determined through our
interpreter, the name by which they are known among themselves.
Among the Ingalik tribes, living further down the river, they are
called "Tchi-cargut-kotan."
•
The native name of the village itself is N u- kla- ko, consisting of about
twelve houses, which seem hardly capable of holding all the Indians;
for although the number as counted by Mr. John McQuestion, a trader,
was between eighty and eighty-:fiye only, there were evidently many
others from the Tonanah country visiting at the time of our meeting
them.
KLAT-OL-KLIN INDIANS.

ThiH is a name gi,..,. en to this tribe of Indians by a ·trader's half-breed
Russian interpreter who bas lived among them for several years; on
what authority is not known, for, although our interpreter could not be
considered entirely reliable, yet, as well as could be learned, they, like
the Indians just described, call themselves Takon. In manners, customs,
and language, they resemble the Takons very closely, but as a rule
seem rather more particular in regard to their personal appearance, heing somewhat cleaner and better dressed. The village itself, consisting
of seven very rudely.built -houses, is about 85 miles below Fort Reliance,
the river between the two places cutting through a mountain range, and
confined generally to one channel, being unlike the country auove and
below, where many islands and gravel bars present serious obstacles to
the successful navigation of steamboats and other craft. About a mile
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below this point are several well-built log houses formerly occupied by
traders, but have since been abandoned as unprofitable, it being considered wiser, if possible, to make the Indians come to a store rather than
locate it in their mi.d st, on account of the inherent tendency among them
to covet everything they see. Among the whites the Indian vilh:ge is
known as "Johnny's" after the head chief, while the site of the trading station is known as Bell Isle; at present their ammunition and
other articles of food and raiment are obtained from traders who ascend
the river in the early summer, and until this winter one has remained
in the immediate neighborhood, so that the bad behavior of the Inrlians
at Fort Reliance will interfere with the general welfare of all the tribes
liYing in this section. They were either well supplied with ammnmtion,
or very prodigal of their small store, on account of their expecting th.e
speedy arrival of the steamer, for our approach,. as was general all along
the river, was bailed by a perfect fusilaue of blank shots.
Among other customs of the whites, which are imitated by all these
Indians, is that of shaking hands; a small matter in itself, but one that
is sincerely regretted when required by every man, woman, and child
in the village. In winter these Indians leave the river and scatter out
in different directions in quest of game, principally moose and caribou,
which, in reality, provide them with their only food. Besides these, however, great numbers of bears are found, particularly of the black variety;
also deer, mountain sheep, and rabbits.
While the salmon are running in the river, they settle down at their
village, which is situated close to the water's edge, and do nothing llut
fish. Grea·t skill in the management of their canoes, and keenness of
sight are required in order to obtain the supply of fish as they do. A
dip net attached to an oval-shaped frame, and the whole fastened to a
pole about 10 feet long, is their only means of taking the salmon. One
of the family, generally a woman, ~tands up on the bank, and observing some sort of ripple, or disturbance in the water, which would be totally disregarued by an inexperienced eye, points out the spot to the
man, ready, at the water's edge, to start out in his canoe. He then paddles quickly out to the place, sinks his net well down in the water, and
generally manages to secure the fish. Whether successful or not he returns to the shore ready for the next fish to appear in sight.
These Indians number about 100 souls altogether, with from 35 to 40
men, who are what might be called able-bodied. They are as a rule
all armed with double barreled shotguns, of small caliber, such as haYe
been spoken of before. A very few of the men have the improved rifle,
but as the introduction of cartridges into the territory is prohibited ,
much difficulty would be and is experienced in obtaining a sufficient
supply, consequently these guns are very little sought after.
The country along this portion of the river is quite mountainous and
well covered with timber, principally birch, spruce, and poplar, both
of which grow to a considerable height. The soil is everywhere covered
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with a thick moss, which stays moist and boggy through the summer.
About the houses at Belle Isle, where the trees bad been cleared away,
several kinds of grass were growing luxuriantly, reaching a lengtl.t of
about 2~ feet, which would show that witl.t due care and labor certain
hardy varieties of produce can be raised.
This band of Indians are very kindly disposed toward the whites, and
seem delighted to have them visit their village, more on account of what
they can procure from them than from any other reason, as they, like
most of their brethren in this part of the country, are continually begging. Anything in the shape of useful articles is acceptable to them,
and such things are preferred in every instanee to beads and like ornaments .
. Tea and tobacco are tl.te articles generally asked for, so that if every
demand were responded to for those articles a large enough supply
could not be carried into the country. In the event of trouble with this
band the only Indians liable to unite with them are those living at Fort
Reliance, and likewise a small village below them on the river. The
only difficulty that could occur, however, would be through some misunderstanding in trade, or on account of the avariciousness of the Indians, who besides many other faults are very improvident indeed, and
when their supply of food is not very accessible, the trader, if one is
living in the neighborhood, is expected to provide for them. No white
men have settled in the country, and the only intercourse which these
Iudians have had with civilized men bas been with a few tra<lers and
some miners. The last-named individuals have not stopped long with
them, howe\er, as the prospects of rich discoveries were never so flattering as to warrant any very lengthened stays. The discovery of gold
in paying quantities is probably the only incentive for men to enter the
country, and were it not that indications are seen all along the river
white men would probably never venture in.
To carry on a campaign against this band, troops would have to be
brought in by the mouth of the river, and should be well provided with
some sort of protection against mosquitoes.
TADOOSH OR CHARLEY'S INDIANS.

The village occupied by this band of Indians is known among the
whites, who ascend the river to trade, as "Charley's" village, and is
situated directly on the river, about 75 or 80 miles from the village previously spoken of as "John's;" it consists of only five or six houses,
which are built after the general plan of all the native houses on this
portion of the river, of sticks and brush; and with just enough room to
accommodate the various members of the family, including the dogs,
which are by no means few in numbers; had they any other domestic
animals to provide _for, doubtless an entirely different style of structure
would be adopted.
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The dog it-i to them what the horse and other beasts of burden are to
the ci vilize<l races ; and is not only used to pack on his back, and draw
sleds in winter, but is employed like the proverbial canal mule iu drawing their cauoes up stream, not, however, when a single member wishes
to go on a journey, but when any number of the family moves, with the
various household goods, &c. These Indians number in all from 40 to 50,
and undoubtedly belong to the same tribe as those living at Belle Isle
and RelhmcP, for they resemble them in almost every particular, and
have separated doubtleRs on account of some difficulty which occurred
years ago. All the men are armed with the same kind of shot-gun as other
ludians along this part of the river, and their ammunition is ol?tained
from the same source, which is principally the steamboat, which makes
the annual trips already spoken of. This point on the river is about 130
miles from Fort Yukon, and is at the limit, as it were, of the hilly country; for ouly a few miles beyond the country :flattens out, and the river
divides up into almost countless channels, with islands of va.l'ious size
between. Considerable game is found in this section, moose predominating in numbers, and furnishing to these Indians as well their main supply
of food during the winter. In summer they live in their village on the
river and devote themselves to catching salmon, which run in sufficient
quantities to feed them at this time, but their means of catching them
are too primitive to admit of their being caught in such quantities as to
furnish them a winter's supply.
In regard to the timber of this region, it is the same as that spoken of
previously, the birch being the only wood used in the manufacture of
any useful articles, principally in the construction of their canoes, which
are very light, durable, and beautifully shaped. .A frame work is made
of a light wood, generally birch, which is securely fastened together
with moose-skin string or roots of the spruce, split. A covering is then
made of birch bark, fastened, wherever joints occur, with stitches made by
splitting small spruce roots, which are very flexible, and the cracks are
then closed with pitch, put on with a firebrand, in the same way that
solder is used. White men's clothes are universally worn by thet-ie people, who buy the cloth from traders; but should the supply be cut off,
no great difficulty would be experienced in finding a substitute, as they
can procure sufficient furs to answer e'lery purpose of dress without
very great exertion.
The head chief of this band is known among the traders as '' Charley," and his feeling toward white men is very friendly. His influence
over the tribe is as a rule quite strong, but generally these men are quite
independent and only consult their own individual interests, consequently any bribe or reward which would improve the pecuniary colldition of single members would be accepted without regard to the general welfare of the remainder of the tribe. They hold very friendly
relations with the bands of Indians living above and below them on
the river, and are particularly pleased to have white men come among
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them. At the time of our meeting them there was a miner living at their
village waiting for the arrival of the steamboat, and be spoke of having
been very kindly received and hospitably entertained.
This, as well as the other tribes of this section, have peculiar ideas of
right and honor, for while apparently never hesitating for an instant
about making away with anything which happens to please them, provided it be not stored away, yet if "cached," as it. is called, away from
the owner, they will not touch it, and are said to regard this with such
respect as to almost starve before helping them ·~elves to any food so
cached.
In a military sense these Indians are of little importance on account
of their small numbers, and even should they join any neighboring .
tribes as allies, they, as is shown, would not swell their ranks very
large1y.
ln regard to the name which is used at the heading of this description, it is one employed ou the authority of a white man, who bad
lived among· them some time; but this name is not very generally in
use, especially among the whites, who generally speak of them as Charley's Indians.
FORT YUKON INDIANS.

The principal village of this band of Indians is at Fort Yukon, an
old 8tation of the J:Iudson Bay Company, which. was abandoned shortly
after the purchase of the territory from the Russian Government-as
soon, indeed, as it was determined that the site was on American soil.
All that remains of the old post are three of the bastions and a portion of the stockade, with a few of the buildings, all of which are slowly
disappearing as firewood for the steamboat. This is the only portion
of the river within the Arctic circle, the few miles on each side of the
old poRt, and would hardly have been recognized as in such a latitude,
at the time of our visit, for the weather was extremely warm, in every
respect like that of the temperate region in summer. In reality these Indians have not what might be called a principal village, for they rarely
stay any length of time in one place, but wander over the country between the Porcupine and Yukon Rivers.
When the trading steamer is expected, they come into Fort Yukon in
considerable numbers to dispose of their furs and obtain various useful
articles. This section of country is entirely different from that previously drained by the river, for instead of being mountainous in every
direction, is absolutely flat, with not a single bill in sight anywhere.
The river spreads out into numerous narrow channels and sloughs, with
a width in some places of almost 7 miles. ·It has the appearance of the
delta at tbe mouth of a large river, and unless one is familiar with the
different channels, different places on either bank may be passed by
without in any way discovering the error.
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The number of Indians of this tribe is reckoned by men who have
had considerable intercourse with them, as between 100 and 110 and
although much less than this number were assembled at Fort Yukon
when the steamer passed, many villages, though small, were encountered above and below, the inhabitants of which belonged to this same
trilJe.
All the men are provided with guns of some description, the prevailing pattern being a long double-barreled shotgun of small caliber.
Some few of the old Hudson Bay Company flint and percussion lock
muskets are seen, however.
The country about abounds in game of various kinds, such as deer,
bear, caribou, and moose, the last-named animal furnishing the natives
their chief article of food. Especially is this true in winter, when the
river is frozen over, and indeed no fish running up stream in any quantities. During the sumll!er this tribe occupies villages at difl'erent points
either on the mainland or on islands in the rh~er, and devote their time
to catching salmon, which is about their only food.
Civilized clothes have been very generally adopted by these Indians,
who prefer such garments, when able to obtain them, to their own, which
were made of moose skin and ornamented in different places with bright
colored pieces of cloth and beads. Their supply of cloth and other necessary articles such as ammunition, cooking utensils, plain food, &c., is
obtained from traders who ascend the river from stations below, and also
from the Hudson Bay Company, which has a station some distance up
the Porcupine Rh·er. In former times, before the Territory passed into
tlw hands of the United States, Fort Yukon was one of tlle most important if not the largest post on the river. Certainly more trading
was done here than at any other point, for In<lians from di:fl'erent tribes
came from every direction to trade, and boat-loads of goods were sent
down the river as far as the mouth of the Tananah River. At the present time it is not a desirable point for a trading station, consequently is
not occupied, so that this triue, though formerly thrown very intimately
with the whites, is now almost completely removed from any civilizing
influences. .At the time of the English occupation an effort was made
to impro\e the condition of the tribe by teaching them the rudiments
of knowledge and instilling into their minds the precepts set forth in
the Bible. Not much progress was made in this direction, however,
othe.r than teaching them a few hymns, which were sung with great
energy by the Indians, who had not the faintest idea of \That it all
meant. Being naturally fond of music they are very ready and willing
to em brace any such opportunity of exercising their voices.
The English are said to baye bad gardens and have been very successful in raising certain kinds of vegetables during the brief bnt hot
season. Their example has not been imitated by the Indians, howe,~er,
who have apparently made very little progress in thi~ direction. The
head chief of this tribe, called Senatee, as will be seen by his photo-
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graph, is quite a dignified and old individual, with a countenance by no
means prepossessing. He not only has great influence over his immediate tribe, but is known by all the Indians in every direction at consid·
erable distances up and down the river, and what he suggests is respected by the various tribes. Even the traders appreciate his power,
have been in the habit of allowing him a certain amount of goods to
trade for them, receiving in return a very small equivalent for their
value, as the idea was not for pecuniary gain but to propitiate this
man. As there are at present no white men who are living permanently
in the country no difficulties of an,y sort can occur, but should they enter
and settle for any reason these Indians would receive them kindly, for
their feeling is in every way friendly. Senantee, though apparently very
proud of his authority, is very kindly disposed in every respect and
seems glad to deal with white men.
In spealdng of small villages above and below Fort Yukon, temporary fishing villages were meant, as throughout this flat country Indians
are not found at all permanently established, and the only idea the English had in establishing a post in this section was to get as far west as
possible without encroaching on Russian territory. As it waH, they
were some distance within the boundary, as determined by Capt. Charles
W. Raymond, of the Engineer Corps, United States .._1\..rmy. In the event
of a campaign being necessary against this tribe troops would have to
be brought in by the mouth of the river anu should be provided with
proper clothing, such as can be obtained from the natives living near the
coast, and some sort of protection against the myriads of gnats and mosquitos which render existence almost unbearable during the hot summer months. In fact just as quick as the snow begius to melt they appear and do not leave until after one or two frosts.
There are no Indiaus who are liable to unite with these men as allies,
as all the tribes throughout this region have a separate and indepen9.ent existence, though a grievance of an individual tribe is generally a
common one, and at present could occur only out of some disagreement in trading, as whites are thrown with them only in this employment.
TANANAH INDIANS.

About 300 miles below Fort Yukon, on the south bank of the river,
there enters a tributar,Y, which, at its month, appears to occupy as much
space and convey as much water as the main river itself. This is only
apparent, however, on account of the flat chara~ter of the country in the
immediate vicinity, for although a large stream, it is nevertheless considerably smaller than the Yukon. The river is known as the Tananah,
and, with the exception of the two white men, has never been explored
to any extent whatever. These two men made a portage across the
country from near Belle Isle, and came upon the river 700 hundred
miles from its month. The river here was about 1,200 yards wide, and
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from its general character it was considered that it must ha,~e flowed
already a distance of over 300 miles. It was descended from here in a
frail boat, rudely constructed, and covered with two moose skins, which
was in constant danger of being sunk by the numerous sharp snags
which were sticking up out of the water. On account of the character
of the boat and the great difficulty experienced in stopping when it was
desired a too large estimate was undoubtedly made of tlw distance traveled, though these figures, judging from the amount of water poured
into the Yukon an<l the increase in the rapidity of the current after its
entrance, cannot be greatly in excess of the true estimate. Another
circumstance which would tend to show that the river at least extends
a very considerable distance beyond the point where the white men
came upon it, provided they traveled almost directly across country, is
the faet that there is a portage which is used by the Indians from the
\Vhite River across to near the headwaters of this stream.
The 'Vhite River is ascended a distance of 50 miles, and then a journey of about twelve days is required to reach the river. It is sai<l by
traders, who have had considerable intercourse with these Indians, tbat
duri11g the occupancy of Fort Selkirk the Tananab Indians were in the
habit of coming directly into that post without making a jouruey down
the White and thence up the Yukon. It is thus seen that there are,
besides mitering the country by the mouth of the river, three differeut
wayf; which are or have been used in traveling backward and forward betwe~n these two large rivers, which were used by the In<liaus in
communicating with neigh boring Indians and traders either living permanently in the conn try or entering it temporarily for the disposal of their
goods. It is not known bow long was required in the journey between
the river and Fort Selkirk, but probably a shorter time than by the
'Vbite River. The portage across from Belle Isle requires about ten
da_ys, an<l as there is no other means of transporting goods than by
employing Indians to pack, except perhaps in winter when sleds mig lit
be used, great difficulty would be experienced in conve;ying any number of men across, without reducing the baggage, etc., to the very smallest amount possible. This tribe liYes all along the river, and has generally bad the reputation of being very warlike and in every way averse
to ciYilizing influences. This is true to a great extent, for they baYe at
-different times displayed considerable jealousy towards prospectors'
setting out witb the inteution of going through tlleir territory, but on
Yarions occasions have expressed a great desire to ha,-re a missionary
-come among them, and have also been very anxious for a trader to establisb a post. among them. 'rheir country being mountainous, and their
life being one of acti,~ity, being passed for the uwst part in hunting
game, makes them more inclined to war, no doubt., than other tribes,
who lead more sedentary lhTes, and secure their food with less difficulty;
yet they are by no means brave in the strict sense of the word, and like
most Indians would not hesitate to take an unfair advantage of an enemy
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when he bad the least suspicion of any treachery. Their whole nnrn her is
variously estimated as between three and seven hundrerl, but those who
have had most frequent intercourse with them reckon their number as
about fhTe hundred. Of these, all who are capable of bearing arms are
provided with a gun of some uescription, either a double-barreled shotgun of small caliber, in which a bullet is generally employed, or the oldfashioned musket~ which was formerly sold by the Hudson Bay Company. There are very few, if any, breech -loading rifles, and are not sought
after on account of the great difficulty in obtaining ammunition in sufficient quantity to supply them, the introduction of cartridges into the
Territory being prohibited. They are poorly supplied with ammunition
of any sort, the supply being obtained from year to year, as it is needed,
from traders principally at posts on the Yukon. In the event of this
source being <lenied them, their only other means would be from the Ohilkats or Hudson Bay Company either directly or through the agency of
Indians of other tribes. This is by no means an uncommon occurrence,
for man3· of these Indians do not buy goods for their own use, but for purposes of trade, though this is by no means as common as with the
natives along the Alexander Archipelago, who seem to tal\.e particular
delight, as It were, in accumulating wealth in the shape of blankets
and other useful articles. These I ndiaus rarely possess more in the
way of useful articles th_an what they carry with 'them, and have
more or less difficulty in always supplying themselves with these. They
are, as a rule, however, fairly well clothed in civilized garments for the
most part, which they obtain from traders, yet being somewhat far
removed from any trading post a good many wear the moose-skin coats
and trousers. In the event of their being denied any chance of obtaining cloth, Yery little, if any, embarrassment would be occasioned,
as only little labor would be required in obtaining skins and furs in
quantities sufficient to provide for all. Their habitations, except among
the Indians living near the mouth, are very temporary, being made of
moose skins in the winter, and generally of a lighter or less substantial
character even than this in summer. Near the mouth of the river some
of the tribe have underground houses, such as are in use among the
Innuits, and are called by the Russians "barraboras." The principal
game found along this river is moose, caribou, and mountain sheep,
which, besides the s&lmon and whitefish caught in considerable quantities in the stream, furnish these Indians in reality their only food, for
were these cut off' they would not be able to exist. There are very few
edible roots or berries found, about the only thing useu as foo<l being
the small root of a pea-like vine which contains considerable sugar,
and is eaten in considerable quantity. Very little flour or other plain
articles of food are bought of traders, chiefly, no doubt, on accouut of
the difficulty in transporting it home.
Tlieir means of communication are by canoes on the water, anu by
laud by means of dogs, packing in summer and drawing sleds iu win-
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ter. Rafts are not used by them, on account of the rapidity of the
current and the great difficulty experienced in managing such a craft.
In regard to the subdivisions of the tribe, there are three bands on the
lower 300 miles of the river, wllicll would unite together in the event of
any difficulty, and are only distinct in the fact of their having separate
beads; whether there are any divisions among the Indians living· further up is unknown.
ThA chief of the band occupying the section of the country near the
mouth is an old man known as "Ee-van," who has considerable influence over the subchiefs and people generally.
The chief of the band living about 200 miles up, is called "Jack,''
and exerts only slight influence. .Another individual, called the black
''shaman," not only exercises authority over this third division, but also
performs the office of medicine man among these Indians, and his influence, as such, is Yery strong indeed. .Although it is thought that a
missionary among them would completely destroy this influence, not
however without danger to himself, as these shamans are very je~lous
of their power, and are very prone to kill the object of their jealousy
themselves, or, as is often done, frighten some members of the tribe into
-committing the deed. .At present there are no wbite.s anywhere along
the river, although only a short time ago there was a tradi~g station
some little distance up from the mouth, which has since been abandoned.
The trader who lived among them speaks of them as friendly towards
the whites and the Indians living in the neighborhood, atul if a man
shows determination and inuependence in his treatment of them, there
need be no fear of trouble. Individual disputes necessarily arise, and
in such an event if one asserts llis rights in a bold and firm way the
Indian generally gi,Tes way. They have, of course, never been at war
with the whites, of whom anu their Government they know very little,
and have the most exaggerated ideas of soldiers from pictures shown
them in illustrated papers, and at the same time profess to disbelieve
entirely the existence of any such class of white men. The only Indians liable to unite with them in war are some living on the Koskoquien, and a band called Too-clok, who live on a river of the same
name, whieh empties into the Tananab from the west, about 150 miles
from its mouth. Indian allies against them could, probably, not be obtained in this section of country.
The seasons would affect military operations in their country considerably, for in the summer ordinary clothing could be worn, while proYision
would have to be made against U1e extreme winter cold by providing
troops operating against them with garments of fur, which are made
and sold by the natives living near the mouth of the Yukon. All the
rivers freeze over, so that transportation by water has necessarily to be
abandoned and resort bad to sleds drawn by dogs, which latter can be
obtained in sufficient numbers throughout the whole region. Besides
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the fur clothes, an ample supply of mosquito bars should be carried a;s
a little protection against those pests.
The appearance of a body of troops with authority to do with this and
many other tribes as it pleased would have a very wholesome effect, as
there are a number of murderers unpunished, who, if properly rewarded
for their misdeeds, would insure the good behavior of the remainder of
the tribe for some time to come .
.About two years ago a Mr. Bean ascended the river a short distance
and settled there for the purpose of trading. He was accompanied by
his wife; and one morning while they were sitting at breakfast, a shot
was fired through the crack of the door, killing the woman almost instantly. The motive for the deed was never exactly understood, as
no difficulty of auy sort had occurred, and the Indians were all very
fond of both parties. The Indians said that the shaman, through some·
influence or other, bad conceived the idea that for the good of all a white man must be killed, and so instigated the murder. The man who
did the actual shooting was turned over to the onl,y trader in the neighborhood, after he was captured, but the trader being afraid of a reaction
afterwards, if the man were punished, did not care to take the law into
his own hands~ and, in consequence, gave him his liberty.
INGALIK

TRIBES.

This name is given to the various families living along the Yukon
River and its tributaries, below the so-called "Ramparts," and extending about 400 miles down the river. As regards the exact limits either
w a,y it is, of course, very difficult, if not altogether impossible, to mark
them, for those bands living iu close communication with those of entirely distinct families, by long intercourse gradually adopt certain
ways of living~ and other improvements in different things over those
in vogue among themselves. In consequence of this different authors
would be apt to mark the limits at different places, according to the
minuteness with which they had observed the smallest details in their
every -day life.
From Mr. Fredickson, a trader who has been thirteen years in the
territory, it is learned that the last Ingalik village is about 40 miles
below the settlement calledAnvik. .Among the tribes living within
this section, already defined, there are one or two which do not coincide
in ever,Y particular with the Ingaliks proper, a fact which will be noticed
further on in speaking of them indivirlually; but they are so similar in
manner of living and customs, and occupy regions so contiguous, that
in this description very little regard will be paid to the minute and
delicate distinctions which could be of no service in any other than a
strictly scientific sense.
The country which they occupy is generally mountainous on each
side of the river, well covered with timber, principally spruce, poplar,
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and birch, and consists mainly of rolling plains, allied to the tundra,
so-called, of Siberia, except that more or less timber abounds as mentioned before, the ground is everywhere covered with a thick grass or
moss, which remains very wet and soggy all the ~ear around, and presents great difficulties to travel unless, as it is during many months of
the year, thickly covered with snow. This moss, remaining so wet, is a
poor conductor of heat, consequently it, protects the soil beneath from
the rays of the sun during the few months that it shines brightly, so
that the frozen ground does not thaw out at all. With this condition
of affairs it can hardly be said to be fertile, though by constant care
and considerable work in digging ditches for purposes of draining, certain varieties of produce can be raised.
At Nuklukoyet, a trading station, situated ou the river, a few miles
below the mouth of the Tan,:mab, l\Ir. Harper, the trader there, had a
· garden fenced off, in which, without very much care or attent.iou, he
hafl succeeded in producing turnips of large size and of excellent flavor.
No other vegetable of any sort had been planted, but be thought that
any of the hardier varieties could likewise be made to flourish and show
favorable results.
Several tributaries join the main ri,Ter along this section, none of
which, however, except the Tananah, are of any great size. The Koyukun comes in from the north, and is interesting in the fact that not
only quite a large ban~ lives along its banks, but ti'om its headwaters
a portage of no considerable length is made to the sea-coast, at Kotzebue Sound. Across this portage, trading goods of different kinds were
interchanged between the Innuits of the coast and these interior Indians. Among other things liquor, originally obtained from whalers and
other trading vessels, was disposed. of to the Koyukuns, who thus became addicted to the use of alcohol before many of their brethren, and
from this fact they have acquired considerable notoriety through many
difficulties growing out of drunken sprees. Many of these disputes
were of course trifling in character, but others were accompanied by
fatal altercations.
Some distance to the westward of the mouth of the Koyukun is the
Kaltag River, a small but very clear stream, which flows in a southi:lasterly direction, beading up in close proximity to the source of the
Oonalakleet Ri\·er, which fiows into the sea. During the time of the
Russian occupation, when Nulato, situated a short distance above the
mouth of the Kaltag, was a trading post of considerable importance,
the journey between it and Saint .l\Iicbaels was most conveniently accomplished by means of these two rivers. This was more particularly
the case in winter, when both streams were frozen over and the country
generally covered with snow.
The distance between Saint Michaels an•l the Oonalakleet is about
40 miles, and is made in canoes along the shores of Norton SomH.l, or
in sleds, according to the season of the :rear. The river is then asS.Ex.2-7
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cended to a certain point, where a crossing is made to the Kaltag, and
that river is then traveled down to its mouth, from which point it is
about 40 miles to Nulato. Somewhat farther down the river the Anvik,
a very swift stream, enters from the north, and a portage across country to Saint Michaels is also made from near the headwaters of this
stream, occupying generally about five or six days, but a good Indian
can make the distance in summer in three.
These rivers are the only ones of importance, noi on account of their
size, as the Kaltag is a very small stream, but as affording a means of
communication, and one that is praeticable, between the coast and the
different tribes who live alo:r;tg this portion of the river. If resort had
to be made to the journey by way of the mouth of the river, especially
in entering the country; much more time would be consumed though
for the transportation of a large number of men this way would be more
practicable.
The principal game found in this region is moose, reindeer, and many
different varieties of water fowl, such as ducks, geese, swans, &c.
During the winter the larger game is bunted, and furnishes the inhabitants their chief support in the way of fresh meat. Early in the
spring the water fowl put in an appearance, and later on the fish begin
to run in considerable quantities in the river. Salmon are caught in considerable numbers, but the chief reliance is in a smaller variety, called
whitefish, which is obtained in greater quantities and during a longer
time. Just before the brPaking up of winter, before the water fowl .
put in an appearance, there is a s~ason when it is almost impossible to
obtain sufficient food of any kind to satisfy the ordinary wants, and the
inhabitants, being naturally very improvident, do not profit by past sufferings, .to store up sufficient to do them during this bad season; consequently in the past, more than at present, many have died from actual
starvation.
In regard to the whole number of people comprised under the beading of IngaHks, it is very difficult to give an estimate which wo~ld
approximate the truth on account of the large tract of country occupied by them and the great number of separate villages. In one
census report the number is given as about 1,250, and as many ns
six villages are mentioned as containing a population of over 100,
while one is spoken of as containing 700. These estimates were
made from the steamboat as it ascended the river, when individuals
from all around· assembled at different points; so that while, of course,
giving a fair idea of the whole number in the region, it overestimates
the number of occupants of each village; and as these are in every
respect distinct from each other, much perplexity would be occasioned
in the event of any disturbance arising. Though not having ~mfficient
time to examine minutely concerning the number of inhabitants in each
village, yet as our approach was, as a rule, quiet, and in every way unexpected, we did not pass a single village that could accommodate as
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many as one hundred; and as it was more often the case that the
inhabitants were away than collected together, the villages almost
invariably presented a very deserted appearance. The whole nmnber may be estimated safely as between 1,200 and 1,500, divided
among different bands, leading lives independent of each other, except
the interchange of certain articles in trade. The relations are generally friendly in most respects, but in the e'Tent of a difficulty of one division with the whites, none of the others would join this one out of
pure friendship, unless the matter in dispute were one which concerned
all of them as a people. Such a disturbance at present could only grow
out of some trading interest, as that is almost the only industry which
throws them in contact with the whites; in fact with a very few exceptions the only whites who have ever been in this region have been induced by prospects of large profits in disposing of their goous to the
natives.
The only miners wilo have prospected this region are a party who
wintered there during 1882, and they not only found the chances of be.
coming suddenly wealthy far from flattering, but are said to have been
actually driven out of the country by the myriads of mosquitoes which
swarm in such numbers during the summer season. To give something
of an idea of the numbers and annoyance occasioned by these insects,
it is stated as a fact, by men who have been in the country any time,
that animals are often killed by them, and an argument in proof of
the veracity of this statement is shown by the great sores which are
produced on dogs when chained in one place for any length of time.
l\Iany of the natives take advantage of the civilized improvementsin the shape of mo~quito IH~tting, for instance, which they use as a veil,
wearing it coiled around their hats when not in use. As regards these
Ingaliks as a class, they are, as a rule, of average height., tolerably well
built., but slenuer, differing in this respect from the natives further down
the river. They have long black hair and a complexion brown by nature,
but often verging toward black on account of a liberal covering of dirt.
In character they are generally pretty brave, but by no means inclined
to war, and are by no meanR so uprigb t or honorable as to hesitate to
take an unfair advantage of an enemy. Avarice is a prominent trait
in their character and they do not seem to have very much affection
except perhaps for their children.
On account of tlle cold and damp climate, and the constant exposure
to which the children are subjected on account of a lack of sufficient
clothing, pulmonary diseases of various kinds are very prevalen c. Many
die of pneumonia, it is said, during the winter, and they all have an appearance as if inclined to consumption. Whooping-cough is very prevalent among the children, which of itself, and with the sequel::e, causes
the death of a number.
Last winter there was a severe epidemic of some throat disease, presumably diphtheria, as well as could be acertained from the different des-
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criptions. Thiscomp1etely desolated some families, and was particularly
fatal among the younger members. ~~ll along the river numerous and
recent graves were seen, often as if in :~losing the bodies of whole families, judging from the amount of space included within the rough fence.
These natives are quite industrious, and as a rule willing to work,
but as there is not much demand for their services they do not find
much employment among the whites. They are active traders, doing
much business, as it were, with the Innuits living down the river and
on the coast. 'fhe~r exchange certain wooden utensils, skins (principally wolYerioe for trimming garments), canoes, and other articles for
oil and skins of the tame reindeer, obtained in trade principally from
the natives of Asia. The canoes, which they use themseh'CS and trade
to the lower river Indians, are made of birch lJark, similar in many respects to those in use by the Indians li \Ting nearer the head waters of
the river, but they are far more substantially built and not so well modeled. They llave to lJe built on firm-er frames on a.ccount of being used
on rougher water; for the river spreading out in this lower country af.
fords ample space for the wind to create considerable commotion in the
water, which would prove disastro'us to any craft less substantially made.
These canoes afford them during the summer almost their only means
of communication, although one of the large skin boats of the Innuits,
called a "bidarra" by the Russians, is occasionally seen in use among
them. These are propelled by means of paddles and sails and are capable
of carrying immense loads.
During the winter, which in reality is the season when they do most
of their traveling, their reliance for transportation of their property,
as well as t~emselves, is in their dogs, which are capable of making very
long journeys without requiring very much food. The dog is the only
domestic animal found among them, and, as is seen, answers their purpose far better than the horse or any other draft animal.
In the section of eountry occupied by these natives there an~ two
white men permanently settled for the purpose of trading with them.
One at Nuklukayet, or, more properly, Tananah 8tation (the first name
being that of an a ban\ .oned post situated a slwrt distance up the riYer),
supplies the lower Ta11anah district and all the region up and down on
each side of the ri,~er for a a considerable distance.
The Indiaus generally come in early in the year, so that they are Yery
often collected about the post at one time to the number of 400 or more,
and occupy their time in dances and celebrations of all kinds. At other
times during the year single individuals come in, obtain what they require and leaYe, so that as a ~eneral thing, the post and its surroundings haYe more of a deserted appearance than otherwise.
The other trading pt>st is at Anvik, which supplies the natives living
along the Anvik RiYer, the Shageluk section, and the country along the
river, both up and down. The larger portion of the trading material
is brought up on the steamboat at the time of its annual trip in the
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summer, although some little, especially articles of food, is brought
over the different portages by means of dogs and sleds in winter. From
these places tile natiYes obtain their supply of ammunition aud other
articles, such as cloth of various 1dnds, for making their clothes, which
are in pattern such as are worn by ch~ilized people <luring the warm
weather.
In winter tlwy wear clothes of reindeer skins, which, as stated before, are generally obtained from the nati,·es lh~ing nearer the mouth
of tile rh·er, who seem to be much more expert in the manuf<lcture of
their clothing than the Ingaliks. Should these two place~ be abandoned the only other sources of obtai11ing useful articles would be from
whites living further down, directly or through other Indians.
Considerable flour is disposed of to tlJese people, who in many ways
have adopted different civilized improvements. All tlJeir uncouth and
rude cooking utensils have been very generally set aside, and those
obtained from the wilites adopted in tlleir places. Tea and tobacco are
the articles most sought after, and it is the rarest exception for a trade
to fall through if either of those articles be offered in exchange for
wllat is considered as an equivalent iu valne. The habit of drinking
tea was acquired during the Hussian occupation, and this race has left
its imprint on the inhabitants in many other ways. Wherever the Russians had settlements many of the natives were employed by them,
and they were invariably treated with the utmost harsbnes~ and cruelty,
and had it not been from fear many and serion.:; difficulties would ha,~e
occurred; in fact many murders were indeed committed, oftentimes innocent parties being the victims.
The subdivisions of these Ingaliks are-not made, generally, with any
regar<l to a difference in the habits, customs, ceremonies, &c., as they
are all Yery much alike in these respects, but simply from the different
parts of the river which they occupy have the~' derived different names.
For instance, those about Nuklukayet are known by the same name, and
so on with the Kaltags, Nalatos, Shageluks, Anviks, &c. As regards
those nathTes living along the Koyukuu H.iver, and called hy that name,
they, by some authors, are not considered as belonging to the Ingaliks,
although they speak the same language and resemble them in very many
respects. They are, however, considered more warlike, which might be
from the fact of their leading a more active life, and by ~orne are considered the most attractiv·e looking Indians of this portion of the
country. This last consideration, of course, is a mere matter of fanC)',
and they might be far more pleasing to the eye than many others, without even then producing a favorable impression.
Each subdivision, or more strictly speaking each Yillage, has its head
chief, who is, howe\'er, not looked up to with the same veneration as
among other tribes, for these people, beiug \'ery superstitious, lu1Jve far
more respect for the medicine man, or ~hamans as they are called among
them. These individuals are generally very shrewd, and exercise their
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talents in curing disease, not for the good of the people, but as a means
of living for themselves, consequently they are oftentimes very unscrupulous, and with such superstitious minds to work on, often do a great
deal of harm onaccount of thus practicing their tricks and mysteries as
a trade; bribes, if judiciously offered, would undoubtedly accomplish aU
that was required.
The habitations which are occupied by the people are quite substantially built of logs and hewn timber, generally near the water, and are
only partially lmllet proof some are partially underground, the last
named being met with more and more frequently as you approach the
region occupied by the Innuits, from whom they luwe uudoubtedly acquired this method of building. The language spoken by the Ingaliks
is one peculiar to themselves, and in reality is the main mark of distinction between them and the natives living both above and below
them. Many of them. have learned considerable of the Uussian language, which, combined with their own tongue, forms a patois which is
employed in trading. No attempt has been made to improve the condition of these nathTes by the establishment of schools before or since
the departure of the Russians, so that even now they continue to live
as ignorant as at the time of their earliest intercourse with the whites.
Very little advancement has been made iu the way of Ohristiauity, although priests of the Greek church have ueen among them since the
earliest times; yet the natives, while always desirous of being baptized
and reckoned as true converts to the faith, nevertheless they have not
the small£ st idea of what it all means, and in consequence, no beneficial
results accrue, such as an improvement in moral tone, &c.
An episode which occurred last year will give a Yery fair idea of
what changes are made on these savage minds by prospective salvation.
A Russian priest came up from the mission to An\ik, with the purpose
of baptizing a number of Indians, who were to come down from the
Shageluk village above and meet him. Previous to tllis time there had
been two trading companies on the river, and one being only jnst withdrawn the prices given for furs were necessarily immediately lowered,
which fact created much feeling among these Indians. As they were to
meet the priest at Anvik, it was considered an excellent opportunity to
take revenge on the trader at the same time; consequently a plot was
arranged b~ which means se,Teral of the men were to ue admitted to the
store at the same time. The trader was to be bound, and perhaps
killed, and the store plundered. Fortunately the plan was disclosed
by the Anvik Indians, who refused to lend their aid, and the Indians,
finding the trader warned, decided not to mali:e auy snell attempt. · Any
outbreak by these men would be in some such underhand way, for a
single determined white man can intimidate any number, provided they
do not obtain an unexpected adYantage. At present, except perhaps in
certain matters concerning the disposal of furs, the most friendly relations exist between these Indians and the whites residing in and pass-
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ing through their country. Several murders are recorded, the most atrocious being the massacre at Nulato in 1851 by the Koyukuns, which is.
spoken of as being brought on by the blunt manners of a lieutenant in
the English navy.
In reality the Indians had been jealous of the whites establishing
themselves permanently among them, and bad manifested this feeling
on two or three different occasions by destroying the improvements
made during the summer by the Russians, and abandoned in winter.
In 1851, ten years after the post had been established at Nulato, Lieut.
J. J. Barnard arrived there in seach of information concerning the lost
Franklin party, he being a member of an expedition sent out for that
purpose. Instead of politely requesting an audience of an influential
chief of the Koyukuns, he sent for him, which was considered an indignity by the chief, who immediately set about to obtain satisfaction
for the insult. Before arriving at the station a Russian and an Indian
companion were killed and said to be eaten, after which, before the
attack was made on the whites, the native village near by. was set on
fire, and the inhabitants shot with arrows as they ran from their houses.
Notwithstanding all the noise of this the whites were not aroused, and
the commander as well as Lieutenant Barnard were killed almost in
their beds in attacking the room occupied by two Russian workmen;
one of their number being killed created a panic among them, and they
thereupon departed. Lieutenant Barnard died before aid could arrive
from Saint Michaels redoubt, and his grave is now seen a short distance
to the rear of the old post, which consists now of two or three log houses
partially fallen down. Last year a Russian was killed by an Indian
living at Nulato, and the murderer still goes unpunished, though in constant fear of being killed or otherwise injured by the whites. This murder, though by no means justifiable, is neYertheless accompanied with
circumstances more or less extenuating. The Russian, whose name
was I van Kogenikoff, was held in great fear by all the Indians, not
only on account of his naturally quarrelsome disposition, but on account of the very summary manner in which he had avenged a murder
occurring farther llow·n the river some years ago, and many of them
would have been delighted at the prospect of disposing of him had
they dared. One night he was being literally dragged home in a helpless state of intoxication by an Indian whose brother had been killed
by a sou of Kogenikoff. The Indian, seeing him so utterly helpless and
so completely in his power, struck him on the head with an ax, considering the deed justifiable in revenge for the death of his brother.
Bows and arrows have been utterly ab~ndoned by these tribes who
are provided, generally, with double-barreled shotguns of small caliber,
in which a bullet may be used.
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INNUIT TRIBES.

This is a name given to themselves by all the natiYes, who are more
common1y spokeu of as Eskimo, and as they extend all along the shore
of the Arctic Ocean, as well as along the western coast of Alaska south
to Mount Saint Elias, they necessarily consist of a great number of
divisions.
These various branches resemble each other in many particulars, but
likewise differ in other respects, according to the country which they
occupy and the different pursuits followed in obtaining food, &c. They
differ widely from the natives of the interior, who are spoken of as Indians, not on1y in customs, habits, manner of living, &c., but even in
their anatomy, showing conclusively that they belong to an entirely
different family. Men Yersed in the science of ethnology, on picking
up the skull of one of this family can distinguish it instantly from an
Indian skull.
As many as seventeen or eighteen different tribes are mentioned as
dwelling along the western coast of Alaska from the neighborhood of
the Copper River, inch~ding those inhabiting the various islands in
Bering Sea and Straits. Of these divisions those living on the island of
Kadiak are the most powerful, and at the same time comprise more inhabitants than any other along the coast. They were t6rmerly considered as Aleuts. But at the time of the first visitors appearing among
them they were carrying on an active warfare with the nath·es dwelling
on the Aleutian Islands, and differ from them in energy and spirit,
being very much less influenced by contact with the Russians than
many of the other tribes.
Between the island of Kadiak and the Yukon delta six different
tribes are mentioned as occupying the intervening country; they resemble each other very closely, and only differ in certain minute particulars, principally in their vocabularies, certain words being substituted,
and slight changes in the terminations of other words being found.
Those tribes living near the mouth of the different rivers have ascended these streams to variable .distances, as is seen in the case of the
so-called Ekogmuts or Ikvogmutes, as they are sometimes called. These
natives inhabit the Yukon delta, and are found along the river a distance of about 300 miles from its mouth. The village of Manki, or
Makeymute, situated about 40 miles below Anvik, is the most inland
village of the Innuits, and is the dividing line between them and the
Ingaliks.
The tribes along the shore of Norton Sound are called Mahlemuts
and Unaligmuts or Unaleets, and are important in the fact of their
living in the neighborhood of Saint Michael's, and having been thrown
in direct intercourse with the whites both Russian and American since
the establishment of a post at that place. The term'~ Mahlemut" is often
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applied to all the Innuits, both along the river and vicinity of Saint
Michael's as well.
In regard to the general characteristics of these different tribes, it
may be stated that their complexions are brown, not the copper color
generally ascribed to the Indian, this color being influenced in shade,
more or less, uy exposure to the sun and by a lack of vroper attention
to regular bathing. They are generally of average height, very often
exceeding this, ar1d the men are well built and possess great muscular
power, enabling them to lift almost incredible loads. As a rule they
are good-natured, willing to work, and are not easily made angry. They
are not warlike, and as a rule are very cowardly indeed, being not only
in great fear of tlle Indians of tlle interior, but they have the greatest respect for the whites in certain villages where there has been a
trader among theru. One determined man can do exactly as he pleases,
as is shown by the high-handed treatment to wllich they are at times
subjected. It is said that on the mysterious disappearance of any article the trader would start through the village with a whip, slashing·
here and there until tlle article was returned. This undouutedly is
somewhat exaggerated, though they have very much more respect for a
man of this kind, being accustomed to such treatment ever since their
:first intercourse with white people. A pecnliarit~.,. of these Innuits is the
growth of hair on the face and body; forming a striking contrast in
this respect with other native tribes.
The tribe living on the Yukon is said to differ in this respect more
markedly than any other, many of the men having very heavy mustaches
and beards. The singular custom of wearing labrets is in vogue among
them. A hole is pierced on each side of the lower lip, just below the
angle of the mouth, and through this is worn some sort of ornament of
bont', ivory, or stone. This prevails among the men, while the women
adorn themselves by tattooing the chin, which is often the only means
of telling them from the men, except, perhaps, the cut of their fur garments. As a general rule the kind of clotlting in use among them since
the earliest times is retained by them, instead of adopting the ciYilized
garments, which, at best, could only be used with any degree of comfort
during the summer. These native garments consist of a coat made of
reindeer skin, and extending almost to the knee, with a hood to be
thrown over the head, with a trimming generally of wolf, or other long
fur, which answers as a protection to the face against the wind.
Breeches are worn below this, which are continuous with the foot covering in the female garment, but separate as worn by the men. The boots
are made entirely of deerskin except the soles, which are of the thick
skin of the seal, and capable of withstanding considerable wear. These
are worn with a thick layer of cloth, or straw, around and beneath the
foot, to absorb the moisture, and protect the sole from injury when stepping on rough ground, &c. A certain kind of boot for use in the water is
found among them, made of seal or fish skin, which is almost, if not fully,
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as impervious as those made of rubber by more civilized people. In regard to the coat called a "parka" by the whites dwelling in the country, the only difference between that worn by the women and the men
is the way it is shaped at the bottom. That for the men is cut almost
straight around, while the other is cut up at the side, forming a semicircular flap extending below the knee in front and behind.
White men living in the country, when exposing themselves to the
- climate in journeys among the different vi1lages, invariably use these
parkies, the custom being as with the natives, to wear two; the one
nearest the skin having the fur side in, while the reverse is practiced
with the outer one.
The country along the river, which is occupied by these natives, does
not differ materially from that farther up, except in the timber. Trees
of consider:<tble size gradually disappear until small shrubs only remain,
and down toward the region of the delta ev-erything in the way of trees
disappears, presenting .nothing to the eye except a broad expanse of
country. This consists everywhere of a marshy prairie land, known as
tundra, thickly covered with moss, and only fert,ile to a small extent,
even after much care is taken to drain it.
On the island of Saint Michaels, where a trading station has been !3S·
tablished for many years, vegetables of different kinds are produced,
such as turnips, radishes, and lettuce. The soil here does not differ
from that along the lower portion of the river, except it may be less
moist, so these same vegetables ought to succeed as well there if the
same attention be paid to their cultivation.
Along the left bank of the river the country is everywhere flat,
while a chain of bills extends along the right bank almost to the delta,
which seems to have tbe effect of turning the river away from the point
where it would naturally seek the sea, and bending it for some little
distance to the south.
These natives occupy permanent villages, situated, in the case of the
Ekogmuts along the river, and built close to the water's edge. The
houses are of two kinds, one for use in summer and the other to be occupied when tbe weather is colder. The former are built mostly above
ground, of logs and hewn tim boc, with the roof generally more or less
covered with dirt, with a hole in the center for the passage of smoke.
The winter houses are built oflogs, either entirely underground, as when
built on the side of a hill, which is a favorite site, or covered entirely
with earth piled up around them. The entrance consists of a bole just
large enough to accommodate a human being on his hands and knees,
. which is closed by means of a skin of some sort to keep out the cold.
The approach to this is by means of a .covered hall-way, as it were,
which answers the same purpose as a storm door in use in cold civilized countries. The summer houses would be only partially bullet
proof, while the true barraboras last described would undoubtedly resist the passage of such small missiles. But if anything like artillery
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were employp.d against them they would necessarily have to be abandoned.
The villages of the coast tribes are generally situated near the mouths
of rivers or in son:1e sbeltered bay or cove, clo~e to tlle water, thus conveniently placed for fishing and commuuication in their lJoats. Se'\"'"eral
different varieties of canoe or boat are in use among them, which are
used according to what is to be accomplished and the character of the
water near their villages.
Alon&· the river a strongly built and well braced birch- bark canoe is
used, generally of such a size as to accommodate only a single man,
though some are of larger build. These are built by the Ingakiks living further up the river, and traded to them iu exchauge for seal skins,
oil, walrus hide for making rope, etc. Besides these canoes there are
other varietie:s peculiar to the Innuits, which are the only ones used b,y
the natives who dwell in the immeuiat.e vicinity of the sea. One is a
regular boat, consistiug of a hea,·y frame-work of wood bound together
with hide and covered with seal sldns, which are carefully prepared,
nicely oiled, and sewed together; the other is of smaller builtl, but
construeted on the same priueiple, except that it is everywhere covered
in with the seal skiu, only a single hole being left in the middle for the
occupant. The former is known by tile Russians as a bidarra, and is
very useful in carrying freight, etc., while tile latter, called "kyak" by
the natives themselves; is known as a bidarka among the Russians.
A modification of tile kyak is often seen copied, it is said, from the
Aleuts, consisting of an exactly similar construction, but with two or
three holes for tlle accommodation of that many individuals. Both
varieties are extremely serviceable, especially in making journeys which
are not prolonged, for after some service the skin becomes soaked and
the-boat has to be taken out of the water and allowed to dry. Considerable practice is required to even sit in one of the kyaks without turning m·er, but to one accustomed to their use journeys can be made in
the roughest ldnd of water, and a very fair rate of speed be maintained
without extraordinary exertion. Both a single and double bladed paddle are used in propellmg these kyaks, while resort is .often !Jad. to a
sail when traveling in the bidarraR.
Many wouderful anecdotes are told of the feats of seamanship performed
by these natives, who wear, when in rough water or when it rains, a water})roofshirt, which is fastened to the rim of the hole in which he sits, tllus
pre,Tenting any water from entering the canot'. Some are said to be able
to turn completel~T over, bottom upwards, and right themselYes by means
of their padrlles. Though not prepared for this performance they are
very liable to be drowned on account of their feet and legs being confined in the boat, as happened to an individual who was rescued from
such a predieament shortly before our arrival at Saint Michaels.
Stories are also told of some being actually thrown, by way of sport,
rom the top of high rocks into the water, and by a skillful use of the
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paddle coming up safely again only to repeat the performance. Their
only means of communication in winter is by i:ileds drawn by dogs, whicll
are able to travel very considerable distances without requiring very
much food. The dog is the only (1omestic animal found among them,
and, as is seen, he answers e\·ery purpose for which a draug·bt animal
is useful among civilizell people, and does not require any care whatever in keepiug.
In regard to the whole number of natives of this family liYiug on the
Yukon River, they are variously estimated by dUferen t. authors; one
census report puts the nnm ber at 1,333, which does not include those
living within the delta of the river. Tllis is approximately true, being
somewhat in excess of the actualnumberif anythiug. In the delta proper
there are probably about 300 souls, and between this point and the
. furthest village of the Malllernuts there are undoubtedly as many more.
Among these those capable of bearing arms arc provided with weapons
of some description. The gun most universally seen is a long, doublebarreled shotgun of small caliber, in which both shot all(} bullet may
be nsed, according to the nature of the game hunted.
Along the Lower Yukon large game is not found to any great extent,
r ;·indeer and bears being about the only animals hunted, but there is
the greatest quantity of water fowl. Ducks, geese, and swans, of almost
every variety, breed all along the river in fact, but the delta seems to be
a favorite resort for the geese, which are killed in great numbers, and
are salted, in barrels, by the white residents, for winter consumption.
The natives rely almost entirely on fish, both fresh and dried, which
furnishes them their chief article of food, and provision is made for
winter by storing away sufficient quantities of tbe dried article to last
the season through. The cu~tom prevails among the river natives to
bury the fish and allow them to remain there until sufficiently putrid
to suit their taste, when they are eaten with a great deal of relish. The
coast natives vary their diet of fish with not only reindeer, but with seal
meat and oil.
Walrus are not found in any numbers along this portion of the coast,
so that no reliance is placed on them for food. The beluga, or white
whale, is killed in considerable numbers near the mouth of the Yukon.
This is a small whale, which enters the shallow water for breeding purposes, and when the tide falls the natives aaack it. and secure a great
many without much labor. The flesh is eaten, and the oil and blubber
also preserved for food, and to be burned in their rude lamps, which
consist of a small open vessel containing oil, into which a wick of moss
or cloth is dipped and d! light applied. The amount of light secured
from each does not in any way compare with the brilliancy of a tallow
candle, and the odor which is generated by the burning oil is far from
agreeable, especially when confined to the close limits of one of their
underground houses.
These tribes ha,~ e no chief in the strict sense of the term, although
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there are individuals among them who exercise more or less influence
through accumulated wealth or othenvise without necessarily t1eing endowed with the spiritual powers, which the shamans are supposed to
possess. With no real head they llave not the unity of the majority of
Indian tribes; consequently, in the event of hostilities, do not all combine with the same readiness.
l\Iany superstitions prevail among them, and the utmost confidence
is placed in the sayings aud predictions of the shamans, who resort to
all kinds of devices in the way of sleignt-of-hand performances to make
their acts more mysterious. As a compliment to one of these indivLL
uals, he was asked to predict It ow long we would ha ,-e to wait at Saint
Michael's redoubt before the arrival of the schooner "Leo." The reply
was made that if on a certain evening we would go to the village he
would invoke the spiritual mel and relie\'e our minds of any anxiety.
On the evening in question we assembled at the "Casine," a public
building, built on the same principle as the dwelling-houses, with one
of which e\'ery village is provided, and after many of the natives had
seated themselves around the shaman, accompanied by a monotonous
singing and drum beating, began to call in the aid of the spirits. Finally
when everything was ready a small blue bead was taken, crushed, and
sent toward the schooner, the announcement being made at the same
time, if the bead returned whole the vessel had been reached. A bead
was resurrected shortly afterwards, unfortunately of a different size and
shape, which, however, was not observed by the natives present, and
the answer obtained from it was that the arrival would llappen before
another moon, or some such indefinite and Delpllian-like response.
Several other tricks were performed of a more childish nature even; so
plain were they in fact that it seems really incredible that the simplestminded native could be deceived by them.
There are very few whites dwelling in the country occupied by these
tribes, and they for the most part are traders who are employed by the
Alaska Commercial Company. At the Mission, a village on the river,
only a short distance below Anvik, there is a store kept by an Aleut,
the brother of the Greek priest, who had a church here as well. From
this point supplies are obtained by all the natives living alJove and below on t4e river. The chief articles which are sought after in trade are
tea and tobacco, though considerable flour is also sold, and many other
plain articles in the way of cloth, cheap hats, &c.
The only sources for ammunition are the difl:'erent stations along the
river, which, in the event of any difficulty with our own Government,
would be denied them. Some miles below the mission is another post,
formerly occupied by the Russians, which is known as Andreievsky.
This is the home of a trader, who in winter has been accustomed to make
long· journeys among the different villages, about the Yukon Delta, disposing of various articles in exchange for furs.
Near the very western limit of t.he Upboon mouth is Koatlik, a very
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small village indeed, but the home of an old Russian who has the usual
amount of trading material. About 70 miles north of the Uphoon mouth,
which is the one generally, if not always, employed by the whites, is
the island of Saint Michael's, on the eastern end of which is a settlement of the same name, established by the Russians in 1833. The site
for a settlement bas many drawbacks, first and foremost the lack of
water, the supply being brought in boats from the mainland, a distance
of 3 miles, and a scarcity of fuel, but it bas the advantage of being in a
sheltered bay and the nearest point to the mouth of the Yukon, which
vessels of even average draught can approach on account of the extensive shoal, formed by deposits brought down by the river. This place is
the headquarters of the trading company, and the depot of all supplies,
guns, ammunition, &c., that are taken into the river and disposed of to
the nati-ves living along t.h e coast adjacent, and would necessarily be an
objective point were the motive prompting an outbreak one of robbery.
The natives, as a rule, are very kindly didpoRed toward the whites, and
although many threatened attacks are often spoken of, none of late
years have been made. These are generally agitated after a free indulgence in liquor, which is occasionally obtained from whalers and
other vessels, or at the instigation of some individual whe has been
thrashell for stealing or has suffered some imaginary wrong.
In 1836 an attack was made on the post, but was repulsed without
any injury being accompli8hed by the commander of the fort. The
natives indulging in this were the Unaligmuts, who, with the Mahlemuts, are generally a worse class of men than those living on the river,
on account of their long intercourse with unscrupulous traders, who
make every attempt to obtain the greatest quantity in exchange for the
smallest amount of the vilest liquor or other articles equally contraband.
Since the year 1855 it is said that not a single white man has been
injured, or even threatened, by the natives on the lower river, who
certainly do manifest a spirit of abject submission. At that time there
was a considerable Russian settlement at Andreievsky and Ekogmut
village near by, many of the inhauitants of which were employed as
workmen at the station. Several of the whites had gone on a journey
up the river, when the natives attacked the place, while its few inmates were taking the customary steam or bot-air bath, and murdered
them as they came out. A boy escaped and finally reached Saint
.M ichael's, which was temporarily in charge of the Russian kogenikoff,
previously spoken of as being murdered last year in the neighborhood
of Nulato. He, with one or two others, set out immediately in a small
schooner or "barka," as it wa.s called, for the scene of the massacre
provided with two howitzers loaded with scraps of iron, nails, &c. He
qemancled that the murderers be handed over or he would fire on the
village. The natives showed no incUnation to obey, thinking the guns
. would not go oft', but were soon brought to a realizing sense of their
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error by the discharge of the gum~, which killed a number. The Russians, not satisfied with. this, are said to have attacked the remainder
with clubs, and to have killed many women and children. The result,
though hardly justifying the means, bas been very wonderful and of
great benefit to the whites who may have occasion to enter the Territory.
As far as a universal outbreak is concerned, such an event could not
well occur, as there is not sufficient union among members of any tribe
to occasion it, nor are there whites enough in the country to justify it.
In the eYent of troops entering the country, necessarily by sea, for
the punishment of outrages by members of tribes, it is more than likely
that the ofl'enders would be immediately given up, or, if not, no other
tribe would be willing to bear any portion of the blame, and certainly
would not unite with them as allies.
The only unusual campaign supplies would be boats, and if a winter
sojourn were made native garments would be required.
ALEUTIANS.

Under this heading is considered a large family, differing in many respects from any before spoken of, which occupies the group of islands
extending to the westward from the Alaska peninsula, and forming a
boundary, as it were, between Bering Sea and the Pacific Ocean. There
are one or two settlements on the peninsula itself; and the Pribylov
group, comprising the islands of Saint Paul and Saint George, also is
inhabited by members of this same family.
In a military sense their consideration is of little importance, for they
are more than half civilized, about a fifth of their whole number being
half breeds while many others have necessarily more or less white blood
in their veins. They are, however, connected with the most lucrative and
chief commercial interests of the entire Territory, namely, the fur seal
and sea otter, and being met with on our returning by sea will be spoken
of in this connection as completing the various different tribes living in
the country which we met.
The word'" Aleut" is of obscure origin, not belonging, it is said, to their
language, but derived from some other dialect, how or when it first
came into use being unknown. The name formerly used by themselves
in being translated signifies " men of the east." Among all of the tribes
throughout the Territory of Alaska this one family has not only been
longer in direct intercourse with white men, but has been more throuoghly
changed from their original condition than any others. Before the arrival
of the Russians among them they are said to have been full of life and
spirit, and fond of all sorts of enjoyments; whereas now on account of the
cruel treatment to which they were subjected, being looked upon and
treated as mere slaves, their spirit seems broken and their character
completely changed. With all this came likewise a complete change in
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habits and customs and religion even, for they are said to have had certain ceremonies which rPsembleu a religion more closely than that of
auy other tribes. Their condition indeed is bettered no doubt by the
civilizing influences, but the same result might have been accomplished
by less heroic measures. They were savages undoubtedly before their
first intercourse with the Russians, and had manners and habits, which
could not be considered otherwise, as for instance, their dwellings.
These were built entirely under ground and of a sufficient capacity to
accommodate as many as two hundred or more people, families being
divided off from each other by means of ,~ ery rude partitions. Entrance
was effected through the roof, by means of ladders, one house being
provided with several such means of entry. Being so protected from
the wind and cold, tllese houses were necessarily very warm, so confined
in fact that no clothes were requirPd, and the inhabitants are said to
have gone about for the most part entirely naked. Their food consisted
of fish of various kinds, flesh of the seal and sea-otter, whale blubber,
sea-weed, wild parsnips, different sorts of berries, &c.
Certain records and legends of the Russians and the people themselves would tend to show that they numbered at one time as many as
25,000 souls, which is probably a too high an estimate, the best authorities considering that at no time could they have numbered more than
10,000 at the most. Their many dances and peculiar festivah;, as described by Bruiaminov, a very earnest and hard-working Russian
bishop, are especially interesting, inasmuch as all the masks and
other relics used in their celebration have been destroyed, whenever
found, by the Russian }Jriest, so that now the object or idea involved is
more or less wrapped in obscurity. The Aleut is of average size, perhapR rather below the meuinm, with an expression of countenance generally described as pertaining to the Japanese. The complexion is of
light brown, hair black and coarse, and the beard generally scanty.
As a general thing their chests and arms are well proportioned, while
their legs, from the position which they assume so constantly in their
skin boats, are often somewhat curverl. They are willing to work, and,
except when under the influence of liquor, the desire for which is one
of their failings, they are mild, good-tempered, and in e\"'ery respect
pleasant to have dealings with. Though much addicted to the use of
liquor, and as a general thing craving it on all occasions, crime8 of a
serious nature are of very rare occurrence, and that of murder is scarcely
known. Formerly the number of wives was not limited, the most influential and respected (and they were the best hunters) having the
greatest number. Their ideas of anytbing like marriage, as is the
case with almost all the Innuit tribes as well, were very crude, and the
wife or wives were generally at the disposal of visitors or guests. At
the present time they have only one wife, and they live together with
their families in separate houses. In settlements where there are white
people dwelling as well, small huts of civilized build are generally used,
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though the barrabara or underground house is very much in use, espP
cially in 'remote villages.
Their original native dress is described as consisting of a coat or parka,
made with tight sleeves, and sufficiently long to reach below the knees,
of some sort of fur or bird skins. No trousers were worn, but the boots
came up to the knees. In wet weather a sort of water-proof shirt, made
of the intestines of the se·a lion, is still worn by them. Besides this lastmentioned garment, the original native dress has everywhere been discarded and civilized clothes adopted, except in a few instances, where
the poverty of the individual will not admit of such an expenditure.
This is especially the case at those villages where the whitts have settled. And as it is through the efforts of the natives that the fur-bearing animals are secured, every aid an<l encouragement possible is given
them.
Schools were established among them years ago by certain Russian
priests who were more earnest in their work than some others, so
that some few learned to read and write. Bishop Vruiaminov made.
an Aleutian gram mer, and through this means many have been partially
educated. Of late years, though several educated members of their own
family have been admitte<l into the priesthood, no very rapid strides
have been made in the way of education. The inordinate desire for alcoholic stimulants of some sort, as stated before, has been their very
worst fault and the greatest drawback toward their making more rapid
progress in the right direction.
The intro<luction of liquor of any sort is prohibited, consequently in
order to properly celebrate festive occasions resort has to be had to a ,
decoction of domestic manufacture. This is made from sugar as a principal ingredient, with the addition of flour, and hops if they can obtain
them. The whole is placed in a barrel, tightly closed and then allowed
to ferment. As the drink resulting is only made when required, time
is not allowed for the fermentation to be completed, but they consume
it just as q nick as the proper strength is attained, with all its horrible
taste.
When an individual returns from a successful hunt he purchases
whatever articles he may need in the way of food anu clothing, and
· then invites his friends in to partake of his. hospitality, in the form of
this home-made beverage. This is the occasion of a big spree, which
invariably terminates with violent disputes, though, as state<l before,
it is said that there is not a single instance recorded of a life being lost
or of any one suffering severe bodily injury, except as a result of a frequent repetition of the same dissipation, and the exposure consequent
upon having their sensations so blunted as to fail to protect themselves
against the weather.
The chief article of food of the people is undoubtedly fish; the various kinds, such as cod, halibut, salmon, and trout, being obtained as
they come in season. Besides these there are many water-fowl and
S. Ex. 2--8
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shell-fish as well, which serve to vary their diet. Many articles of food
are also obtained from traders, such as tea, hard bread, flour, sugar, and
other little necssaries, and these have been so long in use that the people would find it very embarrassing to do without them now.
The country inhabited by these people consists, as previously stated,
of a long chain of islands extending out into the open sea far to the
westward of the mainland of America. The islands va.ry in size, but
resemble each other in their very mountainous character. All are un~oubte<lly of volcanic origin, on several of which there are craters,
which are, at the present time, considered as active. The various settlements of the people are scattered throughout the group of islands, the
most western of all being Chichagov, on the island of A.ttoo. In for·
mer times this village was very prosperous, but is now one of the poorest, in a pecuniary view, of all the settlements, on account of the gradual
falling off in numbers of the sea otter. This animal which furnishes the
beautiful and very expensive fur, was originally caught in great numbers in the vicinity of A.ttoo, and as the exchange of its skin for necessary articles was the only means of living to the natives, they have
consequently suffered, having no other resource to fall back on. Had
it not been that they are amply supplied by nature with the actual
necessities of life in the way of food, such as different kinds of fish,
starvation would have been imminent. The capture and sale of the sea
otter skins being one of the utmost importance to this section of country, the means of taking them is very interesting, as showing a prominent trait in the Aleutian character as well, namely, unselfishness.
The animal is generally found on certain banks some distance from
the land, and is hunted by a number attacking him on different sides.
They start out in their skin boats with provisions sufficient to last them
for several days, and when arriving at the place generally frequented
hy the otter, a long line is made of boats, and a slow and quiet advance
is made. When the animal is discovered, either asleep or quietly swimming about with his nose just above the water, an effort is made to surround him, so that in coming up after diving he may come within the
circle of boats. Spears are the weapons used against them, as it is
thought the firing of guns would frighten them away entirely. It is
rarely the case that the first wound kills him; but the animal soon becomes tired out with the continuous diving, and is then readily secured.
In illustration of the unselfishness ..of the Aleut it has been the custom
to give the skin to the man who strikes the first blow, so that after this
the others can have no interest, but nevertheless devote themselves indefatigably in trying to secure the prey. If it cannot be determined
about the time of the first blow the one hitting nearest the head obtains
,the prize, and if they are of equal distance, the one on the right is
~granted the skin.
Between the islands of A.ttoo and A.tkha, where the next settlement
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now stands, there were formerly several on the different islands intervening, but these now have all been abandoned.
The island of A.tkha was originally a boundary line between two socalled divisions of this tribe, which at present, on account of the admixture of Russian blood and other causes, do not exist; the chief dis-··
1
tinction in former times was a difference of dialect, there being certain
terminations and words not common to both. This must have been
quite marked, for the originator of the grammar, previously spoken of,
was obliged to form two, one for use among the residents about Oonalaska and the other for the A.tkhans.
Quite a large settlement is found on the island of A.tkha, and the
inhabitants are prosperous in consequence of the number of sea otter
captured annually in their neighborhood, being thus, as it were, wealthy.
They buy many articles of the traders and indulge in many of the civilized luxuries, such as clothes, &c. Among other industries, besides
being considered the best and most successful hunters after the otter,
they are said not only to surpass every other settlement of this family,
but every other race in the world in the manufacture of various baskets
and ornaments out of grasses.
During the occupation of the Russians A.tkha was a place of considerable importance as a central point, but since the transfer of the Territory, other interests have made a change necessary.
The next settlement to the eastward is situated on Oomnak Island,
and is known as Nikolsky. The inhabitants devote themselves chiefly
to hunting the sea-otter; they are generally quite successful, and in
consequence prosperous.
Proceeding in the same direction, Oonalaska Island is next met with,
the largest and in many respects the most important of the entire group,
inasmuch as on the northern shore, in a very beautiful inlet called Captain's Harbor, is situated Ilinlink, or Oonalaska, the headquarters of all
the commercial interests of this part of the world. There is a settlement
here of about four hundred people, which includes a school-house,
church, residence of the priest, custom-house, traders' warehouses and
dwellings, and many frame buildings, erected for the use of the natives,
besides numerous barraboras. Here is seen almost every sign of civilized improvements, and among other things the novel sight of domestic
cattle was presented to us.
The climate is by no means severe in this part of the country, and
sufficient grass is found almost all the year through to support stock
of any sort. The natives in the vicinity are very much improved by
long intercourse with the whites, and it is said that almost half their ·
number are able to read and write-the Aleutian language principally.
Besides this large settlement there are several others of less impor- ·
tance, chiefly on the northwestern coast. The island being so indented
and cut up with bays and inlets affords ample space for numerous excellent village sites. Makushin, Koshigin, and Oheruovsky, three small
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villages to the west of Ilinlink, are closely allied in interests, as sending
out each season hunters along with those from the last-named place.
The natives are conveyed on one of the company's vessels to Sannakh
Island, which is the principal resort for the otter, and when the season
js over again brought back to their homes.
· To the south of Oonalaska is a small island, on which is the settlement
·' of Borka, whose inhabitants are considered the neatest, most orderly,
.and cleanest of the whole family. This condition of affairs is said to be
due to the influence of a Jld Russian trader and his wife, who have
lived among them for sor e time and set them this good example.
Between Oonalaska and Oonirnak Island on the east there is a pas~
generally resorted to by vessels in going north. This is sufficiently wide
and deep, but on account of numerous small islands and the great rate
at which the tide rushes through vessels are often thrown in great
danger, especially when wind and tide are opposite. In the vicinity of
this pass are the settlements of Akutan, Akoon, and A Yatanak. Each
is situated on an island of the same name.
An industry among the inhabitants, besides hunting the sea-otter,
is the capturing of the sea-lion, the hide of w·hich is used in making the
bidarkas.
The next settlements are in close proximity to the peninsula of Aliaska,
being distributed among the different small islands, principally aldng
the southern coast. The largest is called Belkoosky, situated on the
peninsula and in close proximity to the best sea-otter grounds found
throughout this region. The other villages in order of size are Ounga
Protassov, Korovinsky, Nikolaievsky, and Vosnessensky. Almost the
sole industry is the capture of the sea-otter, which is obtained in such
numbers as to make the inhabitants too luxurious, so that a.! most all
their earnings are squandered as soon as obtained.
Directly north of the island of Oonalaska, a distance of about 200
miles, is situated the Prybilov group, consisting of the islands of Saint
George and Saint Paul. These are inhabited by members of the Aleutian tribe, and their chief occupation is in connection with the capture
of the fur-seal. All rights, privileges, &c., in regard to the taking of
this animal ou these islands are under the control of the Alaska Commercial Company, who, in turn, are restricted both in the methods employed and the number annually killed, agents are employed to carry
out the laws of the Government in this respect, although the interests
of the company are so closely linked with the killing of a judicious number that in reality the corporation becomes its own guard. The limit
of the law is 100,000 young males, but as the demand of the market
i will notal ways justify this amount, the number actually killed falls considerably below this each year.
·
t
The natives living on these islands have become very civilized, and
have adopted many of the improvements of modern life. Their villages
are laid out in streets, and besides the school-bouse, church, and other
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buildings, consist principally of cottages, which have taken the place,
to a great extent, of the barraboras, and a fair condition of neatness
everywhere prevails. It is said that. the natives now living there are
descendants of those formerly brought from the Aleutian group proper
by the Russians to conduct their seal interests, as the Prybilov Islands
were originally uninhabited. From constant practice and training from
their very youth the capture of the seal and skinning and preserving
of the skins have been reduced by them to almost a science, so that
were the whites deprived of their aid considerable embarrassment
would be occasioned.
In regard to the entire number of people included under this heading they have been estimated at 1,890. This does not include the halfbreeds or creoles, as they are called, who of themselves are numbered
at 479. Their entire number has slowly decreased since the advent of
the whites and the introduction of intoxicating liquors.
On account of the dampness of the climate, though never very cold,
many of the adults die in the winter of pneumonia, brought on by exposure; and the various other lung diseases are especially prevalent
among the children.
In regard to communication between the different islands, their only
means, except through the aid of the whites, is their skin boats, which
are the only kind used. These, like those in use among the Innuits,
consist of a frame work of some light wood securely bound together
with thongs, and everywhere covered in with dressed skin of the sealion, a hole being left in the center large enough to accommodate the
occupant. Some are built with two or three holes, and resemble
the one previously described, except in the number of occupants they
are able to contain. Thes bidarkas, as they are called by the Hussians, are very light, and a,re propelled with great ease and at a considerable rate of speed by means of paddles with a single or double blade,
according to the fancy of the individual.
As stated at the beginning of this description, the Aleuts are of little
importance in a miUtary sense, as the question of active hostilities is
one which will probably never come up, simply on account of the natute
of the race. They were so long under the sway of the Russians and
were so completely subdued that now no indignity could be put upon
them sufficiently harsh to occasion serious resistance.
The men are, as a rule, well provided with arms of some description.
Those most frequently observed are a double- barreled shotgun, of small
caliber, in which shot or a bullet may be used. Should it ever become
necessary to carry on a campaign against this people troops would
necessarily have to be brought to the . country in vessels, and as the
villages for the most part are situated in the deep and sheltered inlets,
a very near approach can, in almost every instance, be effected. N othing in the way of unusual supplies would be needed, except, perhaps, a
number of small boats, which would be greatly aided by a small steam
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launch as well. Very few of the houses are substantial enough to re.
sist the passage of bullets, and should heavier missiles be employed
their destruction would be only a matter of a short time.

SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT.
VANCOUVER BARRACKS, WASHINGTON TERRITORY,

May 12, 1884.
.After a careful arrangement of the data on the topography . of the
country passed .through, with special reference to the boundary line
between the Territory of Alaska and British .America, it has been determined that the main village of one tribe, Klat-ol-klin, supposed to be
in .Alaska, is situated within the English possessions; consequently that
tribe will not be included in the following summary of the names and
members of the tribes met with in this portion of the United States:
Ton gas, about ............. _... ___ ......... ___ .. __ ................ _....... _..
Cape Fox, about . _......••.... _... _..... _.. _......... _..... _... _. _.. . . . . . . . .
Stickeens, about·----·---· ..............•... ··---·..........................
Sitkas, about .......•..............................................•••.......
Hootznahoo, about ............................................ --~·······....
Hoonahs, about.............................................................
Auks, about........................... .......................................
Chilkats, about.............................................................
Tadoosh, about..............................................................
Fort Yukons, about.........................................................
Tananahs, about .•.•............... _..................................... _..
Ingalik tribes, about . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Innuit tribes, about ...................•........•................•.•.........
Aleuts, about ..•••..••••.........................................• ~ .........

600
250
800
1, 000
iOO

700
700
980
50
100
500
1, 350
1, 900
1,890
11,520

Only those Innuits living along the Yukon River within the delta and
northward along the coast to near the Oonalakleet River are included
in this list, and about 400 half breeds (Aleut and Russian living on the
.Aleutian group are also excluded.
The whole number of natives met with is, therefore, about 11,520.
The tribes met with along the river east of the boundary are :
Tahkeesh ...................................•..............•.... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . 50
Ayans ...•• _. ..•••......... _........... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200
Takons .... _•... _..... _.... ___ .....•... __ ... _............... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100
I{latolklins ..............•. -----· ............ -----· ........................... 100

Concerning the last named tribe it may be stated that their village is
but a short distance from the boundary line as determined, and that the
trading station about a mile further down the river, and now abandoned,
is within the Territory of .Alaska.
Respectfully submitted.
GEO. F. WILSON,
First Lieutenant and Assistant Surgeon, United States Army.
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.APPENDIX.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE COLUMBIA,
Vancouver Barracks, Washington Territory, April 7, 1883.
First Lieut. FRED. ScHwATKA,
Third Oavalry, Aid-de-Oamp:
SIR: In view of the frequent reports of the disturbance of the peace
between the whites and Indians in Alaska, and the indications that the
present condition of affairs must lead to serious hostilities between the
two elements in the near future, you are hereby directed to proceed to
that Territory for the purpose of gathering all information that can be
obtained that would be valuable and important, especially to the military branch of the Government.
You will ascertain as far as practicable the number, character, and
disposition of all natives living in that Territory, how subdivided into
tribes or bands, the section of country they inhabit, their relations to
each other, and especially their disposition toward the Russian Government in the past, and the feeling that exists among them towards the
presP-nt Government and the white people that are making their way
into that Territory.
You will further examine and ascertain their modes of life and mean~
of communication from one part of the country to the other, the amount
and kind of weapons of war in their possession, and from where obtained.
You will further obtain such information as practicable of the character of the country and the best means of using and sustaining a military force, if one should be needed in that Territory.
You will make especial inquiry as to the kind and extent of the native
grasses that would sustain animals ordinarily used in military operations, also the character of the climate, especially inland, the severity
of the winters, and any other information that would be important to
the military service.
You will endeavor to impress the natives with the friendly disposition of the Government, and in no case will you move in any section of
the country where you cannot go without provoking hostilities or inciting the natives to resistance, as you a:re not authorized to exercise
any control of affairs in that Territory.
You will consider this duty especial and confiuential, making your
reports to me, accompanied as full as possible with itineraries, maps,
traces, and field-notes.
Asst. Surg. George F. vVilson, and four enlisted men, will be directed
to report to you, and such Indian scouts as may be hereafter authorized.
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You are authorized to employ an interpreter when needed, and you
will exercise strict economy in your necessary expenditures.
In making your investigation you will endeavor to complete all information in each section of the country before proceeding to another, in
order that, should time not permit your full completion of this work, it
' may be taken up the following season.
Tbe chiefs of the several staff departments at these headquarters
. will, on presentation of this letter of instructions, furnish you with the
means and necessary equipments to enablp, you to accomplish the duty
assigned you.
Upon completion of this duty you will return to these headquarters.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
NELSON A. MILES,
Brigadier- General, Commanding.
[First indorsement.]

HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE COLUMBIA,

VancoU1?er Barracks, Washington Territory, May 9th, 1884.
Respectfully referred (through Lieutenant Schwatka) to Asst. Surg.
George F. Wilson; the department commander ca.Us upon Dr. Wilson
to report as near as practicable from the data furnished in this report and from any information he may have, the names and numbers
of such of the Indians within referred to as are inhabitants of the
United States Territory of Alaska, and to locate as nearly as he can on
a map of that Territory, to be furnished by the chief engineer officer of
the Department, their places of habitual abode.
By order of Brigadier-General Miles.
0. D. GREENE,
Assistant Adjutant- General.
[Second indorsement.]

HEADQUARTERS DEP AR1'MENT OF THE COLUMBIA,

Vancou-z;er Barracks, Washington Territory.
Respectfully referred to Asst. Surg. George F. Wilson. Attention
called to preceding indorsement.
FRED'K SCHWATKA,
First Lieutenant Third Cavalry.
[Third indorsement.J

VANCOUVER BARRACKS, Ma.y 12, 1884.
Respectfully returned to the assistant adjutant-general Department
Columbia (through Lieutenant Schwatka), inviting attention to the supplementary report, marked such, and transmitted herewith.
GEO. P. WILSON,
Assistant Surgeon, U. S. A.
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[Fourth indorsement.]

HEADQUARTERS DEPAR1'1\lENT OF THE COLUMBIA,

Vancouver Barracks, May 1.), 1884.
Respectfully forwarded to division headquarters.
Upon being assigned to this command, I found that the Territory of
Alaska, although em braced within the geographical limits of this Department, with an area of 577,390 square miles, was practically an unexplol'ecl and unknown country, but little being known of its topographical features, number and character of its inhabitants, its resources,
or its climate.
011 No\·ember 2, 1881, I forwarded a communication recommending a
special approprhttion from Congress of $68,000 to explore this Territory.
Altlwugh the bill to that effect was introduced. into the United States
Senate it failed to become a law, and on the 3d of April, 1883, I sent one
of my aids-de-camp, Lieutenant Schwatka, with Assistant Surgeon
Wilson, Topographical Assistant Homan, and three enlisted men, to
Alaska to obtain information regaruing the interior of that Territory
under instructions contained in letter of 7th of April, 1883 (appended).
The accompanying report is the result of this reconnaissance, and
contains much information, especially reg·arding the section visited, the
clmracter of the country, and its inhabitants.
That part of the report which embraces a survey of a portion of
Brit.isll America, with description of the same, was not called for by
the letter of instructions, and the publication of so much of the substance of this report as bas appeared in various newspapers and magazines of the country, prior to its being submitted to the military authorities, bas been disapproved.
With these exceptions the reconnaissance has been successful, satisfactory, and accomplished at little expense, and the report is interesting and valuable, and contributes an important chapter to the descriptive history of tba,t remote and extensive country.
Lieutenant Schwatka and his assistants are entitled to much credit
for the euergy and zeal displayed in overcoming apparently insurmountable oustacles in their long, hazardous, and laborious journey.
NELSON A. lVIILES,
Brigadier-General, Commanding.
Fifth indorsement.]

HEADQUARTERS DIVISION OF 1.'HE PACIFIC,

Presidio of San Francisco, California, Jitly 26, 1884.
Hespectfully forwarded to the Adjutant-General of the Army.
JNO. POPE,
JJlajor- General, Commanding.
0 fficial copy.
R. C. DRUM, Adjutant-General.
ADJUTAN1' -GENERAL'S OFFICE,
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